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ABSTRACT 
 
Development of Computational Fluid Dynamics based Multiple Linear and Neural 
Network Metamodels for Bioaerosol Fate and Transport in Indoor Environments  
Shamia Hoque 
Supervisors: Dr. Charles N. Haas and Dr. Bakhtier Farouk 
  
 Linear, quadratic, and artificial neural network (ANN) based metamodels were 
developed to predict bioaerosol fate and transport in indoor environments using 
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations.  The objective of the metamodels is to 
provide quick and relatively accurate information during emergencies.  The response to 
the 2001 anthrax-release events indicate that decontamination of indoor spaces following 
the release of biological agents is challenging. The ability to efficiently and rapidly 
decontaminate rooms/buildings is limited by the lack of quantitative understanding of the 
behavior of bioaerosols and decontaminants in relation to building geometry, airflow 
pattern and surface properties. The work here addresses this challenge.   
 The variables characterizing the system were identified and dimensionless groups 
were developed. Design of experiments was used to explore the design space and 
determine the multiple scenarios. The results derived from the CFD simulations of these 
scenarios were used to develop the metamodels.   The CFD model comprised of multiple 
sub–models. Large eddy simulation (LES) with the Smagorinsky sub-grid scale model 
was applied to compute the airflow. Bioaerosols were modeled as a dispersed solid phase 
using the Lagrangian treatment. For inactivation studies disinfectant mass fraction was 
calculated by solving a mass transport equation. Kinetic decay constants were included 
 xx
for spontaneous decay of the disinfectant and for the reaction of the disinfectant with 
surfaces. An inactivation rate equation accounted for the reaction between the spores and 
the disinfectant.  For the study of electrostatic forces the Poisson equation was solved to 
determine the electric field.   
 The ANN based metamodels were most successful in predicting the number of viable 
bioaerosols remaining in an arbitrary enclosed space and their spatial heterogeneity. 
Sensitivity analysis showed that the ratio of the particle tracking time to residence time 
and the location of input and output with relation to the height of the room had the most 
impact. Mass fraction of the disinfectant, inactivation rate constant and contact time had 
the most influence on the inactivation of the spores.  Screen voltage was the most 
significant variable influencing the dispersion of charged bioaerosols. 
 To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first attempt of developing user-
friendly models or metamodels for fate and transport of bioaerosols from CFD 
simulations. The metamodels besides being useful during emergencies also gives the 
opportunity to better understand the system and therefore provide information for 
designing more secure and safer indoor environments. 
 
    
 
 
Keywords: Metamodel, CFD, Artificial neural network, Bioaerosols, Indoor air, 
Regression analysis, Design of experiment 
 
  
 
 
 1
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 The anthrax mailing incidents subsequent to the September 11, 2001 attacks showed 
the ease with which aerosolized biological agents could be released and dispersed. These 
attacks resulted in five fatalities from inhalational anthrax, and more than 20 cases of 
inhalational or cutaneous anthrax infection. Infection had occurred not only at places 
where the mail had been opened but also at locations where the mail had been handled.  
Response and decontamination costs after the 2001 attacks alone exceeded 100 million 
dollars (Webb, 2003).  Biological weapons such as the aerosolized anthrax spores pose a 
significant threat to civilians with the ability to cause a large number of casualties (Stuart 
and Wilkening, 2005, Reshetin and Regens, 2003). The dispersion of aerosols over time 
in any indoor space after release have to be predicted with reasonable accuracy and 
quickly for an effective response after any incident, whether it is bioterrorism or 
otherwise. The information would be crucial for decision makers planning to 
decontaminate an infected site efficiently and with available resources.   
 To provide such information, accurate and efficient predictive models would be 
required. This would require information or data from experiments which would be 
conducted simulating similar scenarios – release of any bioaerosol in any indoor 
ventilated space. For understanding complex systems such as this, numerical experiments 
using computational fluid dynamic simulations (CFD) are frequently the best approach 
especially with increased computer speed and more knowledge of the system to build 
accurate numerical experiments.  However increased accuracy also means time 
consuming simulations which leads to the inability to explore the full range of 
information on the effects of potentially influencing variables, restrictive application for 
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design optimization and the inability of using such numerical experiments for 
emergencies.   One solution to these limitations would be to use a metamodel. 
 A metamodel, first proposed by Blanning (1975) is a model of a complex numerical 
simulation that serves as a surrogate for the more computationally intensive simulations. 
Metamodeling allows for wider exploration of the input variables,  improves the 
understanding of the model to be generated and enables further studies for solution 
optimization (Tabach, et al., 2007, Broad, et al., 2005).   Areas that metamodels play a 
role in are (Wang and Shan, 2007): 
 
1. Model approximation: Approximation of computationally intensive processes across 
the entire design space; 
2. Design space exploration: The design space is explored to enhance the engineers’ 
understanding of the design problem by working on a computationally inexpensive 
metamodel; 
3. Problem formulation: Metamodels can assist the formulation of an optimization 
problem that is easier to solve or more accurate than otherwise; 
4. Optimization support: Metamodeling can be applied and integrated to solve various 
types of optimization problems that involve computation-intensive functions. 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
 Aerosol or particle transport and distribution are highly associated with airflow 
motion and turbulence.  With the advancement of computer processor speed and 
algorithm sophistication, CFD modeling has increasingly played an important role in 
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understanding airflow dynamics and particle behavior in indoor spaces.  Particle behavior 
is influenced mainly by particle properties, ventilation conditions and airflow patterns. 
The factors influencing the dispersion of particles are numerous and every scenario 
studied in the literature is unique. The results of each study indicate how many particles 
remain in the room (deposited or suspended) over a certain time period.  However, these 
results are not applicable with change of scenario such as the length of the room or 
change of the room ventilation.   Hence, for every situation a site-specific CFD 
simulation or in some cases a pilot scale physical experiment would have to be carried 
out to obtain applicable results. Both of these approaches would be time consuming. A 
pilot scale physical experiment would have the added concern of building a correct 
prototype maintaining scaling requirements that would correctly represent the fluid flow 
mechanisms. In case of an emergency, none of these approaches would be helpful when 
relatively accurate and immediate answers are required for efficient decontamination.   
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
 The main objective of the present research was to develop metamodels utilizing the 
accurate results obtained from CFD simulations of indoor air flow, decontaminant 
transport and decay and bioaerosol fate, transport and inactivation. The goal of the 
metamodel was to provide more insight into the problem and to become a replacement 
for the CFD simulations. The specific objectives of the research were to: 
 
1. Identify the parameters which significantly influence particle behavior in indoor 
spaces and develop dimensionless groups to define the design space systematically. 
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2. Develop a comprehensive CFD model consisting of: 
a. An air flow model for simulating the flow patterns in an indoor room. 
b. A particle model for tracking aerosols in an indoor space and incorporate the 
different phenomena which influence particle dispersion. 
3. Develop a disinfectant transport and decay model for simulating the mixing of a 
disinfectant with indoor air and its decay as it reacts with the surfaces. 
4. Simulate and study the inactivation kinetics of anthrax spores due to a disinfectant. 
5. Develop and select the form of the metamodel.  
 
1.3 Thesis outline 
 
 Chapter 2 reviews the past and current literature on metamodel development, CFD 
simulation of air flow and aerosol dispersion, phenomena influencing particle behavior 
and disinfection.  Chapter 3 gives a summary of metamodel development, experimental 
design, model selection and validation. Chapter 4 gives the details of the CFD model. 
Chapter 5 focuses on the multiple linear regression based metamodel development, 
discusses the applicability of the model and its limitations. There are different types of 
phenomena influencing particle transport. Chapter 6 reports the findings of the effects of 
electrostatic forces on particles. Chapter 7 describes the development of neural network 
based metamodels.  The inactivation of anthrax spores using chlorine dioxide and the 
subsequent development of metamodels for predicting spore persistence considering both 
transport and inactivation is discussed in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 summarizes conclusions 
and discusses future research directions respectively. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 The literature review is divided into three main parts.  The first part summarizes the 
literature on building metamodels.  The second part focuses on the literature pertinent to 
the development of an indoor air flow and aerosol dispersion model. A summary of the 
recent literature on disinfection geared towards indoor air and spores forms the third part.  
 
2.1 Metamodels 
 
 Meta modeling evolved from classical design of experiments theory (Wang and 
Shan, 2007).  These methods include factorial or fractional factorial design, central 
composite design, Box-Behnken design and Plackett-Burman  design (Box, et al., 1978, 
Montgomery, 2005).  These methods tend to spread the sample points around boundaries 
of the design space and leave a few at the centre of the design space.  For computer 
experiments space filling design are recommended (Wang and Shan, 2007, Sacks, et al., 
1989).  Figure 2-1a to d shows four different space-filling designs relatively used more 
often in the literature (Chen, et al., 2007). These are the orthogonal arrays, various Latin 
hypercube designs, Hammersley sequences and uniform designs (Wang and Shan, 2007, 
Hammersley, 1960).  Different types of metamodels can be created such as regression 
models, artificial neural networks, radial basis functions, and Kriging stochastic model 
(Wang and Shan, 2007).  Hammersley sequences and uniform designs belong to a more 
general group called low discrepancy sequences. Hammersley sampling has been found 
to provide better uniformity than Latin hypercube designs (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 
1997).    Latin hypercube design is uniform in one dimensional projection while the other 
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methods tend to be more uniform in the entire space.  The number of sampling points or 
the appropriate sampling size is dependent on the complexity of the function to be 
generated.  In general, more sample points mean more information of the function but at 
a higher expense.  
 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Two variable designs for computer experiments 
 
 
 
 Metamodels have been used in a wide variety of applications, including calibrating 
water distribution systems, modeling of chemical reactors, modeling of aircraft operation 
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predicting groundwater contamination and combat simulation (Alam, et al., 2004). 
Levandler and Payraudeau (2007) developed a metamodel for optimizing the design of 
stormwater detention basins.  Galleli and Soncini–Sessa (2010) applied the metamodeling 
approach for the design of release policies in reservoir systems serving irrigation districts 
by modeling the dynamics of the irrigation demand through metamodels.  The 
metamodeling approach was also applied to a water quality and hydraulics–based 
optimization problem for water distribution systems with the objective of developing a 
metamodel as a substitute for the simulation model, EPANET (Broad, et al., 2005). The 
developed metamodel was approximately 700 times faster than the simulation model and 
similar optimal solutions were obtained (Broad, et al., 2005).  Artificial neural networks 
(ANNs) have increasingly been applied instead of the conventional regression models to 
develop metamodels. This is because ANNs can represent complex, nonlinear functions 
without the need to predetermine the form of the model. Tabach et al. (2007) developed 
an ANN based metamodel to assess groundwater contamination involving the release of 
toxic or hazardous materials.  The authors created a database with four input parameters 
(cover layer permeability and thickness, water table depth and soil-pollutant contact time) 
and two output parameters (depth of contaminated soil and infiltrated pollutant quantity) 
using the finite element software NAPL-Simulator. Different neural network 
architectures were trained and tested and the optimum network chosen to predict the 
depth of contaminated soil in the practical case of an accidental DNAPL (denser than 
water NAPL, non-aqueous phase liquids) spill along the axis of a projected highway 
(Tabach, et al., 2007).  The neural network based metamodels were more accurate than 
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the linear regression based metamodels.  Figure 2-2 summarizes the techniques for 
metamodeling (Wang and Shan, 2007).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Techniques for metamodeling (Wang and Shan, 2007) 
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The most common metamodeling approach is to apply the design of experiments to 
identify an efficient set of computer runs or numerical experiments and then  apply 
regression analysis techniques to create a polynomial approximation to the  computer 
code (Wang and Shan, 2007, Simpson, et al., 2001).   
 The concept of developing surrogates to time consuming simulations or complex 
analytical problems have been applied in diverse ways. Table 2-1 summarizes and 
compares the approach of different authors in three different fields to simplify a multi-
parametric problem.  For example, in the field of adsorption systems, the homogeneous 
surface diffusion model (HSDM) has been applied successfully to predict fixed-bed 
adsorber dynamics for over 100 adsorbate-adsorbent systems (Hand, et al., 1984). 
However, the major obstacle to using the HSDM was the ‘complicated and difficult to 
use numerical algorithms and computer software’.  The authors (Hand, et al., 1984) 
developed ‘user-oriented solutions’ to the HSDM.  The approach involved identifying the 
main parameters in the eight equations describing the fate of an adsorbate within a fixed-
bed adsorber.  This was achieved by converting the equations into their dimensionless 
forms that reduced 10-dimensioned parameters to four dimensionless groups (solute 
distribution parameter Dg, the Biot number Bi, Stanton number St, the diffusivity 
modulus Ed) and a Freundlich isotherm exponent, 1/n. The parameters, Bi, 1/n and Stmin 
were chosen to characterize the HSDM solutions, i.e., ( ) ( )min,1 , oT Bi n St f C C=  where 
T is the mass throughput. Next the HSDM was solved both analytically and numerically 
for different values of 1/n.  Plots relating Bi and St were developed for several values of 
1/n. Equations corresponding to these curves were then developed (equations (2.1) and 
(2.2)) where the values of the coefficients 0A , 1A , 0B and 1B corresponds to each curve. 
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 ( )min 0 1St A Bi A= +  (2.1) 
 ( )0 1St B Bi B= +  (2.2) 
All the solutions were represented conveniently by the following simple equation where 
the values of the constants had been reported in a table (Hand, et al., 1984): 
 
2
4
3
min 0 1
0
0
1, ,
1.01
A
A
ACT Bi St A A
n C C
C
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎛ ⎞⎝ ⎠ − ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (2.3) 
Hence a user can now obtain the solutions for an adsorber-adsorbate system by solving 
the above equations by determining the parameters of the desired system. 
 A similar approach was taken by Saez and Rittmann (1988) when developing a set of 
algebraic equations to determine the substrate flux into a biofilm.  The pseudo–analytical 
solution simplified the use of the biofilm kinetics model as this did not require repeated 
numerical solving of the nonlinear differential equations.   
 The same methodology was applied to develop first order correlations between the 
design parameters of a full-scale cylindrical stratified chilled water storage tanks and 
expected inlet thermal performance using the results of CFD analysis (Musser and 
Bahnfleth, 2001).  The authors identified the important parameters, applied dimensional 
analysis to reduce the number of parameters and develop dimensionless groups. The 
study determined the relation between the groups by conducting parametric CFD 
analyses and developed a linear regression model. 
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Table 2-1. Application of the methodology of developing predictive models 
References Description 
Hand et al., 1984  Saez et al., 1992 Mussner and Bahnfleth, 2001 
Identify 
problem 
/determine 
objective 
HSDM model Biofilm kinetic 
model 
Design of chilled water 
storage tanks 
Determine 
parameters 
influencing 
the problem 
Dg, Bi, St, 1/n Dimensionless 
substrate flux 
into biofilm, 
dimensionless 
substrate 
concentration. 
Diffuser radius, tank radius, 
inlet height, kinematic 
viscosity, thermocline 
thickness. 
Reduce the 
number of 
parameters 
Non dimensional 
equations were 
developed 
Non 
dimensional 
were developed 
Applied Buckingham Pi-
theorem to develop π  groups 
Conduct 
numerical 
experiments 
/solve the 
complex 
model 
Solved the 
original HSDM 
for various values 
of 1/n. Developed 
plots for the 
relationship 
between the 
parameters. 
Solved the 
equations for 
numerous 
combinations of 
variables. 
Developed 
plots. 
Applied factorial 
experimental design to 
decide on the type and 
number of experiments based 
on the non dimensional π  
groups. Conducted CFD runs 
Determine 
the relation 
which best 
fits the 
experimental 
data  
Developed 
equations fitting 
the curves best. 
Developed 
equations fitting 
the curves best. 
Linear regression model 
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2.2 Aerosols 
 
 “An aerosol consists of material finely divided and suspended in air or other gaseous 
environment, with compositions as varied as matter itself”(Hirst, 1995). The term 
bioaerosol is more restrictive and means “an aerosol comprising particles of biological 
origin or activity which may affect living things through infectivity, allergenicity, 
toxicity, pharmacological or other processes” (Hirst, 1995).  Bioaerosols are subject to 
the same particle transport mechanisms as other aerosol particles. To assess the impact of 
bioaerosols and other airborne particles on human health, researchers have looked at the 
subjects of indoor airflow, particle transport and properties influencing particle behavior.  
Indoor air contains a complex mixture of (i) bioaerosols, and (ii) non-biological particles 
(e.g., dust, tobacco smoke, cooking-generated particles, motor vehicle exhaust particles 
and particles from thermal power plants). Bioaerosols consist of all airborne particles of 
biological origin i.e. bacteria, fungi, fungal spores, viruses, and pollen and their 
fragments, including various antigens.  Particle sizes may range from aerodynamic 
diameters of 0.5 to 100 μm (Cox and Wathes, 1995).  
 
2.2.1 Modeling indoor air and aerosol transport  
 
 Study of the motion of particles, specifically their deposition on surfaces has 
attracted researchers over the years from a wide range of fields.  Deposition of particles 
over surfaces was of interest in industrial applications such as micro contamination 
control in electronic industries, coal transport and cleaning, xerographic processes etc.  
Currently interests in the field of particle behavior have branched into designing indoor 
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environments protected from intentional release of biological agents.  The particle 
transport studies can be divided into two major groups, the Eulerian-Eulerian method and 
the Eulerian-Lagrangian method.  For both cases, the knowledge of the airflow field is 
required. 
 
2.2.1.1 Eulerian-Eulerian 
 
 In Eulerian-Eulerian modeling both the flow field and the particles are treated as 
continuums.  The conservation equations are developed on a control volume basis. The 
concentration of particles is determined as a function of the spatial coordinates.  
Individual particle trajectories are not calculated instead the overall behavior of a particle 
ensemble is predicted. Eulerian-Eulerian method is justified when the particle size is 
significantly smaller than the Kolmogorov micro-scale and there are enough particles in a 
computational cell so that the particle phase can be considered a continuum.   
 In Eulerian modeling the governing equation for particle transport in a turbulent flow 
field is given by equation(2.4) where ipC is the particle mass concentration of particle size 
of group i , ,s iu is the particle settling velocity, pε is the particle eddy diffusivity and iD is 
the Brownian diffusion coefficient (Holmberg and Li, 1998, Chen, et al., 2006, Gao and 
Niu, 2007, Zhao, et al., 2005).   
 ( ) ( ), ipip s i ip i p ip CC C D C St ε∂ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤+ ∇ ⋅ + = ∇ ⋅ + ∇ +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∂ u u  (2.4) 
 The Eulerian-Eulerian studies have mainly determined the deposition velocities and 
deposition loss rate coefficients of particles on surfaces of different orientations and types 
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and were validated against different experimental studies. Particle deposition velocity is 
defined as, du J C∞= where, J is the net flux of the particles to a surface (mass per unit 
area per unit time) normalized by a characteristic air borne particle concentration, 
C∞ (Lai, 2002).  Deposition rate-loss coefficient, β  (1/ time) is determined from, 
( )dv v du u dd du A u A u A Vβ = + + , where dvu , duu and ddu represent the deposition velocities 
to the vertical, upward facing and downward facing surfaces respectively. vA , uA and 
dA are the total deposition areas of the vertical, upward and downward facing surfaces 
respectively (Lai and Nazaroff, 2000). Table 2-2 summarizes the some of the Eulerian – 
Eulerian studies in chronological order.    
 
 
 
Table 2-2. Summary of the Eulerian-Eulerian studies looking at particle behavior 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena 
1981, 
Crump and 
Seinfeld 
Generated a 
formula for 
predicting 
deposition 
rate.  
Arbitrary 
shaped 
vessel / 
Particle: 
0.01-
10μm  
Formula was 
independent of 
functional form of the 
eddy diffusivity near 
the wall. For vessels 
with non-vertical walls 
sedimentation and 
diffusion were coupled 
Turbulent, 
Brownian diffusion, 
gravitational 
sedimentation. 
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Table 2-2. (Continued) 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
1985, 
McMurry 
and 
Radar 
 
Developed a 
theory for 
predicting 
deposition of 
neutral and 
charged 
particles in a 
charged 
chamber.  
250 liter 
Teflon bags 
were used as 
chambers, 
particles: 
0.01-10μm, 
Brownian and 
turbulent diffusion 
dominant removal 
mechanism for 
particles <0.05μm,  
gravity for particles > 
1μm. Electrostatics for 
particles in between. 
Convection, 
Brownian 
diffusion, 
gravitational 
sedimentation, 
electrostatics.  
1989, 
Nazaroff 
and Cass 
 
Developed 
mathematical 
model to 
determine 
deposition 
rat. 
Single 
chamber 
building 
Particle: 0.1 
μm-2 μm 
The developed model 
could track particle 
size distribution over 
time, the fate of 
distinct chemical 
constituents and loss of 
particles to indoor 
surfaces. 
Brownian diffusion 
and coagulation 
1994, 
Opiolka 
et al. 
Particle 
deposition 
rate on a 
heated and 
charged 
plate. 1D 
numerical 
model 
developed. 
Flat surface, 
0, 10, 100 
V/cm, ΔT=5 
K and 10 K/ 
Particle: 
0.01-10μm, 
Experimental 
studies were 
done. 
Electrostatics was the 
dominant transport 
mechanism in the 
presence of both 
electrostatics and 
thermophoresis. 
Gravitational 
sedimentation, 
electrophoresis and 
thermophoresis 
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Table 2-2. (Continued) 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
2000, 
Lai and 
Nazaroff  
 
Developed 
model for 
deposition 
rates of 
particles on 
surfaces.   
Vertical and 
horizontal 
surfaces/ 
Particle; 
0.01-10μm 
Model predicted 
deposition of particles 
to smooth surfaces as a 
function of particle 
size and density  
Turbulent 
diffusion, 
Brownian motion 
and gravitational 
sedimentation 
2004, 
Chen and 
Lai 
Extended the 
model  
Different 
charging 
mechanisms 
examined 
Vertical and 
horizontally 
oriented 
surfaces/ 
Particle: 
0.01-10μm, 
charged. 
Coulombic force 
influences particle 
deposition 
significantly. Image 
force is important for 
high level of charge in 
particles and in the 
presence of a weak 
electric field. 
Brownian 
diffusion, turbulent 
diffusion, gravity, 
columbic force and 
image force 
2006, 
Chen 
Developed a 
drift-flux 
model to 
determine 
deposition 
flux of 
particles. 
3D room/ 
Particle: 
0.01-10μm;  
Simulations showed 
the dominant influence 
of gravity on particles 
> 2μm. For coarse 
particles well-mixed 
assumptions is not 
applicable. 
Convection and 
gravitational 
settling  
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Table 2–2. (Continued) 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
2007, 
Zhao 
 
Developed CFD 
model to 
investigate the 
influence of 
personalized 
ventilation Non 
isothermal. 
3D room/ 
Particle: 0.5-
10μm; Zero 
equation 
turbulence 
model;  
 
For particles smaller than 
2μm, ventilation which 
can disperse thermal 
plume was an effective 
ventilation model. Not so 
for particles larger than 
7.5μm. 
Drag, 
gravity 
2009, 
Zhao 
Improved the 
drift-flux model.  
3D room, 
Particle: 0.01-
0.1μm and 5 
μm; 
Both ventilation modes 
were insensitive to 
particles in range 0.01-
0.1μm. Dispersion of 
ultrafine particles by 
mixing ventilation was 
different from larger 
particles.  
Drag, gravity 
and 
thermophoresis 
 
 
 
2.2.1.2 Eulerian-Lagrangian  
 
 The Lagrangian method is of importance when the history of particle transport is 
required. This approach splits the particle phase into a representative set of individual 
particles. It captures more of the fundamentals influencing particle motion but is more 
computationally intensive.  In Eulerian-Lagrangian modeling, the particle trajectories are 
computed from the summation of the forces acting on the particles. Table 2-3 summarizes 
the studies in a chronological order. 
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Table 2-3. Summary of the Eulerian-Lagrangian studies looking at particle behavior 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
1992, 
Li and 
Ahmadi 
Studied the 
deposition of 
particles in a 
duct with 
turbulent 
flow.  
2D Duct/ 
Particle: 0.01-
10μm; 
Instantaneous 
turbulence 
fluctuation is 
simulated as a 
Gaussian 
random field 
Deposition rate of 
particles is V shaped 
d<0.05μm was 
influenced by 
Brownian force. 
Turbulence is the 
dominating 
mechanism. Gravity 
dominates particles > 
2μm near wall.   
Drag,  
gravity, 
Brownian 
motion, 
Saffman’s lift 
force 
1996, 
Lu et. 
al 
Conducted 
CFD analysis 
of particle 
distribution in 
a two-zone 
room.  
3D two zone 
room/ Particle: 
1-5μm; 
Applied κ−ε to 
compute air 
flow. 
 
Particle deposition, 
migration influenced 
by the properties, 
ventilation 
conditions and 
airflow, smaller 
particles have greater 
influence on indoor 
air quality than 
larger particles. 
Drag, 
gravity 
1998, 
Soltani 
Studied the 
effects of size 
and electric 
field on 
particle 
deposition in 
a duct.  
2D channel/ 
Particle: 0.01-
300μm;Electric 
field strength: 
20, 200 kV/m. 
Electrostatic effects 
increase the 
deposition velocity 
for <20μm, 
assumption of 
Boltzmann charge 
distribution gave 
better results  
Drag, gravity, 
Brownian force, 
Saffman’s lift 
force, 
Electrostatic 
forces 
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Table 2-3. (Continued) 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
1999, 
Chung 
Conducted a 
CFD analysis of 
air flow, 
temperature 
distribution and 
particle 
movement. Non-
isothermal case. 
3D three zone 
room/ 
Particle: 0.1, 
0.5, 1.0μm; 
Applied κ−ε   
 
Path of particle and 
residence time 
depend on the 
location of release.  
When a particle 
nears a surface 
Brownian force, 
gravity becomes 
significant, else drag 
force dominates. 
Drag, gravity, 
Brownian 
force, 
Saffman’s lift 
force, 
Electrostatic 
forces 
2004, 
Zhao 
Conducted a 
CFD analysis; 
Compared 
influence of 
different 
ventilated 
rooms. Non 
isothermal case. 
3D two zone 
room/ 
Particle: 1, 
2.5, 5, 10μm; 
Applied κ−ε  
 
Lower deposition 
rate was reported for 
displacement 
ventilation; with 
increasing particle 
size fewer particles 
escape. 
Drag, gravity, 
Brownian 
force, 
Saffman’s lift 
force 
2005, 
Beghein 
Conducted a 
CFD analysis 
applying LES. 
Isothermal case. 
3D room/ 
Particle: 5, 
20μm; 
Applied LES 
to compute air 
flow. No 
rebound. 
   
Computed results 
compared well with 
literature data. Light 
particles follow the 
airflow while heavier 
particles deposit. 
Drag, gravity, 
Brownian 
force and 
Saffman’s lift 
force 
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Table 2-3. (Continued) 
Year Summary Details Conclusions Phenomena  
2006, 
Chang T-
J. et al. 
Developed 
CFD model 
for multi room 
buildings.  
3D room/ 
Particle: 1, 2.5, 
10μm; Applied 
Large eddy 
simulation to 
compute air 
flow. No 
rebound. 
 
Removal was 
higher for PM10 
than PM1. Natural 
ventilation is not 
an effective way 
for fine particle 
removal. Air 
changes more 
significant than 
partitions for 
particle removal. 
Drag, gravity, 
Brownian force 
and Saffman’s lift 
force 
2009, 
Zhang et 
al. 
Predicted 
particle 
deposition on 
indoor 
surfaces with 
a modified 
Lagrangian 
method. Non-
isothermal 
Calculated 
particle 
deposition 
velocity from 
Lagrangian 
trajectories. 
Conducted 2D 
and 3D channel 
simulations. 
Particle sizes 
tracked; 0.01-
50μm.   
Surface 
orientation 
directly impacted 
the particle 
deposition.  
Temperature 
differential also 
influenced the 
near-wall flow 
structure which 
impacted the 
particle eddy 
interaction. 
Drag, gravity, lift 
force and 
thermophoresis 
  
 
 
 Lu and Howarth (1996) and Lu et al. (1996) developed Lagrangian, CFD models to 
predict air movement, particle deposition and migration in a two-zone room and 
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conducted experiments measuring particle concentrations in the two-zone room to 
validate the CFD model. The authors concluded that particle behavior was mainly 
influenced by the particle properties, ventilation conditions and airflow patterns. Chung 
(1999)  and Chang (2006) numerically investigated the removal behavior of particles in a 
ventilated multi- room building.  The study showed that the removal efficiency by 
deposition of the particles in the diameter range of <1µm was less and these particles 
were more sensitive to the surrounding complex indoor airflow pattern compared to the 
larger particles. 
 Experimental studies have looked at the influence of surface roughness of the walls 
on particle deposition (Thatcher, et al., 2002, Lai and Nazaroff, 2005). Thatcher (2002) 
observed the deposition behavior of particles (0.5-10µm) in a bare, carpeted and fully 
furnished room under different air flow conditions. Deposition of particles in the fully 
furnished room was higher than in the bare room, with the largest increase occurring for 
the smallest particles. The authors stated this could be due to the increase of the average 
surface roughness and the changed airflow pattern.  Increasing the velocity of the airflow 
increased the deposition of all particles mostly that of the larger particles.   
 
2.2.2 Phenomena influencing particle behavior 
 
 The fourth column of Tables 2-2 and 2-3 summarizes the different phenomena 
included in the above studies.  The phenomena influencing particle behavior studied 
above are drag force, gravitational force, Brownian force, Saffman’s lift force, 
electrostatic forces and thermophoretic force.  The forces are defined as follows: 
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Drag force: When a particle moves through air, the air produces a drag force which acts 
on the particle in a uniform pressure field. The drag force is represented by the equation 
(2.5) where, DC =drag coefficient, RV = relative velocity between the velocity of air and 
the particle velocity andC =Cunningham correction factor.  The Cunningham correction 
factor is a function of the Knudsen number and is determined 
from ( )1.1 221 1.257 0.4 pd
p
C e
d
λλ −= + +  where λ  is the mean free path and pd is the particle 
diameter (Heinsohn and Cimbala, 2003).  For particle motion with Reynolds’ number less 
than 0.1, 24 ReDC = , when the Reynolds’ number is from 1000 to 52 10× , 0.44DC = . In 
between, the correct value of DC  is calculated from the following expression: 
( )( )2 324 Re 1 0.16ReDC = + (Hinds, 1999) 
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8D p D R R
F d C V V
C
π ρ=  (2.5) 
 
Gravitational force: The net gravitational force acting on a particle is equal to the weight 
of the particle minus the buoyancy force on the particle, where the buoyancy force is 
equal to the weight of the air displaced by the particle. For a spherical particle, the net 
gravitational force is represented by equation (2.6) where pρ = density of the particle and 
ρ = density of the fluid (Heinsohn and Cimbala, 2003). 
 ( )316G p pF d gπ ρ ρ= −  (2.6) 
 
Brownian force: Small particles suspended in a fluid, exhibit a haphazard dancing motion 
resulting from the fluctuating forces exerted on them by the surrounding molecules.  The 
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Brownian force, BF  is represented by equation (2.7) where, iG = zero mean, unit variance 
independent Gaussian random numbers, 2 5 2216o
p c
kTS d S C
ν π ρ= , pS ρ ρ= , tΔ = time 
step used in the simulation, T = Absolute temperature of the field, ν =kinematic viscosity 
and k=Boltzmann constant= 231.38 10 /J K−× (Friedlander, 2000, Li and Ahmadi, 1992). 
 B i oF G S tπ= Δ  (2.7) 
 
Saffman’s lift force: Small particles in a shear field experience a lift force perpendicular 
to the direction of flow. The shear lift originates from the inertial effects in the viscous 
flow around the particle.  The Saffman’s lift force per unit mass is given by the following 
equation: 
 ( ) ( )2 1 43 ij pL p j jlk kl
d
F K d u u
d d
π ν ρ= −  (2.8) 
In equation (2.8), K =2.594 is the constant coefficient of Saffman’s lift force, and ijd  is 
the deformation rate tensor defined as 1
2
ji
ij
j i
uud
x x
⎛ ⎞∂∂= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
(Saffman, 1964). 
 
Electrostatic force: The fundamental equation of electrostatics is Coulomb’s Law which 
gives the electrostatic repulsive force between two point charges of like sign separated by 
a distance r(m), equation  where, q and q′ are the quantities of charge at the two points, 
constant of proportionaliy 1 4e ok πε= = , and oε  is the permittivity of free space, 
12 2 28.85 10 C /N.m−× (Hinds, 1999). 
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Thermophoretic force: When a temperature gradient is established in a gas, a particle in 
the gas experiences a force in the direction of decreasing temperature and the movement 
of the particle due to this force is called thermophoresis (Greenfield and Quarini, 1998).  
Thermophoretic force is calculated from the following equation (2.10) where tK  is the 
thermophoretic coefficient calculated from equation (2.11), T is the temperature and 
T∇ is the temperature gradient (Greenfield and Quarini, 1998, Talbot, et al., 1980).  In 
equation (2.11) tC is the temperature jump coefficient = 2.18, mC is the velocity jump 
coefficient = 1.14, sC the thermal creep coefficient =1.17, gk is the thermal conductivity 
of the fluid, pk is the thermal conductivity of the particles and Kn is the Knudsen 
number. 
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Resuspension:  Resuspension, re-entrainment or reaerosolization are terms, which 
describe the removal of deposited particles from surfaces back into the airflow. 
Measurements of resuspension have been expressed as resuspension factors or 
resuspension rates (Loosmore, 2003). They are defined as resuspension factor and 
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resuspension rate. Resuspension factor is the ratio of air borne contaminant concentration 
per unit air volume to the contaminant surface concentration per unit area on the ground. 
 ( ) ( )( )
3
1
2
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surface concentration 
g m
K m
g m
μ
μ
− =  (2.12) 
Resuspension rate is defined as the fraction of a surface species removed in unit time. It 
represents the resuspension flux from the surface, divided by the initial surface 
concentration. 
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μ
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2.2.2.1 Influence of drag force, gravity, Brownian diffusion and Saffman’s lift force 
 
 In the small size region (<0.1μm), Brownian and turbulent diffusion are dominant 
while for particles larger than 1μm, gravitational settling is dominant.  In the 
accumulation mode (0.1 μm to 1 μm) neither mechanism dominates.    Li and Ahmadi 
(1992) compared the magnitude of drag force, Brownian force and lift force for a 5μm 
particle released in a duct with turbulent flow (Figure 2-3).   
 Figure 2-3. shows the results of the comparison of the magnitudes of the different 
forces over dimensionless time, t+ (
2*t tu ν+ =   where *u is the friction velocity). The 
drag force dominates while lift force is about 5% to 10% of the drag force.  The 
Brownian force is very small for the 5μm particles.  To study the effects of the different 
mechanisms separately, the authors (Li and Ahmadi, 1992) conducted simulations with 
particles of diameters, 5 μm and 3 μm under the following conditions: only gravity, with 
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Brownian motion, with turbulence, with both turbulence and Brownian motion.  The 
effect of Brownian motion on the particles was negligible for particle diameter ~5 μm 
and the effect of turbulence were small.  Gravitational sedimentation was the main 
influence on the particles.  Turbulence had a more significant effect on the 3 μm particles. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Time variations of various forces for a 5μm particle (Li and Ahmadi, 
1992) 
 
 
 
  Beghein (2005) looked at particle deposition under the influence of gravity, drag 
and Saffman’s lift force (Figure 2-4). A thousand particles were released in a room of 
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dimensions, 2.5m 2.5m 2.5m× × , the inlet and outlet heights were 0.07m . The inlet air 
velocity was 0.886m/s. Particle density was 1000kg/m3 and two particle diameters, 5 and 
20μm were considered. It was assumed that any particle striking the surface remained 
attached, i.e., there was no rebound. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4. Geometry of boxes 
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Figure 2-5. Particle statistical results for 5 μm particle size (Beghein, et al., 2005) 
 
 
 
 Figure 2-5 shows the number of particles exiting from the room, and the number of 
particles deposited in the room for 5 μm particles. Only a very small percentage actually 
remained stuck to the walls.  In the case of 20 μm particles the gravitational forces act on 
the particles earlier, and particles were eliminated as they deposit to the floor.  After 40 
sec, 40% of the particles remained suspended in this case whereas for the smaller particle 
60% particles stayed suspended.  The influence of Saffman’s lift force was not studied 
separately. 
 
2.2.2.2 Influence of electrostatic and thermophoretic forces 
 
 Some studies had looked at the influence of electrostatics and thermophoresis on 
particle deposition.  The loss rate of 0.1μm singly charged particles was found to be 100 
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times greater than the loss rates of neutral particles of the same size in a charged teflon 
bag (McMurry and Radar, 1985). The effect of electrostatic forces dominated particles in 
the accumulation mode.  Similar enhanced deposition rates was observed by Opiolka 
(1994), and Chen (2004), for deposition of charged particles on flat charged surfaces.  He 
and Ahmadi (1999) conducted a 2D simulation of 3000 particles in the diameter range of 
0.01 μm-100 μm released in a duct with air flow at 5m/s, and a particle to air density ratio 
of 2000. The study looked at the deposition behavior of neutral and charged particles 
under different electric field intensities and under different mechanisms of particle 
charging, Boltzmann charge distribution and saturation charge.  In Figure 2-6, the trend 
of the non dimensional deposition velocity, du
+  ( )d du u u+ ∗=  of the particles with 
Boltzmann charge distribution for electric field strengths of 20 kV/m and 200 kV/m can 
be seen against non dimensional particle relaxation time, and particle diameter (He and 
Ahmadi, 1999).   
 Particles attain Boltzmann charge distribution (i.e. particles carry random integer 
number of charges according to the Boltzmann distribution) when they are exposed for a 
sufficient length of time to a bipolar ionic atmosphere (Hinds, 1999). The plot compares 
the results with the deposition velocity behavior of neutral particles as well (symbols: 
blank squares).  It can be seen that the V-shape variation of deposition velocity observed 
for neutral particles gets distorted for charged particles due to the effects of electrostatic 
forces. With increasing field strength, the deposition rate of the particles increased. The 
effect of the electrostatic force is least on particles with diameter 0.01 μm.  This occurs 
because 99.3% of 0.01 μm particles remain neutral and are not affected by the increase in 
strength of the electric field based on Boltzmann charge distribution. For particles >5 μm 
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the effect of turbulence and sedimentation becomes the dominant mechanism (He and 
Ahmadi, 1999).  The increase of electric field mainly influences the deposition rate of 
particles with diameter 0.01μm<d<5μm. This is because Coulomb forces make a major 
contribution to particle deposition in this size range (He and Ahmadi, 1999).  For the 
same electric field strength the deposition rates for particles with saturation charge were 
higher. This showed that the electrostatic forces dominate the deposition of particles with 
saturation charge.  The effect of turbulence and sedimentation effects for saturation 
charged particles were more muted.  The authors compared the results favorably with 
results from other simulations and empirical models. 
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Figure 2-6. Variation of deposition velocity for particles with Boltzmann charge 
distribution, (He and Ahmadi, 1999) 
 
 
 
  Opiolka et al. (1994), also looked at the effect of thermophoresis on particle 
movement.  The study showed that deposition velocity increased by an order of 
magnitude in the presence of a temperature difference of 5K.  The influence of 
thermophoresis was more significant for particles in the accumulation mode. In the 
presence of electrostatic forces and thermophoresis, particle transport was dominated by 
the influence of electrostatic forces (Opiolka, et al., 1994). The significant role of 
thermophoresis in enhancing small particle movement towards cold surfaces and away 
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from hot surfaces was especially effective for particles with a size of 0.1 μm <d <10 μm 
(Tsai and Lin, 1999).   
 
2.2.2.3 Resuspension 
 
 The effect that resuspension of particulate material has on the spread of 
contamination has been studied in the context of different research fields.  Motivations 
for this work include re-entrainment of particles into the atmosphere from soil, 
resuspension of deposited material from nuclear weapon tests (Nicholson, 1988) or 
particulate contamination in the semiconductor industry (Soltani and Ahmadi, 1995, 
Braaten, et al., 1990, Punjrath and Heldman, 1972, Ziskind, et al., 1995).  The threats 
from biological weapons have caused researchers to look at resuspension from a different 
perspective.   
 Reaerosolization of hazardous bioaerosols resulted in a continuous source of 
contamination (Weis, et al., 2002).  Ventilation systems provide a pathway for 
contamination of buildings and the surrounding areas.  Indoor sources, including human 
activity, tend to generate short duration, high concentration particle release, which can 
result in indoor concentrations several orders of magnitude higher than background levels 
(Ferro, et al., 2004, Thatcher and Layton, 1995). Substantial resuspension of particles of 
diameter 2.5 μm and 5 μm occurred with source strengths ranging from 0.03 mg/min to 
0.5 mg/min, a range estimated for human activities. Krauter and Biermann (2007) 
examined the reaerosolization of dry spores (0.6-1.1μm) in a ventilation duct. 
Resuspension rates on both steep and plastic duct materials were between 26 10−× and 
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46 10−×  min-1, which decreased to 10 times less than the initial rates within 30 minutes  
Thatcher and Layton (1995) found that even normal activities, such as walking and 
sitting, increased indoor concentrations of particles of diameter greater than 1μm.   
 Punjrath and Heldman (1972) studied particle entrainment in a wind tunnel and 
found that it was dependent on two mechanisms: a) initiation of particle movement when 
shear stresses on the particles exceed friction forces acting on the particles and b) transfer 
of momentum from other moving particles.  Braaten et al. (1990) developed a particle 
resuspension model based on Monte – Carlo simulation which simulated the stochastic 
nature of the resuspension of a bed of monodisperse particles in fully developed turbulent 
boundary layer with a constant free stream velocity. By incorporating a power function or 
a logarithmic function to the model Braaten et al. (1990) reproduced the pattern observed 
experimentally in the particle resuspension process in a wind tunnel. Using literature 
data, Loosmore (2003) developed empirical models to calculate resuspension rate, using 
five parameters: friction velocity, time since the wind flow begin, particle diameter, 
particle density, and roughness height. The models developed by Loosmore (2003) 
showed that time and friction velocity were the more important factors.  The study 
showed that the resuspension rate increased with friction velocity and particle diameter 
and decreased with time, surface roughness and particle density.  The decrease of 
resuspension with time occurs because the less tightly held particles are removed early 
leaving behind more firmly held ones (Loosmore, 2003, Braaten, et al., 1990).  
 Besides the mechanisms discussed above there are other forces such as virtual mass 
force, Basset force, pressure force etc which may influence particle behavior in an indoor 
room. But the discussion above shows that the influence of the forces is dependent on the 
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particle size and the conditions under which the particles are released. The mechanism 
implemented in a simulation should be chosen based on the specific case being studied 
for example thermophoretic force would have no influence if the simulation is for an 
isothermal scenario. 
 
2.3 Disinfection 
 
 The events of the 2001 anthrax attacks motivated significant interest in how to 
effectively disinfect/decontaminate buildings contaminated by B.anthracis and other 
biological contaminants.  Decontamination is defined as the irreversible inactivation of 
infectious agents i.e. reduces the number of viable bioaerosols to a level so that the 
contaminated site can be declared ‘safe’(Corsi, et al., 2007).  Possible decontamination 
methods include the treatment of building components with liquid solutions containing 
sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide, or peracetic acid.  The efficacy of each 
decontaminant depends on its concentration, method of application and duration of 
exposure (Solazzo, et al., 2004). Other methods of decontamination include ultraviolet 
germicidal irradiation (UVGI), electric ion emission and thermal energy (Corsi, et al., 
2007, Whitney, et al., 2003). Lee et al. (2006) examined the effect of thermal energy on 
airborne bacteria by exposing bioaerosols to environments with temperatures of 140oC 
and 180oC for 0.3sec. E. coli was rapidly inactivated through this method but no 
significant affect on B. subtilis was observed at either temperature.  A common 
application of UVGI systems is upper room irradiation where germicidal lamps are 
suspended from ceiling or attached to the walls. Wang et al. (2009) reviewed previous 
studies on the effectiveness of UVGI systems for decontamination. To achieve 99% 
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inactivation of B. subtilis spores an UVGI dosage range of 15,949 – 19345 μW.s.cm-2 
(Lin and Li, 2002) was required. The performance of UVGI systems has been 
characterized well under laboratory situations but not as well for mechanical ventilation 
systems and real indoor environments.  There has been no conclusion about the effects of 
temperature, relative humidity and air exchange rate on the effectiveness of UVGI 
systems (Wang, et al., 2009). The performance of UVGI systems have shown to degrade 
significantly when the relative humidity increased from 50% to 75-90% when applied for 
inactivating airborne mycobacteria (Xu, et al., 2005).   
 For decontaminating large interior spaces in buildings and to ensure that the 
disinfectant permeates into remote corners and cracks, gaseous fumigants are a natural 
choice.  Different gaseous decontaminants considered for this purpose include chlorine, 
ozone, ethylene oxide, methyl bromide, vaporized hydrogen peroxide and chlorine 
dioxide.  Table 2-4, adapted from (Whitney, et al., 2003),  summarizes the efficiency of 
some gaseous decontaminants in inactivating Bacillus spores under different conditions.  
Concentration, relative humidity (RH), temperature and carrier material can affect 
gaseous sterilization of spores (Whitney, et al., 2003, Verce, et al., 2008). Relative to the 
other decontaminants particularly chlorine and ozone, chlorine dioxide is more stable, 
and forms less byproducts from reaction with other compounds. 
 Chlorine dioxide is a powerful selective oxidant and a broad-spectrum biocide. It is a 
relatively small and volatile molecule. The gas has intense greenish yellow color with a 
distinctive odor similar to chlorine. It is highly soluble in water and exists in aqueous 
solution as a dissolved gas (Gordon and Rosenblatt, 2005). In the presence of light with a 
UV component chlorine dioxide rapidly decomposed to form chlorine, oxygen and a 
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variety of stable and transient intermediate oxychlorine compounds some of which may 
be highly corrosive.  It has long been used as an alternative to chlorine for treatment of 
drinking water and for bleaching pulp. 
 
 
 
Table 2-4. Efficiency of some selected gases on the inactivation of Bacillus spores 
(Whitney, et al., 2003) 
Method Concentration Time Efficiency 
Ethylene 
oxide 
500mg/L, 30%-50% RH, 54oC 30 min 4-log reduction 
Chlorine 
dioxide 
30mg/L, 80%-85% RH, 30oC 
 
6-7mg/L, 20%-40% RH, 23oC 
 
70%-75% RH, 23oC 
30min 
 
30min 
 
15min 
100% killed 
(90%-4.4 min) 
10 CFU lived 
(90%-4.2min) 
0 CFU lived 
(90%-1.6min) 
Methylene 
bromide 
3.4-3.9mg/L, room temp in the 
presence of moisture 
24h 100% killed 
Ozone 1mg/L generated in water, pH 3 
3mg/L, 95% RH 
5min 
1.5h 
<10 CFU lived 
<0.001% lived 
 
 
 
 Besides these traditional uses most of which applies chlorine dioxide in aqueous 
solution, its use has expanded into other areas especially when applied in the gas phase. It 
is a novel decontamination method for produce with numerous reports on its efficiency 
(Han, et al., 2000, Mahmoud and Linton, 2008). It is very effective for plant equipment 
sanitization, medical devices and surface sterilization. For example, chlorine dioxide gas 
was used as the disinfectant during the decontamination of the Capitol Hill, Washington, 
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DC (Solazzo, et al., 2004).  This was the first time that chlorine dioxide gas was used to 
decontaminate a large area.  Experimental studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of 
chlorine dioxide gas as a sterilizer achieving 90% inactivation of Bacillus subtilis spores 
in 1.5min when they were exposed to the 30mg/L of the gas (Jeng and Woodworth, 
1990).  Han et al. (2003) examined the efficiency of chlorine dioxide gas for the 
decontamination of Bacillus thuringiensis spores on different types of surfaces. A 5-log 
reduction of the spores occurred after treating paper, wood, epoxy and plastic surfaces 
with 15mg/L ClO2 gas for twelve hours. A field study was conducted to assess the 
effectiveness of ClO2 in reducing indoor microbial contamination due to fungi and 
bacteria (Buron, et al., May 2008).  The study found that ClO2 gas was effective in 
reducing culturable and total fungi and bacteria in indoor air but the reduction in total 
count on surfaces was less efficient. 
  The effectiveness of inactivation appeared to be material dependent with spores 
deposited on paper having higher survival rate than those deposited on smoother and less 
porous materials. The removal of ClO2 gas to indoor materials could adversely impact the 
effectiveness of decontamination by creating localized zones of depleted disinfectant 
concentration, cause damage to materials and may produce persistent byproducts.  
Hubbard et al.(2009) examined the removal rate of chlorine dioxide from air by 24 
materials. Office partition, ceiling tile, medium density fiber board and gypsum wall 
board accounted for most short and long term chlorine dioxide removal.  Deposition 
velocity decreased significantly over a 16h period.  The authors suggested that this 
temporal decrease of ClO2 could occur because of adsorption between ClO2 and sorption 
sites on the material, or due to adsorption into droplets on the surface or absorption 
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followed by aqueous phase chemistry or a combination of all.  The rapid decrease of the 
removal of ClO2 could occur if a sorptive equilibrium is reached.  In aqueous phase, slow 
conversion to chlorite or other ions would lead to accumulation of aqueous ClO2 and a 
decrease of deposition velocity over time (Hubbard, et al., 2009). 
 Historically, CFD modeling efforts have focused primarily on the simulation of air 
movement and dispersion of particles in apartment and buildings, not on disinfectant 
transport, interaction with bioaerosols and decay in indoor air.  Verce et al., (2008) 
developed and calibrated a CFD model for predicting vaporized hydrogen peroxide 
(VHP) concentrations at different locations and in the bends in a 27m galvanized steel 
duct system. The study showed that VHP decomposition increased at the bends of the 
duct system compared to the duct sections.  Concentration – contact time values were 
estimated combining experimental results of time taken to kill biological indicators of 
Geobacillus stearothermophilus spores and surface concentration estimates of VHP 
obtained from the CFD model. 
 Reshtin and Regens (2003) simulated anthrax spore dispersion in a 50-story, high-
rise building. The modeling results showed that a relatively small volume of aerosolized 
spores has the potential to disperse quickly throughout the high – rise building. Stuart and 
Wilkening (2005) investigated four different mathematical models used to predict 
environmental viability degradation of biological weapons agents like anthrax.   The first 
model was an exponential decay model which represented loss due to a first order 
chemical reaction. The value of the decay rate constant was determined experimentally. 
This assumes for a population of microbes a single lethal event is responsible for death or 
inactivation of a member of the population and that the probability of death for any 
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member is equal, random, and constant over time. The other three models consisted of 
two components, a reaction kinetics component and a population dynamics component. 
The reaction kinetics component accounted for the inactivation while the population 
component described how a population of microbes responded to the inactivation and 
how it distributed in the population. There is a lack of detailed understanding of the loss 
mechanisms governing bioaerosol interaction with different environments.  As a result 
while the investigated decay models behaved similarly at short times, <30min, for longer 
time phenomena the predictions of the different models gave vastly different predictions 
(Stuart and Wilkening, 2005). 
 
2.4 Summary 
 
 As seen above the metamodeling concept has been applied to different fields but has 
not been applied for characterizing the indoor environment or for understanding and 
predicting bioaerosol fate and transport. Metamodels have not been generated from CFD 
studies.  Substantial work has been done to understand the influence of different 
phenomena or mechanism on particle behavior.  The information obtained is crucial for 
judging what forces to incorporate when tracking particles under a given situation and in 
building accurate simulation scenarios.  Experimental studies on disinfection of spores 
have focused on the inactivation of the spores with different disinfectants in laboratory 
settings.  The information obtained is not sufficient to help first responders in disinfecting 
offices and other indoor environments efficiently. 
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3 METAMODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
 Developing a metamodel involves a series of steps (Simpson, et al., 2001, Kleijnen 
and Sargent, 2000):  
 
1. Determining the goal of the metamodel: a goal could be for understanding the 
problem, for prediction where the metamodel may replace the simulation and used 
routinely instead of the simulation, for optimization and as an aid in verification and 
validation of a simulation model. 
2. Identifying the inputs and the outputs and their characteristics:  The inputs into the 
metamodel would be independent variables describing the problem and can be 
obtained or calculated easily from the problem description.  The inputs could also be 
rearranged into dimensionless groups to obtain a more descriptive set of input 
variables.  Similar to the inputs, the outputs have to be identified.  
3. Choosing an experimental design for generating data:  The design space and the 
specific method of sampling the design space have to be decided. Design of 
experiments (DOE) is an efficient approach for determining the points at which data 
would be generated. 
4. Choosing a model to represent the data:  Choosing a model in itself is an iterative 
technique.  The model chosen must use the data efficiently, fit the overall structures 
likely present in the data, be robust, have a mathematical form appropriate for the 
response being modeled and extendible (Gershenfeld, 1999). 
5. Fitting the model to the observed data:  The goodness of fit of the model is evaluated 
using different statistical criteria.  Model fit is often assessed through diagnostic plots 
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and error estimations (Devore, 2004). Cross – validation methods are used to check if 
the models are overfitted. 
6. Determining the validity of the fitted metamodel. The validity of the metamodel is 
tested against the fitting data set and against an independent data set (data not applied 
for developing the metamodel). If the metamodel does not satisfy the validity 
measures the steps 3 – 6 are repeated. 
 Steps 1 and 2 will be defined based on the specific problem in the following 
chapters. The following sections in this chapter will explain in more detail the methods 
behind steps 3 – 6  
 
3.1 Experimental design 
 
 Experiments (either computational or physical) are carried out to (Berthouex and 
Brown, 1994): 
1. Screen a set of factors (independent variables) and learn which one(s) produce an 
effect. 
2. Estimate the magnitude of effects produced by experimental factors. 
3. Develop an empirical model. 
4. Develop a mechanistic model. 
 Design of experiments (DOE) is the method applied to achieve these objectives with 
as few experiments as possible depending on the complexity of the problem.  The process 
of the experimental investigation is iterative.  The steps, design, simulation and analysis 
are repeated as an underlying pattern between the factors and the response emerge. 
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Design leads to analysis via experiment (numerical simulation) and analysis leads to new 
design via inference (Bingham, 1997).   
 The following sections discuss two methods belonging to two different classes of 
design, classical experimental design and space filling design. Classical experimental 
design is the traditional method of developing designs while space filling designs are 
more recent methods cited to be more suitable for numerical experiments. For classical 
experimental design, fractional factorial design is discussed while for space filling 
designs; Hammersley sequence sampling (HSS) is discussed.   
 
3.1.1 Fractional factorial design 
 
 The number of experiments required by a full factorial design at two levels is 2k 
where k is the number of variables or factors.  A full factorial design considers the main 
effects of the factors as well as all the possible interactions between the factors. The main 
effect of a factor measures the average change in the response caused by changing from 
one level (low setting) to another level (high setting). A two-factor interaction looks at 
the effect on the response when two factors are simultaneously kept at different levels.  
Three-factor and higher interactions are expected to be small compared to the two-factor 
interactions and the main effects (Berthouex and Brown, 1994). At some point, higher 
order interactions tend to become negligible and can be disregarded (Box, et al., 1978). 
Full factorial designs tend to have redundancy in terms of excess number of interactions 
with respect to the number of model parameters to be estimated from the data and 
sometimes an excess number of variables are studied. Fractional factorial design takes 
advantage of this redundancy (Box, et al., 1978).  If higher order interactions can be 
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assumed to be negligible then significant information on main effects and lower-order 
interactions can be obtained through a fraction of the full factorial experiment. These 
designs are labeled 2k-p where p is the number of additional factors to be included 
(Berthouex and Brown, 1994).  A major application of the fractional factorials is in 
screening experiments where many factors have to be considered and the objective is to 
identify factors which have large effects.  A drawback of the two level design is that it 
implies the assumption of linearity in the factor effects. 
 To explain the fundamentals involved in applying fractional factorial design methods 
for developing a design plan a hypothetical 24-1 fractional factorial design has been 
chosen. Table 3-1 is the design matrix for 24-1 fractional factorial design (one three way 
interaction is shown).   
 
 
 
Table 3-1. Design matrix for a 24-1 fractional factorial design  
 Design Interactions Response
Run A B C D AB AC AD BC BD CD ABC y 
    +ABC         
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 y1 
2 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 + +1 -1 -1 +1 y2 
3 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 y3 
4 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 y4 
5 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 y5 
6 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 y6 
7 -1 + +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 y7 
8 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 y8 
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 Negative and positive signs are assigned to the lower and higher level of factors A, B 
and C in columns 1 to 4. Column 4 is constructed by multiplying the signs in columns A, 
B, and C, hence ‘D= ABC’.  This relation is known as the design generator (Box, et al., 
1978, Montgomery, 2005).   Multiplying both sides of the above relation by D, D2= 
ABCD or ‘I= ABCD’ is obtained.  This provides the defining relation of the design 
(Box, et al., 1978, Montgomery, 2005). Each of the groups of numbers or letters in the 
defining relation is called a word.  By doing only a part of the full factorial experiment a 
compromise is made regarding the determination of the effects of each factor in an 
isolated manner. The main effect A is not an independent estimate, as it would be for a 
full factorial experiment. It is instead the main effect A plus the three factor interaction 
BCD i.e., the main effect A is confounded with the three factor interaction. The defining 
relation leads to the determination of the interactions which are confounded. The 
individual interactions are said to be aliases of each other. To carry out a fractional 
factorial design for any number of variables a set of design generators have to be chosen.  
The common criterion based on which design generators are chosen for a 2k-p design is 
“resolution” and the less common criterion is “aberration”. Resolution seeks to reduce 
the confounding between lower order effects.  The resolution of a design, which is 
usually designated by a Roman numeral, is found by counting the number of letters in the 
shortest word in the defining relation (Ankenman, 1999). For a given set of factors a 
number of designs with different resolutions can be constructed, however for a given 
number of runs resolution is usually maximized (Ankenman, 1999).  A design of 
resolution, R = III does not confound main effects with one another but does confound 
main effect with two-factor interactions.  For a design of resolution, R = IV, main effects 
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are not confounded with two factor interactions but two-factor interactions are 
confounded with other two-factor interactions as shown in the above example which is a 
resolution IV design (defining relation, I=ABCD). For R = V only two-factor interactions 
are confounded with three factor interactions and does not confound main effects and two 
factor interactions (Box, et al., 1978).  Hence, it can be seen with higher resolution, the 
confounding pattern becomes limited between higher order interactions which usually 
have lesser impact than lower order interactions and main effects.  
 Aberration is similar to but more discriminating than resolution. To apply the 
concept of aberration a vector is written called the word length pattern (WLP) which 
records the frequency of the word lengths in each defining relation (Ankenman, 1999).  
The first element in the vector length records the number of single letter words 
(excluding ‘I’), the second element in the vector length records the number of two-letter 
words and this goes on.  For the above example where there is only one four letter word 
in the defining relation, I=ABCD, the WLP for the four factor experiment is: (0, 0, 0, 1). 
Aberration recognizes that a resolution III design with only one three-letter word in its 
defining relation is preferable to a design with the same number of runs that has two 
three-letter words in its defining relation (Ankenman, 1999).  Minimizing aberration in a 
design of resolution R, ensures that the design has a minimum number of main effects 
confounded with interactions of order (R-1) and a minimum number of two-factor 
interactions confounded with interactions of order (R-2) and so on (Montgomery, 2005). 
 When starting an investigation, a two-level design is usually developed.  Two levels 
are typically enough to determine if a factor is significant in the process (Montgomery, 
2005).  To determine the significant factors a normal probability plot or an ANOVA 
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(analysis of variance) is applied (Box, et al., 1978, Devore, 2004). In the normal 
probability plot the main and interacting effects that are negligible will tend to fall along 
a straight line on the plot as they are normally distributed.  Significant effects will not fall 
on the straight line on the plot.  For replicate runs, an ANOVA table can be generated. 
After identifying the significant effects, the factors are re-evaluated, taking into account 
the influence of co-founding, and next set of experiments designed. The use of two – 
level design implies the assumption of linearity in the factor effects. To consider the 
effect of non linearity and to account for the fact that computer experiments involve more 
systematic error than random error, space filling techniques are recommended (Simpson, 
et al., 2001).  
 
3.1.2 Hammersley sequence sampling 
 
 Hammersley sequence sampling is one of the ‘space-filling’ designs as introduced in 
Chapter 2 (Wang and Shan, 2007).  To generate space filling designs for computer 
experiments or numerical simulations, sampling methods are applied to select points in 
the design space and not at the boundaries of the design space which is what happens 
when applying factorial design methods (Santner, et al., 2003).   
 The Hammersley sequence is an example of a low-discrepancy sequence and the 
sampling method falls into the category called Number – Theoretic methods which aim to 
create uniformly-spaced designs by minimizing ‘discrepancy’. Discrepancy is a 
quantitative measure for the deviation of a sequence from a uniform distribution hence it 
is typically desirable to choose a low-discrepancy sequence (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 
1997, Kalagnanam and Diwekar, February 1997). The concept of discrepancy is applied 
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to choose the appropriate quasi- Monte-Carlo sequence of which Hammersley sequence 
is one.  The quasi-Monte-Carlo sampling technique uses a quasi-random number 
generator instead of a random number generator to increase the efficiency of the Monte-
Carlo techniques (Reichert, et al., 2002). A quasi random sequence is a sequence of 
points, { }k 1Nk =z which is uniformly distributed in the unit cube, [ ]0,1 m for m parameters.  A 
low discrepancy sequence due to Hammersley can be constructed using the expansion of 
a nonnegative integer, k (Reichert, et al., 2002) as in equation (3.1), where p is a prime 
number and ia are non negative integer coefficients smaller than p. 
 20 1 2 .................
r
rk a a p a p a p= + + + +  (3.1) 
These coefficients are used to construct a number between 0 and unity according to 
equation (3.2):  
 ( ) 0 1 22 3 1.............. rp ra a a ak p p p p +Φ = + + + +  (3.2) 
The Hammersley points on a m-dimensional cube is given by the following sequence: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 1
1
2z , , ,.......
mk p p p
k
k k k
N −
⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟= Φ Φ Φ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (3.3) 
It has been shown that the discrepancy of this sequence with respect to the uniform 
distribution in [ ]0,1 m  is much smaller than that of a random sample (Reichert, et al., 
2002). 
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3.2 Model Selection 
 
 Model selection is step 4 (page 39) in the metamodel development process. Selecting 
a model is an iterative process involving trial and error. Simply stated, a model tries to 
mathematically represent the behavior of a given phenomenon and given the right input 
data will, in the future, be able to predict relatively accurately, the behavior of the same 
phenomenon.  The next section will explore different models, assessment methods and 
finally the methods of comparison between different models. 
 
3.2.1 Linear models 
 
 Regression analysis deals with the investigation of the relationship between two or 
more variables (Draper and Smith, 1981). The relationship is expressed in the form of an 
equation or a model connecting the response or dependent variable and one or more 
predictor or independent variables.  Commonly used forms for models are: 
 
Pure linear and multiple linear: A simple univariate linear model would consist of one 
predictor variable. A multiple linear regression model would consist of several predictor 
variables and is represented by:  
 1 1 2 2 .............o n ny x x xβ β β β ε= + + + + +  (3.4) 
where 1 2, ,......, nx x x  are the predictor variables, y is the response, β ’s are the regression 
coefficients and ε  is a random variable assumed to be independent and identically 
distributed as ( )20,σΝ and is referred to as the random error term of the model. The 
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regression coefficient nβ  represents the expected change in response y per unit change 
in nx when all the remaining independent variables are held constant.  The linear model is 
linear because the expected value of y  is a linear function of weighted sums of the 'sβ .  
The linear regression model is attractive because the value of the 'sβ can be estimated by 
analytical solution through the method of least squares.  According to the principle of 
least squares, the best-fit line to the data is chosen to minimize the sum of squares (SSE) 
of the vertical distances of the points from that line. 
 
Linear models with transformed variables: More complex models such as higher order 
models may still be analyzed as a linear regression model.  For example, a polynomial 
relationship could be converted to the form in equation (3.4) such as: 
2 2
1 1 2 2 3 1 2 4 1 5 2oy x x x x x xβ β β β β β= + + + + +  by setting, 3 1 2x x x= , 24 1x x= and 25 2x x= , a 
multiplicative model, 31 21 2 3oy x x x
ββ ββ ε= , can be converted into the linear form: 
1 1 2 2 3ln ln ln ln lnoy x x xβ β β ε= + + + + .  Other examples are: the exponential model, 
1 1 2 2o x xy eβ β β ε+ += , the reciprocal model, 1 1 2 21 oy x xβ β β ε= + + +  (Draper and Smith, 
1981). These mathematical models which can be expressed by suitable transformation of 
the variables into the standard linear form are intrinsically linear.  Linear regression of 
transformed data is attractive because the values of the parameters can now be evaluated 
using ordinary least squares.  However, the estimated coefficients are the least square 
estimates only as far as the transformed model is concerned.   The normality of the 
residuals will also have to be tested to ensure that the transformation of the data was 
acceptable. 
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Nonlinear models: A nonlinear model is one in which the parameters to be estimated 
appear nonlinearly, for example, 21
x
oy e
ββ β ε−= + +  (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987). 
Nonlinear regression is a procedure for fitting data to any selected model.  As with linear 
regression, nonlinear regression procedures determine values of the parameters that 
minimize the sum of the squares of the distances of the data points to the curve.  If the y  
value of each data point is called datay and the y value of the curve is called, curvey  the goal 
is to minimize the SSE: 
 ( )2data curveSSE y y⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦∑  (3.5) 
Unlike linear or polynomial regression, a nonlinear regression problem needs to be 
solved iteratively.  Different iterative techniques have been applied to calculate the 
parameters such as, the method of steepest descent, the Gauss-Newton method,  the 
Marquardt method, the simplex method etc (Gurney, 1997). For all methods an initial 
estimate of the value of each parameter is provided and the nonlinear regression 
procedure then adjusts these values to improve the fit of the curve to the data.  The 
iterations continue until convergence is achieved, i.e., when an iteration alters the value 
of each variable and the residual error by less than a set margin. 
 
3.2.2 Neural network 
 
 Neural networks are models of a particular mathematical form which is motivated by 
the biological analog of neural systems.  Neural networks offer an alternative approach to 
conventional mathematical models for modeling complex systems as it supports multiple 
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inputs and outputs and is capable of approximating any nonlinear function to an arbitrary 
degree with a single hidden layer. 
 Neural networks grew out of research to mimic the problem solving capacity of 
biological neural systems via learning and generalization.  The artificial equivalents of 
biological neurons are the nodes or units.  The interneuron connections, called synapses, 
are modeled by a single number or weight so that each input, ‘xn’ is multiplied by a 
weight, ‘wn’ before being sent to the equivalent of the cell body.  The weighted signals 
are summed together by simple arithmetic addition to supply node activation, ‘a’.  The 
function ( )f a is called the activation function. The activation is compared with a 
threshold, θt; if the activation exceeds the threshold the unit produces an output, o. The 
equation for the artificial neuron is 
1
n
i i
i
o f w x
=
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ .  This type of unit is called “threshold 
logic unit (TLU)’ and is the simplest model of an artificial neuron (Figure 3-1).  A system 
of such artificial neurons are called “network”.  This could range from a single node to a 
large collection of nodes in which each one is connected to every other node.    
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Figure 3-1. Simple artificial neuron (TLU) 
 
 
 
 There are different classes of neural networks.  The feed forward multilayer 
perceptron (MLP) class is the most widely used network and it consists of an input layer, 
a hidden layer and an output layer.  In each layer a specific number of neurons with an 
activation function are placed. The most commonly used activation functions are the 
sigmoid, equation (3.6), the tangent-hyperbolic, equation (3.7) and the linear activation 
function, equation (3.8). 
 ( ) 1
1 ha
f a
e−
= +  (3.6) 
 ( ) ( )tanh a aa ae ef a a e e
−
−
−= = +  (3.7) 
 ( )f a a=  (3.8) 
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 Figure 3-2 shows a layout for a typical three layered feed-forward network.   
Mathematically a 3-layer ANN with n, m, and p as the number of input, hidden, output 
nodes respectively, is based on equation  (Janes and Musilek, 2007, Baxter, et al., 2002):   
 
1 1
m n
k jk ij i
j i
y f w f w x
= =
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= ×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠∑ ∑  (3.9) 
where, ky  are the output values and ix are the input values of the network; ijw are the 
connection weights between the input and the hidden layer; jkw  are the connection 
weights between the hidden layer and the output layer and f is the activation function.  
The input from each node in the previous layer ( )ix is multiplied by the adjustable 
connection weight ( )ijw . At each node the weighted input signals are summed and a 
threshold value ( )jw  is added.  The combined input is then passed through the chosen 
activation function to produce the output of the node ( )jy .  The output of one node 
contributes to the input to the nodes in the next layer. The weights and biases are updated 
by optimization methods.  
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Figure 3-2. Architecture of a typical multilayer backpropagation artificial neural 
network (Tabach, et al., 2007) 
 
 
 
 A neural network is a special case of a nonlinear model problem therefore nonlinear 
regression methods can be used to determine the optimum values of weights and biases 
that describe data.  In this study the Levenberg-Marquardt numerical optimization 
technique was employed to update the weights and biases in the network (Hagan and 
Menhaj, 1994, MathWorks, 2009b). This technique is a modified Gauss-Newton method. 
The network errors were computed by, = −e t y  where t , the target output vector is 
provided to the network for training and y  is the vector of the network predictions. The 
sum of square of errors (SSE) is given by, SSE = 2e∑ . Lower SSE indicated better 
performance. 
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 One of the principal characteristics of a neural network is that it is capable of 
describing complex systems.  That is, if it is provided with a sequential sets of input and 
known output(s) for a given system, the network organizes itself internally, i.e., alters the 
various weights such that it predicts the expected output for any other given input. The 
internal process of self-organization or developing a generalized representation of the 
system constitutes the ‘training algorithm’.  A network is ‘overtrained’ when the network 
focused on the characteristics of individual data points rather than capturing the general 
patterns present in the entire training set. If a network has ‘learned’ well then it should 
classify an unseen pattern correctly.  In this case the net is said to generalize well. To 
ensure generalization of the model and to avoid overfitting, the data is divided typically 
into at least two sets, the training set and the test set or the validation set.  Overfitting 
happens when the model has degrees of freedom (the number of biases and weights in the 
network) that become substantial relative to the number of constraints. To avoid 
overfitting, the validation set is employed with the training set.  During the learning 
procedure the error shows at first a decrease on the validation set as well as on the 
training set.  After some training steps, at the latter stages of learning, the network starts 
fitting the noise of the training set.  Consequently the error on the validation set increases, 
while the error on the training set decreases as shown in Figure 3-3.  The learning steps 
can then be stopped at this point.  This technique, also known as early stopping, is not 
practical when only a small number of data is available. 
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Figure 3-3. Variation of SSE with increasing number of hidden nodes during 
training and testing of the neural network 
 
 
 
 In some cases, three sets of data are recommended (Baxter, et al., 2002), the training 
set to train the model, the test set or validation set to monitor the development of the 
model and the production set to evaluate the performance of the developed neural 
networks.. Baxter et al. (2002) developed a guide for water treatment processes when 
developing ANN models. Once the networks’ input and output variables had been 
identified the modeling data sets were constructed.  Initially the data were examined to 
determine outliers or any erroneous entries. The data was then distributed at an 
approximate ratio of 3:1:1.  The organization of the data patterns into three sets was done 
by first sorting the data patterns according to the value of the output variable and then 
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assigning the patterns to the data sets in order according to the ratio. This method was 
found to be an effective means of ensuring the data sets are similar with respect to mean 
and variance of the output variable and that each data set was fully representative of the 
study domain.  Differences between data sets could be identified through the use of 
statistical measures. The training set was the largest set and it needs to fully and 
accurately describe those rules the network is supposed to learn.  The test set served as a 
semi-independent check on the progress of ANN learning.  Without the test set, the 
model would only memorize the interactions present in each training set and would not 
be good as a predictive tool (Bishop, 1995).  The trained network was applied to the 
production set data patterns, to which the model has not been exposed and an assessment 
of the accuracy of the prediction is made.  
 Another method applied to avoid overtraining and for selecting the optimal network 
is known as cross – validation. For a small data set, partitioning the data set into a 
training set and a test set results in too small a training set which does not satisfactorily 
train and a too small test set which cannot accurately evaluate (Schenker and Agarwal, 
1996). The alternative method, the cross-validation approach which consists of a cyclic 
allocation of the data for training and testing  that ultimately allows the use of all the data 
set for testing (Schenker and Agarwal, 1996, Anders and Korn, 1999, Setiono, 2001).  
The chosen network can now be applied to a production set if available. 
 While the issue of fitting a set of data using neural network is similar to fitting a non-
linear regression model, neural networks are theoretically preferred when there are three 
or more independent variables.  The importance of neural network is in the method by 
which they deal with the problem of dimensionality (Bishop, 1995).  Serious difficulties 
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arise as the dimensionality of a problem increases such as a 10th order fit in 10D would 
require 1010 terms.  In neural networks, nonlinear functions of many variables are 
represented as superposition of nonlinear functions of a single variable, i.e., the hidden 
units. The hidden functions are adapted to the data as part of the training process, and so 
the number of functions only needs to grow as the complexity of the problem grows and 
not simply as dimensionality grows (Bishop, 1995).  
 
3.3 Model fitting and evaluation 
 
 For any data-driven modeling the two main tasks are to choose the functional form 
of the model and to use the data to determine the adjustable parameters of the model 
(Jakeman, et al., 2006) which is step 5 (page 39) in metamodel development. Figure 3-4  
shows the steps involved in the process (Jakeman, et al., 2006).  A concept of the model 
has to be visualized first if possible, based on available data and prior knowledge. After 
selecting a possible form of the model its parameters are estimated by using a chosen 
algorithm. The model is then scrutinized through diagnostic testing. Finally the model is 
evaluated by applying it to predict results from unseen datasets. If the model fails to meet 
the set criteria for performance the process is repeated with a different model form.  In 
the previous section different types of model and the possible methods of determining the 
model structure and parameter values were discussed. The next sections will focus on 
model diagnostics which will test the goodness of fit of the model, discuss methods for 
comparing different types of models and finally testing the accuracy of the developed 
model. 
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Figure 3-4. Iterative process of model building (Jakeman, et al., 2006) 
 
 
 
 A large number of experiments could be designed at the very beginning based on the 
assumption that the number of parameters in the model is known but this approach would 
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be time intensive and inefficient.  Instead the sequential design approach would give data 
at each step which would be applied to re-estimate and reassess the parameters.  At this 
point the model adequacy has to be checked.  If the change of the values of the 
parameters is non-significant the model was evaluated by independent data sets.  
 To test model adequacy, the goodness of fit of the model would be assessed, 
alternative model forms compared and finally the model validated against independent 
data sets.  Sufficient data would be needed to apply any of the established statistical 
methods discussed in the following sections.   For the application of standard tests the 
recommended sample size is 30 (Devore, 2004). However, depending on the test and the 
number of parameters the sample size may vary.  
 
3.3.1 Goodness of fit 
 
 To assess goodness of fit of a model, the following diagnostic plots are employed 
(Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987):  
a) Standardized residual vs. independent variables ( )nx  
b) Standardized residual vs. predicted values  ( )curvey   
c) curvey vs. datay   
d) A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals.  
 The first two are residual plots.  If these plots show no distinct pattern of the data 
then the equation or model is appropriate.  If however the plot shows clustering or 
systematic deviations at certain parts then there is evidence of model insufficiency, and 
the model needs to be reformulated.  In the third plot the points should be close to the 45o 
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line if the model is accurate.  Finally the normal probability plot assesses the normal 
distribution of the random error term, ε .   
 The coefficient of determination, 2R value is used often with regression to represent 
the model fit.  It is interpreted as the proportion of observed y variation that can be 
explained by the line.  In general correlations of above 0.99 needs to be reinvestigated as 
it might indicate over parameterization (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987).  
 
3.3.2 Comparison between possible models 
 
 In general, models with a greater number of parameters are expected to provide a 
better fit than models with a fewer number of parameters.  However, the more highly 
parameterized model should not be accepted unless it is determined that any 
improvement in fit is statistically significant. To determine this an F test could be 
performed with the following equation where df is the number of degrees of freedom i.e., 
number of data points minus number of degrees of freedom (subscript ‘1’ refers to fit 
with fewer parameters):  
 ( ) ( )1 2 1 2
2 2
SS SS df df
F
SS df
− −=  (3.10) 
P value is obtained from the F value by consulting a standard table using ( )1 2df df− and 
2df  degrees of freedom.  A small P value indicates that the more complex model fits the 
data significantly better than the simpler model (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987). 
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3.4 Model validation 
 
 Before any model can be finally selected, it will have to be tested on a separate set of 
independent data to assess its validity (step 6 in metamodel development, page 40).  The 
separate set of data would be generated from similar numerical experiments.  To ensure 
the applicability of the model over the design space the data will be generated covering 
the design space.  However, care needs to be taken to ensure that the model is placed in 
jeopardy.  Designing evaluation experiments for situations where the particles are tracked 
for too short a time (hence, all particles remain in the room) or too long a time (hence, all 
particles have left the room) may lead to erroneous conclusions about the applicability of 
the model. 
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4 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODEL 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 The numerical simulations were conducted using the commercial code CFD-ACE+ 
(ESI, 2004). It was necessary for the current situation to be able to track particles in a 
transient flow. CFD-ACE+ had the required features. Computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) is a mathematical modeling procedure whereby the fluid parameters are calculated 
by solving the Navier-Stokes equations.  To obtain a solution of the equations 
numerically, a discretization method is applied which approximates the differential 
equations by a system of algebraic equations.  The approximations are applied to small 
domains in space (grid size) and/or time (size of time step). These algebraic equations are 
solved through iterative techniques.  
 The CFD model applied to simulate particle behavior in an indoor environment 
comprised of two main sub-models: an airflow model and a particle model.  Depending 
on the requirements of the case being studied more sub-models were added. 
 
4.2 Mathematical model 
 
4.2.1 Airflow model 
 
 The three CFD methods applied for airflow simulation are: ‘Reynolds Averaged 
Navier-Stokes’ (RANS) modeling, ‘Large Eddy Simulation’ (LES) and ‘Direct 
Numerical Simulation’ (DNS). Most flows encountered indoors are turbulent, 
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characterized by eddies having a wide range of time and length. The largest eddies are 
typically comparable to the dimensions of the interior spaces whereas the smallest scales 
are of the order of Kolmogorov microscales. DNS solves the whole spectrum of turbulent 
scales by solving the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations and therefore requires very 
fine spatial/temporal grids. It is the most accurate of the three methods but it requires 
high computing power (high-speed and large capacity computer) for airflow simulation in 
a building (Piomelli, 1999). RANS modeling applies different turbulence models to 
calculate the Reynolds stresses and close the system of Navier-Stokes equations.  RANS 
generates the mean velocity field and not the instantaneous velocity field, which 
influences particle dispersion significantly.  
 The 3D indoor turbulent flow is modeled by Large Eddy Simulation (LES). LES is a 
technique between DNS and RANS.  In LES, small-scale turbulence is filtered out from 
the Navier-Stokes equations, and a model is used to evaluate small scales.  The size of the 
filter is usually taken to be equal to the smallest grid size. The filtered Navier-Stokes 
equations are solved for the large scale motion, which is responsible for most of the 
momentum and energy transport. The small scales are from subgrid-scale models, which 
in turn influence the large eddies.  For incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid the 
filtered Navier-Stokes equations are: 
 0i
i
u
x
∂ =∂  (4.1) 
 ( ) 21 iji ii j t
j i j j j
u upu u
t x x x x x
τ νρ
∂∂ ∂∂ ∂+ = − − +∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  (4.2) 
 The effect of the small scales appears through the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress term, ijτ  
(Piomelli, 1999). The small scales are more uniform and isotropic than large scales.  
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Therefore, modeling of small scales by simple algebraic expressions tends to represent 
the physics fairly well and is applicable to a wider range of flow conditions. The most 
commonly used subgrid-scale stress model is the Smagorinsky model which is an eddy-
viscosity model of the form, 1 2
3ij kk ij t ij
Sτ τ δ ν− =  (Piomelli, 1999). The subgrid-scale 
stresses are related to the large scale strain rate tensor by ( ) 2ij i j j jS u x u x= ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ . The 
eddy viscosity, tν  is obtained from the algebraic model, equation(4.3), where Δ = grid 
size and sC = Smagorinsky constant.   
 2t s ijC S Sν = Δ  (4.3) 
 ( )1 22 ij ijS S S=  (4.4) 
 Near solid boundaries or in transitional flow this needs to be adjusted and has been 
accomplished by ad hoc corrections such as Van Driest damping (Ziskind, et al., 1995, 
Ibrahim, et al., 2003).  The Smagorinsky constant ( )sC is 0.16.  In the Smagorinsky 
model the eddy viscosity coefficient is maintained constant for the entire flow domain. 
For complex geometries this may not be accurate and hence another model applied for 
modeling subgrid scale stresses is the dynamic model which calculates the eddy viscosity 
coefficient according to local flow characteristics.   
 Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 compare the vector plots of velocity in the room after 800 
seconds applying LES and the κ−ε turbulence model (RANS). Eddies in the flow are 
obvious when the LES method is applied. However, in case of RANS modeling the 
eddies are smeared out and the flow looks much more steady.   The influence of LES 
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would be more evident in the presence of bluff bodies in the room, i.e., furniture and 
partitions. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1. Velocity vectors on the XY plane after 800s applying LES model 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Velocity vectors on the XY plane after 800s applying κ-ε turbulence 
model 
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4.2.2 Particle transport model 
 
 The particle trajectories were computed using the Lagrangian approach. The 
trajectory of the particle was determined by solving the following set of equations where, 
pu is the velocity of the particle of mass m at location ix .  i∑F is the vector sum of all of 
the external forces acting on the particle 
 pi
d
m
dt
∑ = uF  (4.5) 
 i p
d
dt
=x u  (4.6) 
In equation (4.5) D G B S E T∑ F = F + F + F + F + F + F   where, DF = drag force, GF = 
gravitational force, BF =Brownian force, SF = Saffman’s lift force, EF = electrostatic 
force, and TF = thermophoretic force. Among the forces mentioned above the influence 
of drag force and gravitational force is present for every situation. The influence of the 
remaining forces is more site-specific.  
 
4.3 Validation of the CFD model 
 
 To validate the CFD model it was applied to simulate scenarios from the literature 
and the results obtained were validated against experimental measurements of indoor air 
velocities (Posner, et al., 2003) and mass concentrations of particles (Lu, et al., 1996).   
The same procedure was applied by other authors to validate their models (Chang, et al., 
2006).  Although the room geometries to which the CFD model was applied to validate it 
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was different from the scenarios being studied the objective was to gain confidence in the 
CFD model by validating its prediction against available experimental data. 
 
4.3.1 Validation of the air flow model 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3. Geometry of the experimental chamber (Posner, et al., 2003) 
 
 
 
 Posner et al. (2003) conducted experiments in a scaled down model room of 
dimensions ( ) ( ) ( )0.91m 0.46m 0.31mx y z× ×  as shown in Figure 4-3.  The room was 
partitioned into two zones with a partition located at the centre of height 0.15m.  The 
square inlet and outlet area was 0.01m2. The velocity of the uniform inflow was 
0.235m/s. Based on the inlet dimensions the Reynolds’ number was 1600. The Reynolds’ 
number in the room could range between laminar and turbulent depending on the length 
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and velocity scales. This scenario was adopted and used with the current numerical 
model.  For the numerical results the velocity data was averaged over the last 60s. The 
vertical mean velocity along the mid-partition height (shown in Figure 4-3 as the dotted 
line through the partition) obtained from the numerical simulations and experimental data 
has been compared in Figure 4-44. The plot shows that the numerical and measured 
results are in very good agreement. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Comparison between numerical simulation and measured data from 
Posner et al. (2003) of the vertical mean velocity at the mid-partition height. 
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4.3.2 Validation of the particle model 
 
 The Lagrangian particle model was verified against experimental data obtained by 
Lu et al. (1996). The experiment was conducted in a two zone room with a connecting 
door.  The dimensions were ( ) ( ) ( )5m 2.4m ×3mx y z× .  The inlet and outlet dimensions 
were ( ) ( ) ( ) 30.15 ×0.5 ×1.0  mx y z . The dimensions of the door were ( ) ( )0.95m ×0.7my z .   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5. Geometry of the two – zone room (Lu, et al., 1996) 
 
 
 
 To simulate the scenario, airflow was first established in the room for one residence 
time and then particle trajectory calculation was started assuming the particles were 
uniformly mixed in the first zone.  Figure 4-6 shows the change of the concentration of 
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the particles over time in the first zone as particles exit through the connecting door into 
the second zone.  Numerical results agreed very well with the experimental data as shown 
in the plot. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Comparison of the simulated particle mass concentration with measured 
data from Lu et al. (1996)  for zone 1 
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5 CFD AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS BASED MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL 
APPROACH FOR AEROSOL DISPERSION IN VENTILATED SPACES1  
 
5.1 Introduction 
  
 Aerosol or particle transport and distribution are highly associated with airflow 
motion and turbulence.  With the advancement of computer speed and algorithm 
sophistication, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling has increasingly played an 
important role in understanding airflow dynamics and particle behavior in indoor spaces. 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provides an accurate and detailed platform to study 
the influence of different parameters on aerosol distribution in indoor spaces. Numerous 
studies have applied CFD to understand the influence of different conditions on airflow 
patterns and particle behavior (Gao and Niu, 2007, Lu and Howarth, 1996, Lu, et al., 
1996, Chang, et al., 2006, Beghein, et al., 2005, Tian and Tu, 2007, Zhao, et al., 2004).  
These studies provide insight into the multiple factors influencing the dispersion of 
particles in a room. The results, of each study indicate how many particles remain in the 
room (deposited or suspended) over a certain time period. However, the results are site 
specific. During an emergency it would require the development of a site-specific CFD 
model, specific to the scenario, to answer questions about the spatial and temporal 
variation of the aerosols in the room which would be time consuming and not user 
friendly.    
                                                 
1 Results presented in this chapter have appeared in “S.Hoque, B.Farouk, C.N.Haas, 2010, Journal of 
Environmental Engineering, 136 (6) 638-649” 
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 Researchers in diverse applications have developed methods to simplify a multi-
parametric problem and replace time consuming simulations or complex analytical 
models with user friendly solutions (Hand, et al., 1984, Saez and Rittman, 1988, Musser 
and Bahnfleth, 2001, Song, et al., 2004).  The concept is to apply the complex simulation 
to multiple scenarios at different conditions to determine the pattern of the influence of 
the independent variables on the result.  The process requires time and accuracy to ensure 
that the design space is explored efficiently and the results can be applied for predictive 
purposes.  To determine which parameters influenced the UVGI air disinfection systems, 
Kowalski et al. (2003) applied dimensional analysis to group the parameters and used 
experimental design to decide on the number of computer simulations to be conducted. 
 In this chapter comprehensive CFD simulations were applied to explore the multi-
dimensional design space of the particle dispersion system in an office room. The 
developed and validated CFD model was applied to simulate multiple scenarios of the 
problem. The different conditions for each simulation were decided by applying 
fractional factorial design principles. Dimensional analysis was used to obtain 
dimensionless groups or factors from the multiple parameters. The study identifies the 
important dimensionless groups and determines the significant factors influencing 
particle transport and removal.  Finally a multiple linear regression model was developed. 
 
5.2 Methodology 
 
 To develop the model, the following steps were performed: 
1. Development of the CFD model 
2. Dimensional analysis 
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3. Experimental design: Fractional factorial design 
4. Simulation steps 
 Geometry of the 3D room is shown in Figure 5-1. Figure 5-1 is a representative 
scenario of the problem where aerosols are released at a point location within a ventilated 
room.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1. Geometry of the representative system 
 
 
 
 The room is bare of any furnishings or partitions. Air is flowing in through one end 
of the room and is exiting at the opposite end.  Infiltration and exfiltration of air is 
assumed negligible.  To define the system, thirteen dimensional variables were selected. 
‘L’ (m), ‘Hr’ (m), and ‘W’ (m) represent the length, height and width of the room. The 
vertical distance between the inlet and outlet of area ‘A’ (m2) is denoted by ‘I’ (m).   ‘I’ 
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can be either negative or positive. A positive value of ‘I’ indicates that the inlet is above 
the outlet and a negative value indicates the reverse case.  The inlet air velocity is ‘U’ 
(m/s).  The initial number of the particles released in the room is ‘No’ (particles/m3). The 
final number of particles remaining in the room after time τ (s) is denoted by N 
(particles/m3).  The properties of air considered are density, ‘ρf’ (kg/m3) and dynamic 
viscosity, ‘μ’ (N/m2.s). The aerosols are characterized by the diameter, ‘dp’ (m) and 
density, ‘ρp’(kg/m3). 
 
5.3 Development of the CFD model 
 
 The representative geometry of the CFD model is the 3D room Figure 5-1. For 
simulating indoor airflow and aerosol transport, the details of the CFD model used has 
been described in Chapter 4.  The following sections give the details of the numerical 
scheme and the boundary conditions applied. 
 
5.3.1 Numerical scheme and boundary conditions 
 
 The control-volume method was employed to discretize the governing equations. A 
second order upwind scheme was applied for the convective-diffusive terms and the 
Euler first order implicit scheme was used for the temporal terms in the governing 
equations.   The outlets were designated as pressure boundaries, with Dirichlet conditions 
specified for pressure and Neumann conditions (i.e., zero normal gradients) specified for 
all other dependent variables.  The boundary conditions at the walls of the room represent 
no-slip conditions.  The particles were initialized over a flat surface slightly above the 
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floor to avoid the influence of the boundary layer.  Particle trajectory calculations are 
terminated when the particles reach the exit of the room.  When a particle strikes a 
surface it is assumed that it loses half its energy as it bounces back. Following 
assumptions were applied: 
a) incompressible and isothermal conditions, 
b) no heat and mass transfer between the air and the particles, 
c) the coefficient of restitution was set to 0.5 to account for some energy loss when the 
particle strikes the surface,   
d) spherical, solid and neutral particles 
e) airborne particles have no influence on the surrounding air flow field i.e., one-way 
coupling,  
f) negligible particle-particle interactions and 
g) negligible re-suspension. 
 
5.4 Dimensional analysis  
 
 Dimensional analysis is a technique for reducing the number and complexity of 
experimental variables, which affect a given physical phenomenon, using a compacting 
technique.  The Buckingham Π theorem outlines a formal method of conducting 
dimensional analysis (Buckingham, 1915).  
The relationship between the input parameters or variables could be written as:  
 ( ) 0, , , , , , , , , , ,o r p pff N N L W H I U A dρ μ ρ τ =  (5.1) 
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where, oN N is the normalized number of aerosols in the room. By applying 
Buckingham Π theorem, out of the twelve variables, nine dimensionless groups or Π 
groups were developed. There is generally no unique set of the Π groups that describe a 
problem. Hence, physical insight is used to determine a meaningful set of dimensionless 
groups. Based on the developed Π groups, equation (5.1) becomes equation (5.2) where 
the form of the function β  would have to be determined through numerical 
investigations. 
 , , , , , , ,f pr
o r r p f
QWHN L L I L
N W H H A L d
ρ ρτβ μ θ ρ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
=  (5.2) 
 In equation (5.2) the first four groups take into account the dimensions of the room, 
the locations of the inlet and outlet and the area of the inlet and outlet.  The fifth group 
which is very similar to the Reynolds number defines the flow characteristic in relation to 
the room dimensions. Q (m3/s) is the volumetric flow rate of the air.  
 The sixth group is the ratio of the particle tracking time, τ (s), to the theoretical 
residence time of the room, θ (s), ( ) ( )3 3m m sV Qθ = . It is the same as the mean 
residence time for a CMFR (completely mixed flow reactor) (Nazaroff and Alvarez-
Cohen, 2002). Similar to the CMFR, air would reside for different length of times at 
different locations in a room.  Some of the air would flow out at a time period shorter 
than the residence time of the room while another portion of the air would reside for 
much longer than the residence time. The second last group compares a particle property 
to the length of the room while the last group is the ratio of the density of the particles 
released to the density of the fluid. 
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5.5 Experimental design: Fractional factorial design 
 
 Based on equation (5.2) the independent variables or factors are the eight 
dimensionless groups: , , , , , ,fr
r r p
QWHL L I L
W H H A L d
ρ τ
μ θ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
, and p
f
ρ
ρ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
. The 
dependent variable is the dimensionless group, 
o
N
N
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
.  To determine the significance of 
these eight factors and to estimate the magnitude of their individual effects as well as 
their interacting effects on the response variable, a series of simulations have to be 
conducted. Factorial designs are efficient exploratory tools applied to achieve these 
objectives with as few simulations as possible.  For the present case a two-level full 
factorial design would require 28 = 256 simulation runs or cases. Two levels are typically 
enough to determine if a factor is significant or not (Bingham, 1997).   Since a single 
simulation would require at least 24-48 hrs to run on a single PC the full factorial design 
is currently impractical. Instead a 16-case fractional factorial design, 28-4 was developed 
(Box, et al., 1978, Montgomery, 2005).  Fractional factorial designs take advantage of the 
fact that higher order interactions often tend to become negligible.  The design chosen 
here is a resolution IV design, 2IV8-4.  A higher resolution design could have been chosen 
but at the expense of more simulation time (64 cases) (Box, et al., 1978, Ankenman, 
1999).  Table 5-1 illustrates the design matrix.  Each of the dimensionless group is 
labeled with a coded variable: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H. The design generators chosen 
are E = +BCD, F = +ACD, G = +ABC, and H= +ABD (Montgomery, 2005). For A, B, C 
and D a low (-1) and a high (-1) level is assigned independently. For E, F, G, and H the 
level is determined based on the design generators. Depending on the level of each coded 
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variable the actual minimum or maximum value of the dimensionless group was 
identified. 
 
 
 
Table 5-1. Design matrix for a 2IV8-4 fractional factorial design 
Cases A B C D E F G H 
          BCD ACD ABC ABD 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
2 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 
3 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
4 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 
5 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
6 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 
7 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
8 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 
9 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 
10 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
11 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 
12 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
13 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 
14 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
15 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 
16 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
 
 
 
 The maximum and minimum values of each dimensionless group were determined 
by assigning a maximum and minimum value for each parameter (Table 5-2). The 
minimum values for each individual parameter were assigned by assuming an office 
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room for a single occupant while the maximum values were assumed by considering a 
room capable of holding up to 30 people.    
 
 
 
Table 5-2. Maximum and minimum levels for each of the parameters 
  Max Min 
L  m 10 3 
rH m 4 3 
W  m 7 3 
I  m 2.5 -2.5 
A  m2 0.8 0.1 
τ  s 18000 360 
Q  m3/s 0.24 0.008 
θ  s 3600 360 
fρ kg/m3 1.1614 
μ  kg/m-s 51.85 10−×  
pρ kg/m3 1000 800 
pd  m 65 10−×  61 10−×  
 
 
 
 The minimum value of the flow rate Q was chosen slightly below the ASHRAE 
standard of 0.009 m3/s / person. The residence times, θ of the room was calculated from 
the air changes per hour (ACH) range of 1-10. This range accommodates the required 
ventilation rate for houses, offices and hospitals. The inverse of the residence time of a 
room, θ gives the number of air changes per hour. Minimum particle tracking time, τ  
was equal to the minimum residence time of the room while the maximum was chosen to 
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be five times the maximum residence time. Based on these values the corresponding 
dimensionless groups were evaluated and the highest and lowest values chosen. Table 5-3 
shows the high and low values of each group. 
 
 
 
Table 5-3. High and low values of the dimensionless groups 
Factors Dimensionless group High value  
(+ 1) 
Low value  
(- 1) 
A  LW
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
3.3 
 
0.4 
B  
r
I
H
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
0.6 
 
-0.6 
C  r
WH
A
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
280 
 
15 
D  
τ
θ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 
 
5 
 
1 
E +BCD f
Q
L
ρ
μ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
5033 
 
50 
F +ACD 
r
L
H
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
3.3 
 
0.8 
G +ABC 
p
L
d
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 
 
71 10×  
 
56 10×  
H +ABD p
f
ρ
ρ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
861 
 
689 
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5.6 Simulation of air flow and aerosol transport in a room 
 
 Each of the 16 cases was repeated once to obtain duplicate results i.e., in total 32 
cases were simulated. For each case, first the dimensions of the room, the inlet air 
velocity, and physical properties of air and particles were determined from the levels of 
each dimensionless group or factor as given in Table 5-1.  The length of the room was 
initially assumed to be a certain value and the corresponding dimensions calculated from 
the high and low values shown in Table 5-3.  The ACH was then calculated and the 
length adjusted until the ACH was within the range of 1-10. Next the air flow is 
developed for one residence time. After one residence time the airflow achieves a pseudo 
steady state condition. Figure 5-2 shows the velocity profile in the x direction over time 
for a sample case (case 10) with a residence time of 405s.   
 After developing the airflow, 100,000 particles were released and tracked for the 
required amount of time based on the level of D, ( )τ θ . Particles were initialized over an 
area of 0.01m2. The duplicate case was simulated by randomizing the positions of the 
particles over the same area when released from the floor of the room. Randomizing the 
particle locations took care of the fact that if particles were released from the same region 
again they would not occupy the same exact location. For all the simulation cases, non-
uniform grids were generated. The smallest mesh size was 0.01m. The time step used in 
the calculations was 0.05s. It took two months to complete the 32 cases, requiring on an 
average, 48 hours for each case.  At the end of each case the number of particles 
remaining in the room and the spatial distribution of the particles in the room was 
determined. 
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Figure 5-2. Velocity profile in the x direction against time at the centre point of the 
room of dimensions, ( ) ( ) ( )9m 12m 2.7mL H W× × , U: 0.33m/s, θ = 405s. 
 
 
 
5.7 Results and Discussions 
 
 Table 5-4 lists the normalized number of particles remaining in the room, i.e., 
( )oN N and the mean and standard deviation, σ  of the number of particles at different 
locations of the room at the end of each case. The data from the 16 duplicate cases from 
the fractional factorial design were analyzed to determine the effect of the factors on the 
temporal variation of the number of particles in the room and on the spatial variability of 
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the particles within the room.  By randomizing the particle positions during release, the 
results of duplicate cases showed some variability.  
 
 
 
Table 5-4. Results of the 16 duplicate cases 
Cases Fraction of particles 
remaining in the 
room * 
Mean of the remaining 
particles 
Standard deviation of the 
remaining particles 
  N1/N0 N2/N0 μ μ2 σ1 σ2 
1 0.49 0.71 156.52 120.47 972.94 784.86 
2 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 
3 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 
4 0.88 0.91 0.12 0.12 6.15 6.30 
5 0.50 0.50 0.072 0.07 0.27 0.27 
6 0.02 0.01 0.003 0.003 0.053 0.058 
7 0.03 0.02 2.12 2.43 28.60 28.61 
8 0.88 0.92 236.47 222.74 487.92 352.47 
9 0.08 0.08 0.033 0.033 0.54 0.53 
10 0.02 0.02 0.0064 0.0062 0.081 0.101 
11 0.02 0.03 4.78 3.13 26.62 14.99 
12 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 
13 0.06 0.07 15.45 13.43 36.61 31.5 
14 1.00 1.00 46.75 46.85 832.62 832.62 
15 0.01 0.00 0 0.0027 0 0.052 
16 0.01 0.01 0.0013 0.0011 0.036 0.034 
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5.7.1 Computational results 
 
 Analyzing the results; for five cases, half or more of the particles remain in the room. 
In some cases the particles remained clustered at different locations in the room while for 
others they were more evenly dispersed. No particular dimensionless group or parameter 
appeared to be the main reason for the particle behavior. Figure 5-3a, b show the velocity 
vector plots for two cases (3 and 10) averaged over 60s.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3a. Velocity vector plot at the end of one residence time for run 3 
(maximum vector length represents 0.08m/s (XY plane located at the mid section of 
the room) 
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 The plots are representative of the airflow patterns observed in all the 16 duplicate 
cases. A central circulation zone forms at the core of the room and smaller circulation 
zones near the corners. The size of the circulation zones and the velocity magnitude at the 
different locations varied with the geometry and boundary conditions of each case. The 
inlet velocities are 0.06 m/s and 0.33m/s and the dimensions are 
( ) ( ) ( )6m 8m 14mL H W× × and ( ) ( ) ( )9m 12m 2.7mL H W× ×  for cases 3 and 10 
respectively. The Reynolds’ number based on the inlet dimensions are 11,052 and 30,822 
respectively.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3b. Velocity vector plot at the end of one residence time for run 10 
(maximum vector length represents 0.50m/s (XY plane located at the mid section of 
the room) 
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Figure 5-3c. RMS of the instantaneous u velocity component along the normalized 
central vertical axis on the mid XY plane 
 
 
 
 Figure 5-3c shows the root mean square of iu on the vertical axis located at the 
midpoint of the central plane for cases 3 and 10. The velocity magnitude for both cases is 
highest at the inlet region. The turbulent kinetic energy, k (m2/s2) profiles for the same 
cases are shown in Figure 5-3d. Near the vicinity of the inlet the kinetic energy is the 
highest.   
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Figure 5-3d. Turbulent kinetic energy profiles along the normalized central vertical 
axis on the mid XY plane 
 
 
 
Figure 5-4 shows the location of the particles for case 10 after 240s. The particles 
have entered the central circulation zone of the room and some are exiting. After 2025s, 
the particle tracking time, nearly 80% of the particles had exited from the room. The 
remaining particles were mainly dispersed near the top of the room (Figure 5-5).  
 To determine the main and interacting effects of the factors on the particles, the 
results were analyzed via ANOVA (analysis of variance) and regression methods using 
the statistical toolbox of MATLAB (MathWorks, 2007).   
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Figure 5-4. Particle locations after 240s for case 10 (front view) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-5. Particle locations at the end of the particle tracking time, 2025s for case 
10 (front view) 
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5.7.2 Temporal variation of the aerosols released in the room 
 
 To determine the significant factors, an ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) table was 
generated. The residuals were plotted against the predicted value to assess the adequacy 
of the model (Devore, 2004). The points on the residual plot (Figure 5-6) are evenly 
distributed on both sides of the horizontal line at zero.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6a. Plot of standardized residuals against predicted values (dependent 
variable:[ ]oN N ) for the ANOVA 
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 Some of the data points are clustered because most of the data does not vary over a 
wide range. The normalized number of particles in the room was log transformed to aid 
presentation of the data (Figure 5-6b).   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6b. Plot of standardized residuals against predicted values (dependent 
variable: log [(N+1)/(No+1)] for the ANOVA 
 
 
 
Table 5-5 summarizes the results of the analysis. All the main effects and the two factor 
interactions are listed in the first column of the table. The consecutive columns show the 
sum of square errors, the degrees of freedom, mean square error and the F-test statistic.  
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The last column shows the p values. This is the probability that the observed effect is due 
to random error.  Any p value below 0.05 was noted to be significant i.e., the observed 
effect is greater than would be expected by chance. 
 
 
 
Table 5-5. Analysis of variance (dependent variable: log [(N+1)/(No+1)] 
Source Sum sq. df Mean sq. F Sig. 
A 0.399 1 0.399 0.247 0.626 
B 34.713 1 34.713 21.551 0.000 
C 58.307 1 58.307 36.194 0.000 
D 3.577 1 3.577 2.220 0.156 
E 0.802 1 0.802 0.498 0.491 
F 26.965 1 26.965 16.739 0.001 
G 6.763 1 6.763 4.199 0.057 
H 165.406 1 165.406 102.676 0.000 
AB 62.824 1 62.824 39.003 0.000 
AC 24.684 1 24.684 15.322 0.001 
AD 0.982 1 0.982 0.609 0.446 
AE 68.477 1 68.477 42.510 0.000 
AF 9.030 1 9.030 5.606 0.031 
AG 0.184 1 0.184 0.114 0.740 
AH 48.233 1 48.233 29.945 0.000 
Error 25.778 16 1.611   
Total 537.125 31    
R Squared = .952 (Adjusted R Squared = .907) 
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 Looking at the p values the factors A ( )L W , D ( )τ θ , E ( )fQ Lρ μ  and G ( )pL d  
were identified as not significant. However, the p values for the two way interactions 
indicate that except for the two way interactions of [AD] and [AG] all other interactions 
are significant. This analysis seems to lead to the conclusion that the groups pL d and 
τ θ  was not significant.  These dimensionless groups are further discussed below. 
 The magnitude of difference between the scales of the length of the room in meters 
and the particle diameter in micrometers is 106.  As a result the change of pL d may not 
significantly influence the number of particles remaining in the room and could be 
ignored from future calculations. The other dimensionless group which was classified as 
not significant is τ θ .  Identifying this group as not significant indicates that as more 
time passes, the moment at which the particles were released in the room becomes less 
important to the future state of the particles.  Hence, the number of particles that 
remained in the room was determined within the residence time of the room and the 
length of the particle tracking time did not significantly change the final number.   
 Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 are plots of number of particles remaining in the room over 
time for cases 5 and 16. Most of the particles exit the room after 200s for case 5 (θ = 
875s) and for case 16, the particle exit rate declines rapidly after 400s (θ = 405s). For 
both cases the maximum number of particles exits within the residence time in 
accordance with the above conclusion.  
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Figure 5-7. Number of particles remaining in the room as a function of time (case 5) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8. Number of particles remaining in the room as a function of time (case 
16) 
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 However, a different trend was noticed for case 11 (Figure 5-9).  The residence time 
is 875s but none of the particles exit the room until after 1000s. The particles also exit in 
two steps with the second step happening after 3200s.  Analysis of the results of this case 
showed that the particles had become entrapped in the vortex in the centre of the room 
with some portion of the particles first exiting as they became entrained into the main 
stream. Because of the presence of a case which was not in agreement to the conclusion 
reached from ANOVA, further investigation is required before screening out τ θ from 
future simulations.    
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-9. Number of particles remaining in the room as a function of time (case 
11) 
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 The multiple linear regression model was developed through forward step wise 
regression. Based on the fractional factorial design developed, there are seven main 
effects and eight two way interaction effects. Each interacting effect is also a summation 
of the effect of other two way interaction effects.   The same conclusions as ANOVA 
were reached through this method as well, but the main effect of G ( )pL d  was also 
identified as significant. Equation (5.3) is the regression model in terms of the coded 
variables. The R2 for the regression model is 0.94.   
 
 
( ) ( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
og -4.37 -1.042 B 1.349 C 0.918 F
- 0.460 G - 2.274 H 0.350 AB+EF+CG+DH
0.220 AC+DF+BG+EH 0.366 AE+BF+DG+CH
                      
l 1 1
                                    
                                    
oN N⎡ ⎤ = + +⎣ ⎦
+
+ +
+ +
                  -0.133[AF+CD+BE+GH]- 0.307[AH+BD+CE+FG]
(5.3) 
 
Based on the magnitude of the coefficients, H ( )p fρ ρ appears to be relatively the most 
significant group among the main effects followed by C ( )WH A , B ( )I H and F ( )L H .  
G ( )pL d  is the least important. The magnitude of the coefficients of the interacting 
effects is similar to the coefficient of G.  Among the interacting effects the most 
important is [AE+BF+DG+CH] and the least is [AF+CD+BE+GH].  
 Figure 5-10 is a plot of the standardized residual against the predicted values from 
the regression model. The standardized residual is obtained by dividing the residual by 
the estimated standard deviation of the residual (Devore, 2004). The points do not follow 
any trend showing that the residuals are not dependent on the predicted values.  Two 
points (co-ordinates (-7.8, -3.8) and (-7.8, 3.2)), however appear to be outlying values 
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falling beyond the range of -2 to +2.  The other residuals are within two standard 
deviations of their expected value of zero. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10. Plot of standardized residuals against predicted values (dependent 
variable: ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ) from the linear regression model, equation (5.3) 
 
 
 
5.7.3 Spatial variability of the aerosol distribution in the room 
 
 To determine the influence of the factors on the spatial distribution of the particles in 
the room, each room was broken down into small domains of size 0.1m×0.1m×0.1m .  
The mean and standard deviation of the number of particles at different locations was 
then calculated by counting the number of particles in each sub domain. This process was 
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repeated for all the cases. The results have been shown in Table 5-4. If the standard 
deviation was different from the mean by a large margin it indicates that there was more 
clustering of the particles in the room. Less difference between the mean and standard 
deviation values indicated more uniform dispersion of the particles in the room.  
Histograms were used to graphically display the frequency of the number of particles in 
each volume of the room.    
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-11a. Positions of 47975 particles in the room at the end of case 5 
 
 
 
 Figures 5-11 and 5-12 shows the snapshots of the particle positions at the end of 
cases 5 and 16 as well as the corresponding histograms for the particle distribution. 
Figure 5-11a shows that the 47975 particles remaining in the room appears to be 
dispersed at all locations. The histogram, Figure 5-11b shows the number of volumes or 
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sub-domains with no particles. The domains containing 3 or more particles are less in 
number than the ones containing one or two particles indicating that the particles have 
dispersed over the room instead of clustering.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-11b. Histogram showing the frequency of the number of particles in each 
volume (0.1m ×  0.1m ×  0.1m) at the end of case 5.  
 
 
 
 For case 11, only 818 particles remain in the room at the end of the simulation and 
the nearly empty room can be seen in Figure 5-12a. The histogram in Figure 5-12b show 
that most of the sub domains are empty while ~ 800 domains (frequency) contain one 
particle each, which correspond to the number of particles remaining in the room at the 
end of the simulation.   
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Figure 5-12a. Positions of 818 particles in the room at the end of case 16 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-12b. Histogram showing the frequency of the number of particles in each 
volume (0.1m ×  0.1m ×  0.1m) at the end of case 16. 
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 ANOVA was used to distinguish between the different factors and their influence on 
the standard deviation. Table 5-6 summarizes the analysis of the data with the dependent 
variable being the log (σ+1). The p values indicate that the main effects of all the factors 
except factor F ( )rL H and all the two way interactions are significant. Figure 5-13 is the 
residual plot of the predicted values against the standardized residuals. 
 
 
 
Table 5-6. Analysis of variance (dependent variable: log [σ+1]) 
Source Sum sq. df Mean sq. F Sig. 
A 0.764 1 0.764 53.94 0.000 
B 1.354 1 1.354 95.52 0.000 
C 7.347 1 7.347 518.53 0.000 
D 2.688 1 2.688 189.72 0.000 
E 88.427 1 88.427 6240.53 0.000 
F 0.047 1 0.047 3.32 0.087 
G 5.208 1 5.208 367.57 0.000 
H 38.369 1 38.369 2707.83 0.000 
AB 3.975 1 3.975 280.52 0.000 
AC 24.122 1 24.122 1702.36 0.000 
AD 0.609 1 0.609 42.99 0.000 
AE 3.635 1 3.635 256.55 0.000 
AF 4.126 1 4.126 291.55 0.000 
AG 0.193 1 0.193 13.61 0.002 
AH 17.834 1 17.834 1258.58 0.000 
Error 0.227 16 0.0142   
Total 198.927 31    
R Squared = .999 (Adjusted R Squared = .998) 
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Figure 5-13. Plot of standardized residuals against predicted values (dependent 
variable: log[σ+1]) determined via ANOVA 
 
 
 
 Forward step-wise regression was again applied to determine the coefficients of the 
linear regression model and the same conclusions were reached regarding the 
significance of the factors. Equation (5.4) is the developed regression model.  The R2 for 
the regression model is 0.99. In equation (5.4) based on the coefficient; E ( )Q Lρ μ  is the 
most significant followed by H ( )p fρ ρ , C ( )WH A , G ( )pL d , D ( )τ θ , B ( )I H , and 
then A ( )L W . Among the interacting effects [AC+DF+BG+EH] is relatively significant.  
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( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
log 1 2.018-0.155 A -0.206 B +0.479 C -0.290 D -1.662 E -0.403 G
                    -1.10 H +0.088 AB+EF+CG+DH +0.217 AC+DF+BG+EH
                    +0.035 AD+CF+EG+BH +0.084 AE+BF+DG+CH
                    +0.090[AF+CD
σ + =
[ ]+BE+GH] +0.019 AG+BC+DE+FH
-0.187[AH+BD+CE+FG]                  
 (5.4) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14. Plot of standardized residuals against predicted values (dependent 
variable: log[σ+1]) for the regression model, equation (5.4) 
 
 
 
 Figure 5-14 is the residual plot for the regression model. The points also do not 
follow any trend and appear to be distributed evenly about the horizontal line with most 
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points being within two standard deviations of the expected value, zero.  One significant 
outlier was located at co-ordinates (3,-3.8). 
 
5.8 Validation studies applying the multiple linear regression models 
 
 Thirty two separate and independent CFD simulations were conducted, with the 
magnitude of the input variables kept within the range of the maximum and minimum 
levels of each dimensionless group, to obtain a data set for validation of the linear 
models. The data obtained from the simulations were compared to the results predicted 
from the developed models.  First the regression model, equation (5.3) was applied to 
calculate the log normalized number of particles remaining in the room for the thirty two 
independent cases. The average and standard deviation of (simulated – predicted) results 
was 0.927 and 4.00 while the standard error, from equation (5.5) (Devore, 2004), was 
4.99. The standard error was 1.23 when the model was applied to predict the data from 
which the model was developed i.e., the fractional factorial data set. 
 
( )2simulated results-predicted results
Standard error
number of runs-(number of parameters+1)
= ∑  (5.5) 
Based on the standard error it is evident that the model behaves much better in predicting 
the data set it was developed from but not as well for another data set.  Similarly equation 
(5.4) was also applied to predict log[σ] for the same 32 independent simulations. The 
average and standard deviation of (simulated – predicted) was -1.94 and 1.504 
respectively. The standard error for the independent data set was 3.35 while for the 
fractional factorial design data set it was 0.127.  In this case as well, the linear regression 
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model, equation (5.4), is predicting the data from which it was developed well but not 
doing as well for a separate and independent data set.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-15. Plot of predicted log[σ+1] (applying equation (5.4)) against the 
simulation results from the CFD simulations of the factorial design data set used to 
develop the linear model 
 
 
 
 Figure 5-15 and 5-16 are plots of the predicted results applying equation(5.4) against 
the simulated results from the fractional factorial design data set and the separate 
validation data set. This provides a visual assessment of model effectiveness in making 
predictions. If the model behaved well most of the points would be close to the 45 degree 
line. Figure 5-16 shows that the linear model predicts the data set from which it was 
developed very well. In Figure 5-17 there is more scatter about the 45 degree line. 
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Figure 5-16. Plot of predicted log[σ+1] (applying equation (5.4)) against the 
simulation results from 32 CFD cases not used to develop the linear model 
 
 
 
 A multi-zone airflow simulation program, CONTAM (Walton and Dols, 2005) was 
used to simulate nine cases. The CONTAM predictions were compared to the CFD 
results and to the predictions from the regression model, equation (5.3).  Information 
about the specific location of the particles cannot be obtained from CONTAM, hence 
comparison with equation (5.4) was not possible.  The sum of square of errors (SSE) 
between simulated results from CFD and CONTAM predictions was 298. While the SSE 
between the simulated results from CFD and predictions from equation (5.3) was 196 
indicating that the linear model showed marked improvement. 
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5.9 Conclusions 
 
 The Buckingham Pi theorem applied here helped to identify eight dimensionless 
groups which are important in describing the dispersion of aerosols in a ventilated space. 
The application of classical experimental design methods allowed the development of an 
efficient design plan to explore the relationship and influence of these groups. Fractional 
factorial design approach was used to identify the parameter values for detailed numerical 
simulations. A comprehensive and validated CFD model was applied to conduct the 
simulations as planned out. 
 From the simulations two dimensionless groups (the ratio of the length of the room to 
the particle diameter and the ratio of particle tracking time to residence time) were 
identified that did not significantly influence the temporal change of the particle number 
in the room. However they influenced the spatial distribution of the particles within the 
room at the end of the simulation. The dimensionless groups cannot be treated 
independently as well since all interactions proved to be significant.  Hence, all the 
identified dimensionless groups will be considered for future analysis.  The use of two-
level design which is based on assigning maximum and minimum values to each factor 
implies the assumption of linearity in the factor effects. 
 Forward step wise regression method was applied to develop the linear regression 
models for predicting the normalized number of particles remaining in a room and for 
determining their spatial dispersion. Thirty two more independent scenarios were 
simulated by choosing points within the design space and the simulated data compared 
with the predicted data from the developed linear regression models.  The results showed 
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that the linear model predicted the data used in the fractional factorial design very well 
but was not as accurate at predicting an independent data set. 
 A step by step method has been described in this work using CFD towards the 
development of a robust model for predicting the number of aerosols and their 
distribution pattern in a room.  The method outlined here shows how to apply the detailed 
results of a time consuming but accurate CFD model in a systematic manner for the 
development of more user friendly solutions.  Dimensional analysis provided a 
convenient way of reducing a multi dimensional problem into controllable proportions.  
The work can be expanded by considering more variables or incorporating more 
complexities or phenomena into the model.  
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6  EFFECT OF ELECTROSTATIC FORCES 
 
6.1  Introduction 
 
 Particle concentration in an indoor environment is influenced by different factors 
such as outdoor conditions, occupant activities, room geometry, furniture and properties 
of the particles.  Among other things, the indoor environment today is characterized by 
the presence of multiple electrical equipments such as computers, television sets, 
photocopiers, fax machines etc. As a result the environment creates electrostatic fields of 
varying intensity around its occupants.  The field strength measured from a television set 
was -15 kV/m and the mean electric potential on a CRT computer screen could range 
between 1 – 22 kV (Nielsen, et al., 1996). The mean screen potential could be divided 
into three distinct groups, a group with low screen potentials, 0 – 1kV, a group with 
medium potentials, of about 5kV and with high potentials above 10kV (Bergqvist, 1984). 
Due to the presence of static electric charges on insulated materials such as plastic 
covers, cupboards they could generate up to -10 kV (Allen, et al., 2006). Aerosolized 
micro organisms in the vicinity of such surfaces are influenced by the associated electric 
fields and as a result otherwise clean surfaces could become contaminated (Allen, et al., 
2006, Allen, et al., 2003). The presence of such electric fields could strongly influence 
the particle dispersion and deposition behavior in a room especially if particles 
themselves are also charged.   
 Aerosols are charged by a number of different processes.  Two identified mechanisms 
of particle charging in an electric field with unipolar ion atmosphere is diffusion charging 
and field charging.  Diffusion charging is caused by random collisions of unipolar ions 
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and particles due to the Brownian motion process. For particles less than 1μm diffusion 
charging is the main charging mechanism (Friedlander, 2000, He and Ahmadi, 1999, 
Cooper and Alley, 2002). In the presence of a strong electric field, the particles are 
charged by collisions with ions moving along lines of force that intersect the particle 
surface (Hinds, 1999, Friedlander, 2000). This is effective for particles larger than 1μm 
(He and Ahmadi, 1999, Cooper and Alley, 2002). In intermediate cases neither charging 
model is adequate and is replaced by models that account for the field charging and the 
additional diffusion charging current of ions  transported by the electric field near to the 
surface (Lawless, 1996, Schimd and Vogel, 2003). Aerosol particles in a bipolar ionic 
atmosphere leads to an equilibrium charge state called the Boltzmann equilibrium (Hinds, 
1999, He and Ahmadi, 1999, Fan and Ahmadi, 1994).  For a cloud of particles under 
equilibrium condition, the fraction expected to have n unit electronic charges is given by 
equation (6.1) where T is the absolute temperature of the gas and kb is the Boltzmann 
constant, 231.38 10  J Kbk
−= × . 
 ( ) ( )( )
2 2
2 2
exp /
exp /
b
b
n
n e dk T
f n
n e dk T
∞
=−∞
−=
−∑
 (6.1) 
To account for the bipolar ionic atmosphere some researchers (Fan and Ahmadi, 1994) 
have assumed that half of the particle cloud carries a positive representative charge, 
q e n+ =  while the other half of the population is negatively charged, q e n− = , 
where stands for expected charge.  The expected value for absolute number of charge 
is given by, ( )
n
n n f n
∞
=−∞
= ∑ . Others (He and Ahmadi, 1999, Soltani, et al., 1998) have 
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assigned a charge value of / 2n  to the entire particle cloud.  Several investigations of 
nonviable workplace aerosols found that freshly generated aerosols were typically 
charged to levels substantially above Boltzmann equilibrium with an approximately 
symmetrical charge distribution (Vincent, 1986). Mainelis et al. (2001) demonstrated that 
airborne bacteria could carry up to 15,000 electrical charges, substantially above the 
Boltzmann equilibrium distribution spanning both negative and positive values.  Indoor 
air also contains ions generating their own electric field.  Richardson et al. (2001) 
measured nearly 1100 positive air ions/cm3 in an office room and Jamieson et al. (2007) 
reported maximum values of 1079 negative air ions/cm3 in an office typically used as 
computer work-suite.  These ions which are charged gaseous molecules and can have 
complex geometries have a size range of 0.36 – 1.6nm with the positive air ions being 
comparatively larger (Jamieson, et al., 2007). 
 This chapter summarizes the development of a CFD model to determine the influence 
of the electrostatic forces in an office room with a computer workstation on the 
dispersion of charged bioaerosols. In the CFD model, in addition to the Navier Stokes 
equations for solving the airflow, the Poisson equation was also solved to determine the 
electric field.  The coupling between the electric field and the Navier Stokes was through 
the electric force. The electric force term was added to the drag force and the 
gravitational force term applied to track the particles using the Lagrangian approach.  The 
dimensionless groups, which influence the electrostatic field present in an office room 
from the probable electrostatic variables, and their range was also determined.  
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6.2 CFD Method 
 The geometry of the 3D room is shown in Figure 6-1. It is similar to the previous 
geometry in Chapter 5, except in this case a computer work station has been built into the 
geometry. To define the system, besides the thirteen dimensional variables ‘L’ (m), ‘Hr’ 
(m), ‘W’ (m), ‘A’ (m2), ‘I’ (m), ‘U’ (m/s), ‘θ’ (s), ‘τ’ (s), ‘ρf’ (kg/m3), ‘μ’ (N/m2.s), ‘dp’ 
(m), density, ‘ρp’(kg/m3),  ‘No’ (particles/m3), and N (particles/m3), three other variables 
were added to incorporate the presence of electric sources and charged aerosols in the 
office room. They are, electrostatic potential = ϕ  (V = N m/C), charge on particles = 
cpq (C) and charge in atmosphere = csq (C). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-1. Geometry for simulating the effect of electrostatic forces 
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 The dimensions assigned to the room are ( ) ( ) ( )5m L 2.4m H 3m W× × along the x-
axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively. Air enters the room through the supply section 
having dimensions, ( ) ( )0.5m H 1.0m W×  located at a height higher than the exit section 
( ) ( )( )0.5m H 1.0m W×  which is located at the opposite wall of the room. 
 
6.2.1 Governing equations 
 
 The governing equations for the airflow model and the particle model are the same 
as the equations in Chapter 4.  The details of the electric model are given here. 
 The electrostatic field generated from a source was calculated from equation (6.2) 
where E
r
is the electric field strength (V/m) and ϕr  is the electrostatic potential (V).  
 E ϕ= −∇r r  (6.2) 
The electrostatic potential was determined from the Poisson’s equation (6.3) where sρ  is 
the space charge (C/m3) and oε is the permittivity of free space (C2/N.m2). 
 2 s
o
ρϕ ε∇ =  (6.3) 
 As was done previously the particle trajectories were computed using the Lagrangian 
approach. The trajectory of the particle was determined by solving the equations of 
motion.  For the current simulation scenario along with the forces, drag ( )DF  and gravity 
( )GF  an electrostatic force ( )EF  was included hence, D G E= + +∑F F F F .   The 
electrostatic force was determined from the equation, E cpF q E=
r r
, (He and Ahmadi, 1999, 
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Soltani, et al., 1998) where cpq is the total electric charge on a particle, calculated from, 
cpq ne= , n is the number of charges and e is the charge of an electron, 191.6 10 C−×  . 
 
6.2.2 Numerical schemes and boundary conditions 
 
 The control-volume method was employed to discretize the governing equations. 
A second order upwind scheme was applied for the convective-diffusive terms and the 
Euler first order implicit scheme was used for the temporal terms in the governing 
equations.   Dirichlet boundary conditions were specified at the inlet for the velocity 
components.  The inlet velocity was 0.1m/s (ACH=5.0h-1). The outlet was designated as 
pressure boundaries, with Dirichlet conditions specified for pressure and Neumann 
conditions (i.e., zero normal gradients) specified for all other dependent variables.  The 
computer screen in the room was assigned a fixed potential based on the specific case 
while all other surfaces were assumed grounded.  The particles were initialized slightly 
above the table surface to avoid the influence of the boundary layer.  Particle trajectory 
calculations were terminated when the particles reached the exit of the room.  Following 
assumptions were applied: 
a) incompressible and isothermal conditions, 
b) no heat and mass transfer between the air and the particles, 
c) the coefficient of restitution was set to 0.5 to account for some energy loss when the 
particle strikes the surface,   
d) spherical, and solid particles, 
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e) airborne particles have no influence on the surrounding air flow field i.e., one-way 
coupling,  
f) negligible particle-particle interactions and 
g) negligible re-suspension. 
 
6.2.3 Design of the CFD simulation cases and simulation steps 
 
 Eight cases were designed by varying the three dimensional variables, ϕ , cpq , sρ  
based on a two level factorial design approach. Duplicate cases were run. For the two – 
level factorial design electric potential in the room was maintained at 0 – 1 kV, absolute 
charge on a particle was 3 – 10,000 charges ( )19 154.8 10 C 1.6 10 C− −× − × and space charge 
was assumed to be in the range 0 – 800 ions/cm3 ( )10 30 1.28 10 C m−− × . Table 6-1 and  
Table 6-2 shows the details of the eight cases.  
 
 
 
Table 6-1. Maximum and minimum level of the three factors 
Charge on particles  Space charge  Level Voltage (V) 
x1 
Number qcp, x2 
(C) 
Number 
(ions/cm3) 
x3 
(C/m3) 
(+) 1000 -10000 to +10000  
(randomly assigned) 
151.6 10−×  800 101.28 10−×  
(-) 0 -3 to +3  
(randomly assigned) 
194.8 10−×  0 0 
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Table 6-2. The levels of the eight runs 
Run x1 x2 x3 
1 -1 -1 -1 
2 +1 -1 -1 
3 -1 +1 -1 
4 +1 +1 -1 
5 -1 -1 +1 
6 +1 -1 +1 
7 -1 +1 +1 
8 +1 +1 +1 
 
 
 
 The air flow of the room was generated for one residence time. Next, a thousand 
particles were released and tracked for one residence time, 800s and were initialized over 
an area of 0.01m2. The duplicate case was simulated by randomizing the positions of the 
particles over the same area when released from the floor of the room. Randomizing the 
particle locations ensured that if the particles were released from the same region again 
they would not occupy the same exact location. For all the simulation cases, non-uniform 
grids were generated with denser grids nearer the walls. The smallest mesh size was 
0.01m. The time step used in the calculations was 0.05s. At the end of each case the 
number of particles remaining in the room was determined. 
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6.3 Results and analysis 
6.3.1 Effect of the electrostatic variables 
 
 Figure 6-2 shows the position of the particles after 30s of release for case 8. The 
particles have just started moving from the location they were released and are located 
slightly above the table surface.  Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 are contour plots of the 
electric potential in the room due to screen voltage and space charge. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-2. Particle positions in the room 30 sec after release (Case 8) 
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Figure 6-3. Contour plot of the screen voltage and particle positions at 800s on XY 
plane, Z=1.5m (Case 8) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-4. Contour plot of the electric potential in the room due to space charge 
and particle positions at 800s on the XY plane, Z=1.5m (Case 8) 
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As expected the electric potential is highest at the computer screen and gradually 
decreases further away into the room. The magnitude of the electric potential due to 
space charge is significantly less than that generated due to the computer screen.  The 
particle positions shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 are after tracking the particles for 
800s. 
 
 
 
Table 6-3. The levels of the eight runs and the results 
Factors Response (particles remaining in the room) Run 
1 2 3 N1 N2 
1 -1 -1 -1 250 340 
2 +1 -1 -1 339 340 
3 -1 +1 -1 308 337 
4 +1 +1 -1 325 325 
5 -1 -1 +1 250 340 
6 +1 -1 +1 332 313 
7 -1 +1 +1 389 374 
8 +1 +1 +1 415 375 
 
 
 
 The levels of each case and the number of particles remaining in the room after 800 
sec or ~13 min for the eight duplicate cases are shown in Table 6-3.  While there is a 
difference between the responses for each duplicate run, overall the range for the 
responses for all 16 cases is narrow.  The highest number of particles remaining in the 
room is for case 8, where approximately half of the particles remain in the room.  To 
distinguish between the influences of the variables on the particle behavior (Table 6-4) an 
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ANOVA table was generated using Matlab (MathWorks, 2009b).  At an α level of 0.05 
the screen voltage proved to be the significant among the three variables. Interacting 
effects were identified as not significant. 
 
 
 
Table 6-4. ANOVA table 
Source Sum sq. df Mean Sq. F Sig. 
x1 0.00185 1 0.00185 6.15 .038 
x2 0.00078 1 0.00078 2.61 .145 
x3 0.00048 1 0.00048 1.61 .240 
1 2x x×  0.00133 1 0.00133 4.43 .068 
1 3x x×  0.0002 1 0.0002 0.65 .443 
2 3x x×  0.0000 1 0 0.01 .933 
1 2 3x x x× ×  0.00005 1 0.00005 0.16 .697 
Error 0.0024 8 0.0003   
Total 0.0710 15    
 
 
 
6.3.2 Determination of the dimensionless groups and their ranges 
 
 Determining the individual dimensionless groups involved two crucial initial steps: 
Identification of the variables and estimating their range.  Figure 6.1 gives the scenario of 
the problem. The relationship between the input parameters can be written as follows 
where, oN N is the normalized number of aerosols in the room: 
( ), , , , , , , , , , , , , ,cp s r f p p
o
N f U q L W I H A A d
N
μ ρ ϕ ρ ρ τ⎛ ⎞ =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (6.4) 
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Besides the three new electrostatic variables another variable has been included, Af to 
account for floor area covered by furniture. Following the same steps as before, by 
applying Buckingham Π  theorem equation (6.4) is obtained.  The four repeating 
variables used to derive the ten dimensionless groups were, , , , and U ρ μ ϕ  . 
2 2 22 2 2
3 2 2 2, , , , , , , , , ,
cp f p ps r
o
U q U A d UH UN LU WU IU U A U
N U
ρ ϕ ρ ρ ρρ ϕ ρρ ρ ρ ρ ρτβ μ ρ μ μ μ μ μ μ ρ μ μ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (6.5) 
where, 
2
1 2 3 4 5 63 2
2 22 2 2
7 8 9 10 112 2
, , , , , ,
, , , ,
cp s r
f p p
U q H ULU WU IU
U
U A d UU A U
ρ ϕ ρ ϕ ρρ ρ ρ
μ ρ μ μ μ μ
ρ ρ ρρ ρτ
μ μ ρ μ μ
Π = Π = Π = Π = Π = Π =
Π = Π = Π = Π = Π =
 
The dimensionless groups were modified to obtain equation (6.6).  Table 6-5 shows how 
the final groups were derived. 
 
 
 
Table 6-5. Derivation of the final dimensionless groups 
3
1
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W
Π′Π = =Π  
9
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3 p
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d
Π′Π = =Π  
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5 r
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 2, , , , , , , , , ,
p cpsr
o r r f p
qWHN L L I LW Q L
N W H H A A L d U Q
ρ ϕρ ϕρ τβ μ θ ρ ρ μ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (6.6) 
 The first nine groups in equation (6.6) define the physical and the flow 
characteristics of the room and are similar to the groups that were determined in the 
previous two chapters except fLW A .  The ratio of cross-sectional area to the area of the 
room covered by furniture would give a quantitative method to account for the furniture 
in a room. The range would be from zero i.e. no furniture in the room to approximating 
that eighty percent in the room is covered with furniture. The last two dimensionless 
groups include the three new variables, ,  and s pqϕ ρ . Of them the dimensionless 
group, 2
s
U
ρ ϕ
ρ   is the ratio of electric energy to kinetic energy.  The last dimensionless 
group, cp
q
Q
ϕ
μ  represents the ratio of electric terms to convective terms. The ranges of the 
individual variables are shown Table 6-6.  The ranges for the previous thirteen variables 
are the same as before.  
 The upper range assigned for the electric potential, ϕ  in the room was 2 kV, a 
conservative estimate based on assuming that current video display units would have 
lower radiation levels (Bergqvist, 1984). For the lower range it was assumed that the 
room had zero electric potential.  It was assumed that the absolute value for the maximum 
number of charges a bioaerosol could carry is 15,000 based on the study by Mainelis et 
al. (2001)  and the lower bound assigned was three charges.  The total electric charge on 
the particle was calculated from cpq ne=  where, n is the number of charges and e is the 
charge of an electron, 191.6 10 C−× .  To determine the range for space charge density, sρ  
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(C/m3) the maximum and minimum number of ions assumed in the room was 1100 
ions/cm3 and no ions in the room.  Based on these values the minimum and maximum 
values for the dimensionless groups, 2
s
U
ρ ϕ
ρ , 
cpq
Q
ϕ
μ  were calculated as shown in  
Table 6-7. 
 
 
 
Table 6-6. Minimum and maximum levels for each of the parameters 
Parameter Min Max 
φ(V) 0 2000 
qcp(C) -194.8 10×  -152.40 10×  
ρs(C/m3) 0  101.92 10×  
 
 
 
 
Table 6-7. Minimum and maximum values of the dimensionless groups 
Dimensionless groups Min Max 
  2
s
U
ρ ϕ
ρ  
0  -54.74 10×  
cpq
Q
ϕ
μ  
0 -53.25 10×  
 
 
 
6.4 Discussion 
 
 The above analysis identifies screen voltage as a dominant variable influencing the 
behavior of charged aerosols in an office room with an electric field due to the presence 
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of a computer.  Space charges, number of charges on the particles and the interaction of 
the three variables were identified as relatively not significant. To define the problem 
three new dimensionless groups were derived and their ranges determined. Of these three 
one group takes into account the furniture coverage in the room. The other two 
dimensionless groups characterize the system in terms of the existing electric field, the 
aerosol charge and their relation to the flow field. The magnitudes of these ratios are 
quite small indicating a dominant effect of the flow field over the electrostatic forces.  
 In these simulations the numbers of charges on the particles were assigned randomly 
within a specific range. No specific distribution has been identified in the literature to 
describe charge distribution in bioaerosols; however, overall bioaerosols with a net 
negative charge tend to exceed the number of bioaerosols with a net positive charge 
(Miksch, et al., 2009).  The presence of negative small ions was assumed negligible, as 
recorded by Richardson et al. (2001) Other studies have measured the presence of both 
positive and negative ions (Jamieson, et al., 2007) in an office room. The simulations 
were conducted with individual electrostatic variables. More information could be 
extracted by generating cases based on the developed dimensionless groups.   
The study shows the potential of applying the steps towards developing a metamodel 
for understanding a problem.  While experimental studies have shown the detrimental 
effects of the presence electric fields in hospitals and the potential of these electric fields 
in undermining efforts for effective decontamination, lack of information remains as to 
how to control the predicament.  A detailed systematic study would give insight not only 
on how the different variables influence particle behavior but also on how to control and 
design the ‘variables’ for safer interior spaces.  
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7 DEVELOPMENT OF METAMODELS FOR PREDICTING AEROSOL DISPERSION IN 
VENTILATED SPACES 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
To achieve the objective of building user-friendly, accurate models capable of 
predicting aerosol behavior in an indoor space, this paper lays out a framework for 
developing metamodels. ‘A metamodel  serves as a surrogate or substitute for the more 
complex and computationally intensive simulation model’ and was first proposed by 
Blanning (1975).  Metamodeling allows for wider exploration of the input variables, 
improves the understanding of the model to be generated and enables further studies for 
solution optimization systems (Tabach, et al., 2007, Broad, et al., 2005, Wang and Shan, 
2007).  Metamodels have been used in a wide variety of applications, including 
calibrating water distribution systems, modeling of chemical reactors, modeling aircraft 
operation and developing artificial neural network (ANN) based metamodels for 
groundwater contamination (Tabach, et al., 2007).  Recently ANN were trained and 
tested for optimizing ventilation systems in office environments(Zhou and Haghighat, 
2009, 2009). ANNs have increasingly been applied instead of the conventional regression 
models to develop metamodels.  This is because ANNs offer an alternative approach to 
conventional mathematical models for modeling complex systems as it supports multiple 
inputs and outputs and is capable of approximating any nonlinear function to an arbitrary 
degree with a single hidden layer (Janes and Musilek, 2007). 
In this study ANN based metamodels were developed to describe the relationship 
between the design variables and their effects on the dispersion of aerosols in a ventilated 
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space. A Hammersley sequence sampling (HSS) technique was employed to efficiently 
explore the multi-parameter design space and to build numerical simulation scenarios to 
explore the design space efficiently.  A detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
model was applied to simulate these multiple scenarios of dispersion of particles in a 
three-dimensional ventilated space.  The results derived from the CFD simulations were 
used to develop and train the neural networks. Feed forward ANN’s were developed to 
map the relationship between the inputs and the outputs. The predictive ability of the 
neural networks was compared to linear and quadratic mathematical models also derived 
from the same CFD simulation results. Finally, this study identified the best form of 
metamodel for predicting the normalized number of particles remaining in a room and the 
spatial heterogeneity of the particles after some time. 
 
7.2 Methodology 
 
The development of the metamodel in this work involved the following steps:  
 
1. Identifying the input parameters and the objective(s) (problem description),  
2. choosing an experimental design technique to generate scenarios for sampling the 
design space efficiently (design space of the input variables),  
3. conducting numerical experiments using CFD (development of the CFD model),  
4. choosing the form of the meta model (metamodel building) and  
5. testing and validating the metamodels.   
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7.2.1 Problem description 
 
 The geometry of the 3D room considered and the aerosol release is same as the 
Figure 5-1 which is representative of the problem scenario.  To define the air flow and 
particle transport, thirteen dimensional variables were selected (Table 7-1).  The variables 
are the same as in chapter 5 as shown in equation(7.1). 
 ( ), , , , , , , , , , , 0o r f p pf N N L W H I U A dρ μ ρ τ =  (7.1) 
 
 
 
Table 7-1. Parameters defining the system 
 Description Parameter Units 
1. Length of the room L m 
2. Height of the room Hr m 
3.  Width of the room W m 
4. Distance between inlet and outlet I m 
5. Velocity of air at the inlet U m/s 
6. Cross-sectional area of the inlet and outlet A m2 
7. Initial number of the organisms released No particles/m3 
8. Number of organisms in the room after time τ  N particles/m3 
9. Time observed τ  s 
10. Density of air ρf kg/m3 
11. Dynamic viscosity of air μ N/m2.s 
12. Density of bioaerosol ρp kg/m3 
13. Diameter of bioaerosol dp m 
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 The dimensionality is reduced to a function which relates the nine dimensionless 
groups.  The form of the function β  will have to be determined through accurate 
numerical investigations such as CFD simulations (Hoque, et al., 2010).  
 , , , , , , ,f pr
o r r p f
QWHN L L I L
N W H H A L d
ρ ρτβ μ θ ρ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (7.2) 
 
7.2.2 Design space of the input variables 
 
Table 7-2 shows the minimum and maximum values of each group thus defining 
the boundaries of the eight dimensional design space within which a number of sampling 
points or locations have to be determined.  Numerical experiments were then conducted 
to obtain information at those locations (Hoque, et al., 2010). 
 
 
 
Table 7-2. Minimum and maximum values for the eight non-dimensional groups 
 Min Max 
L/W 0.4 3.3 
L/Hr 0.8 3.3 
I/Hr -0.6 0.6 
WHr/A 15.0 280.0 
τ/θ 1.0 5.0 
Qρ/Lμ 50.3 5033.2 
L/dp 56 10×  71.0 10×  
ρp/ρ 688.8 861.0 
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Using the values in Table 7-2 as the boundaries of the design space, 32 data points 
were generated for each dimensionless group through HSS (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 
1997, Simpson, et al., 2001). This was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, 2009b).  
To obtain a more even distribution of the sampling points two other conditions were 
imposed when sampling, one the correlation of the generated points for each input 
parameter was less than 0.3 and the median of the generated points for each parameter 
was within ten percent of the midpoint of the range of each of the dimensionless groups.  
Figure 7-1 shows the scatter plots of the data points generated in an eight by eight plot 
matrix. Each scatter plot shows the position of the 32 data points between two 
dimensionless groups.  For example the plot of ( )L W against ( )rL H  shows the 
location of the 32 data points relative to these two groups and it can be seen that the 
generated data points appear to be spaced quite evenly over the design space. The input 
data points in the eight plots which form the diagonal of the matrix are all aligned at a 45o 
angle because the x and y axes represent the same dimensionless group.  Hence, 32 
scenarios were generated for numerical experimentation using CFD. Table 7-3 gives the 
values of each of the dimensionless groups for the 32 scenarios. 
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Figure 7-1. Scatter plots of the values of the eight dimensionless groups plotted 
against another group (the diagonal plots occur when both the axes have the same 
dimensionless group) 
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Table 7-3. Design space of the eight input parameters for the 32 simulations 
Cases [L/W] 
x1 
[I/Hr] 
x2 
[WHr/A] 
x3 
[τ/θ] 
x4 
[Qρ/Lμ] 
x5 
[L/Hr] 
x6 
[L/dp] 
x7 
[ρp/ρ] 
x8 
1 0.44 0.00 39.65 1.157 66.02 0.841 890911 720.5 
2 0.47 -0.46 48.42 1.584 116.75 2.028 1202604 713.4 
3 0.50 0.30 25.03 1.994 175.91 1.058 3269017 706.3 
4 0.54 -0.07 36.97 2.509 1998.20 0.904 1623346 727.8 
5 0.57 0.33 35.52 1.857 407.48 2.177 660003 788.4 
6 0.61 -0.15 57.97 1.471 139.77 2.694 2676445 742.5 
7 0.65 -0.11 72.24 2.773 379.93 0.773 2957929 837.1 
8 0.69 0.47 24.29 2.801 1436.55 1.513 729416 788.4 
9 0.74 0.08 36.60 3.857 59.74 2.542 4412712 772.8 
10 0.79 -0.23 18.92 3.456 399.41 1.804 8040485 749.9 
11 0.84 0.38 84.77 1.013 1286.91 1.139 6582993 796.3 
12 0.90 -0.42 223.63 3.127 459.44 0.869 4876801 720.5 
13 0.96 -0.37 196.37 3.421 51.94 1.539 3992787 804.3 
14 1.02 -0.50 167.34 1.068 376.15 1.140 7275332 828.8 
15 1.09 -0.29 44.70 4.527 104.58 0.986 7275332 706.3 
16 1.16 0.11 16.44 1.464 424.11 1.209 8886111 742.5 
17 1.23 0.02 15.18 2.438 212.72 2.974 2676445 765.1 
18 1.32 -0.51 90.02 1.994 982.40 2.195 1329083 699.2 
19 1.40 -0.09 21.33 4.393 1635.98 2.248 2191288 820.6 
20 1.50 -0.38 208.51 1.285 105.64 2.573 4876801 780.6 
21 1.60 0.15 102.51 1.840 66.69 1.071 8040485 720.5 
22 1.70 -0.58 49.40 1.388 198.34 1.626 2957929 804.3 
23 1.81 -0.47 41.26 4.306 2540.20 2.330 5389698 742.5 
24 1.93 -0.10 19.69 3.935 478.19 1.008 1329083 854.1 
25 2.06 -0.03 94.63 2.601 52.46 1.155 8040485 796.3 
26 2.20 -0.35 145.47 1.738 584.06 1.322 597196 854.1 
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Table 7-3. (Continued) 
Cases [L/W] 
x1 
[I/Hr] 
x2 
[WHr/A] 
x3 
[τ/θ] 
x4 
[Qρ/Lμ] 
x5 
[L/Hr] 
x6 
[L/dp] 
x7 
[ρp/ρ] 
x8 
27 2.34 0.41 221.41 1.929 441.42 0.856 597196 788.4 
28 2.50 0.18 19.11 1.306 828.82 1.735 1623346 720.5 
29 2.66 0.37 119.10 2.974 141.17 1.077 4412712 796.3 
30 2.83 -0.45 43.82 1.080 1540.71 1.510 5389698 742.5 
31 3.03 -0.30 169.02 2.226 411.58 1.605 8886111 828.8 
32 3.22 0.46 55.70 2.143 3568.85 1.986 5389698 692.3 
 
 
 
7.2.3 Development of the CFD model 
 
 The geometry of the CFD model is the 3D room of Figure 5-1. The details of the 
CFD model used have been described in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5. This section gives 
details of the simulation steps for the 32 cases generated. 
 
7.2.3.1 Simulation of air flow and aerosol transport in a room 
 
The 32 cases generated by HSS were simulated by the developed and validated CFD 
model.  Details of the validation studies of the CFD model have been given in Hoque et 
al. (2010).  For each case, first the dimensions of the room, the inlet air velocity, and 
physical properties of air and particles were determined from the values of each 
dimensionless group as given in Table 7-3.  The length of the room was initially assumed 
to be a specific value. The air change per hour (ACH) was then calculated and the length 
adjusted until the ACH was within the range of 1-10. Next the air flow was developed for 
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one residence time.  After developing the airflow, 100,000 particles were released and 
tracked for the required amount of time based on ( )τ θ . Particles were initialized over an 
area of 0.01m2 at the center of the room slightly above the floor.   
For all cases, non-uniform grids were used with denser grids near the walls. The 
smallest mesh size was 0.01m. The time step was 0.05s. The 32 cases needed two months 
of computational time to complete requiring on an average, 48 hours for each case on a 
personal desktop with a 3 GB RAM and 3 GHz processor.  At the end of each case the 
total number of particles remaining in the room was recorded. For each case the room 
was broken down into small sub domains and the number of particles in each domain was 
also recorded. 
  
7.2.4 Metamodel development  
 
Determining the form of the metamodel is an iterative process involving trial and 
error. The process involves choosing a form of the metamodel which would represent the 
behavior of a given phenomenon and given the correct data that fully and accurately 
describes the phenomenon, it will, in future, be able to predict relatively accurately, the 
behavior of the same phenomenon.  A suitable family of functions with tunable 
parameters is used to provide the best concordance with a set of model inputs and 
outputs.  In this case, neural networks were used as the functional family. Linear and 
quadratic forms were also explored. While the issue of fitting a set of data using neural 
network is similar to fitting a data set applying non-linear regression methods, neural 
networks are theoretically preferred when there are three or more independent variables 
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(Bishop, 1995).  The selected neural network based metamodels were compared to the 
linear and quadratic metamodels.  
 
7.2.5 Validation of the metamodel  
 
 Before the final selection of the metamodel, the different forms of the metamodels 
have to be tested on separate independent data sets to assess their validity.  Two datasets 
were generated for validation.  The first dataset consisted of six points generated through 
HSS within the range of the design space (HSS6). The data occupied the mid region of 
the design space. The second dataset of 32 points (FD32) was generated by applying 
fractional factorial design (Hoque et al., 2010). This resulted in the points being located 
in the extremities of the design space. Through these two data sets the different forms of 
metamodels were rigorously tested to determine their predictive ability. 
 
7.3 Results and Discussions 
 
 Table 7-4 lists all the log transformed outputs from the 32 CFD simulations.  The 
outputs were log transformed for better presentation of data. Figure 7-2 shows the 
snapshot of the particle positions at the end of case 12.  Figure 7-3 is a plot of the number 
of particles remaining in the room over time with most of the particles leaving the room 
within the first residence time. This was also observed by Hoque et al. (2010).   The inlet 
velocity for case 12 was 0.85m/s and dimensions were ( ) ( ) ( )1.5m 1.7m 1.7mrL H W× × . 
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At the end of the particle tracking time of 1237s the number of particles remaining in the 
room was 4568.  
 
 
 
Table 7-4. Outputs for the 32 simulations 
Cases 
o
N+1
log
N +1
∗⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  
[ ]log 1σ +  Cases 
 
o
N+1
log
N +1
∗⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  
 
[ ]log 1σ +  
1 0.00 7.31 17 -0.24 3.70 
2 -1.21 4.88 18 -2.60 0.28 
3 -11.51 0.00 19 -2.91 0.25 
4 -0.71 1.26 20 -1.18 2.12 
5 -11.51 0.00 21 -1.63 3.01 
6 -0.52 4.13 22 -1.14 2.23 
7 -1.39 2.45 23 -3.10 0.06 
8 -11.51 0.00 24 -10.82 0.00 
9 -7.44 0.99 25 -0.46 4.41 
10 -3.24 0.82 26 -0.81 0.92 
11 -11.51 0.00 27 -2.70 0.67 
12 -3.10 0.71 28 -2.51 0.75 
13 -3.30 1.95 29 -2.51 1.09 
14 -0.84 1.44 30 -0.55 0.60 
15 -5.62 0.78 31 -1.81 0.75 
16 -0.03 3.50 32 -11.51 0.00 
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Figure 7-2. Particle locations at the end of particle tracking time, 1237s for case 12 
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Figure 7-3. Particles remaining in the room as a function of time (case 12) 
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Figure 7-4. Histogram showing the frequency of the number of particles in each 
volume (0.1m ×  0.1m ×  0.1m) (case 12) 
 
 
 
To quantify the spatial distribution of the particles in the room, each room was broken 
down into small domains of size0.1m×0.1m×0.1m .  The standard deviation of the 
number of particles at different locations was then calculated by counting the number of 
particles in each sub domain.  Histograms were used to graphically display the frequency 
of the number of particles in each volume of the room.  Figure 7-4 is the corresponding 
histogram for the particle distribution for case 12. 
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To map out the relationship and to develop predictive metamodels the dataset of 
Table 7-3 (input data) and Table 7-4 (output) was applied.  The analysis was done with 
the statistical and neural network toolbox of MATLAB (MathWorks, 2009b) . 
 
7.3.1 Training and testing the neural network based metamodels 
 
The neural networks developed have eight nodes in the input layer corresponding to 
the eight input dimensionless groups. One node is present in the output layer 
corresponding to either the log normalized number of particles remaining in the room, 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  or the log of the standard deviation of the distribution of the 
particles in the room, [ ]log 1σ + . When the output is ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  the chosen 
activation function was tangent-hyperbolic in the hidden layer. Table 7-4 shows that the 
values of ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is negative hence tangent-hyperbolic function which 
ranges from -1 to 1 best described the data.  In case of [ ]log 1σ +  the activation function 
in the hidden layer was log-sigmoid. The log sigmoid function ranges from 0 to 1 and 
was best suited for the data which were all positive.  
The purpose of training and testing the neural network is to identify the architecture 
that would be appropriate for use and to provide an assessment of the neural network 
performance.  In this study two architectures were studied; one with single hidden layer 
and the second with two hidden layers. Theoretically the multiple hidden layer networks 
are not more powerful than single hidden layers but empirically networks with multiple 
hidden layers sometimes generalize better, with fewer parameters (Aran, et al., 2009, 
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Huang, 2003). Figures 7-5a and 7-5b show the two architectures with unknown number 
of nodes in the hidden layers.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7-5a. Neural network architecture for the present problem: one hidden layer 
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Figure 7-5b. Neural network architecture for the present problem: two hidden 
layers 
 
 
 
A step wise procedure was applied to determine the acceptable number of nodes in 
each hidden layer.  For all cases the neural network was trained until the sum of square of 
errors reached an assigned minimum value or remained constant at an accepted low level 
for a number of iterations.  Figure 7-6 shows the change of mean square error (MSE = 
SSE/32) with increasing number of iterations or epochs for ANN8-3-1 for target, 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ .  Increasing nodes leads to increasing number of adjustable 
parameters (weights and biases in the network). The maximum number of nodes included 
was such that the number of adjustable parameters did not exceed the number of data 
points in the training set.  For models with a different number of parameters it was 
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determined whether the improved fit justified the additional parameter or parameters 
based on the F test described in Chapter 3, section 3.3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7-6. Change of mean squared error during training of the neural networks 
against number of epochs or iterations (training ANN8-3-1) 
 
 
 
7.3.2 Development of networks with one hidden layer 
 
 For the three layer ANN (one hidden layer) when the number of nodes in the hidden 
layer was increased from one to three the number of adjustable parameters increased 
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from 11 to 31. Table 7-5 shows the results for both targets, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ and 
[ ]log 1σ + .  
 
 
 
Table 7-5. Comparison of the fits of the data for ANN with one hidden layer 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ [ ]log 1σ +  Architecture Number of 
adjustable 
parameters 
SSE f SSE f 
F 
8-1-1 11 26.43  18.10   
8-2-1 21 3.099 8.83 2.142 8.19 F0.05,10,11= 
2.85 
8-3-1 31 0.00028 1120 0.382 0.46 F0.05,10,1 = 
242 
 
 
 
 The minimum SSE was obtained for ANN8-3-1 for both cases i.e. the network with 
eight nodes in the input layer, three nodes in the hidden layer and one node for the single 
output in the output layer. The f statistic was calculated by comparing architectures with 
progressively increasing hidden layer nodes. The results showed that the increase of the 
number of adjustable parameters when increasing the number of nodes from one to two in 
the hidden layer was significant for all cases. When increasing the number of nodes from 
two to three the decrease in SSE was significant for the target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
while for the target, [ ]log 1σ +  the increase was not significant.   
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Figure 7-7a shows the fit of the network ANN8-3-1 predictions to the target outputs 
for ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . The fit of the predictions for ANN8-2-1 is shown in Figure 7-7b 
for [ ]log 1σ + .  In both cases a near perfect fit is obtained.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7-7a. Training results for ANN8-3-1 when applied to the 32 cases of the 
Hammersley data set  ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
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Figure 7-7b. Training results for ANN8-2-1 when applied to the 32 cases of the 
Hammersley data set; [ ]log 1σ +  
 
 
 
7.3.3 Development of network with two hidden layers 
 
For the two hidden layer architecture, two possibilities were considered; having 
one node or two nodes in the first hidden layer and increasing the nodes in the second 
layer.  The results of both architectures have been presented in Table 7-6a and 7-6b.  As 
before the SSE decreased with increasing number of fitting parameters. For the first 
architecture with one fixed node in the first hidden layer, when the F test was done, the 
significance of the decrease of SSE from ANN8-1-2-1 (one node in the first hidden layer 
and two nodes in the second hidden layer) to ANN8-1-3-1 was shown to be not significant 
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for both targets.  Hence even though there was still an opportunity to keep on increasing 
the number of nodes in the second hidden layer it was not increased beyond three at 
which stage the number of parameters in the network was 19.  For both targets increasing 
the number of nodes from one to two in the second hidden layer reduced the SSE 
significantly. 
 
 
 
Table 7-6a. Comparison of the fits of the data for ANN with two hidden layers with 
one node in the first layer and variable number of nodes in the second layer 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ [ ]log 1σ +  Architecture Number of  
adjustable  
parameters 
SSE f SSE f 
F 
8-1-1-1 13 30.47  24.48   
8-1-2-1 16 16.82 4.41 3.062 37.32 F0.05,3,16= 3.24 
8-1-3-1 19 13.44 1.05 2.134 1.88 F0.05,3,13 = 3.41
 
 
 
Table 7-6b. Comparison of the fits of the data for ANN with ‘two hidden layers’ 
with two nodes in the first layer and variable nodes in the second layer 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ [ ]log 1σ +  Architecture Number of 
adjustable 
parameters
SSE f SSE f 
F 
8-2-1-1 23 4.37  2.055   
8-2-2-1 27 0.658 7.052 1.697 0.264 F0.05,4,5= 5.19 
8-2-3-1 31 0.550 0.050 0.032 13.00 F0.05,4,1= 224.6
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 For the second architecture the lowest SSE’s was obtained by ANN8-2-3-1 for both 
targets. The results from the F test showed that the decrease of SSE due to increasing the 
number of parameters from ANN8-2-2-1 to ANN8-2-3-1 was not significant 
for ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ .  A randomly selected case, case 14 was replicated five times. 
The mean of the replicated runs was -0.84 and the standard deviation was 0.00293. When 
ANN8-2-2-1 was applied to predict target ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  for this specific case the 
result was -0.902. This showed that ANN8-2-2-1 was doing an excellent job in predicting 
but there was some room for improvement shown by the standard deviation value.  For 
target [ ]log 1σ + , increasing the number of nodes from one to two going from ANN8-2-1-1 
to ANN8-2-2-1 did not reduce the SSE significantly.   
 Figure 7-8a and 7-8b shows the accuracy of the ANN8-2-2-1 predictions for target 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and ANN8-2-1-1 predictions for [ ]log 1σ +  compared to the network 
target outputs.  When comparing the architectures with two hidden layers it was observed 
that the lowest SSE was always obtained when the first hidden layer was larger than the 
second hidden layer.   
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Figure 7-8a. Training results for, ANN8-2-2-1 when applied to the 32 cases of the 
Hammersley data set; ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
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Figure 7-8b. Training results for ANN8-2-1-1 when applied to the 32 cases of the 
Hammersley data set; [ ]log 1σ +  
 
 
 
7.3.4 Selecting neural networks (cross-validation and p-value) 
 
The first step towards selecting the appropriate neural network based metamodel is to 
ensure that the network is not overtrained. To ensure this the cross-validation method was 
applied. For a small data set, partitioning the data set into a training set and a test set 
leads to too small training set which does not satisfactorily train and a too small test set 
which cannot accurately evaluate (Schenker and Agarwal, 1996). The alternative method, 
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the cross-validation approach which consists of a cyclic allocation of the data for training 
and testing  ultimately allows the use of all the data set for testing (Schenker and 
Agarwal, 1996, Anders and Korn, 1999, Setiono, 2001). The steps applied to do the 
cross-validation was as follows: out of the 32 data points in the set, 31 was used to train 
the network and was then validated against the remaining one data point. The SSE was 
recorded. This was repeated for all 32 data points and the total SSE calculated by adding 
the individual sum of square of errors.   
Figure 7-9 shows the change of SSE for training and for cross-validation for the 
single hidden layer neural network for target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . With increasing 
number of nodes the SSE for both training and cross validation decreases. This indicates 
that the network was not overtrained even when the number of possible hidden nodes was 
at the maximum.  The same decreasing trend was observed for target, [ ]log 1σ + .  Hence 
for both targets the networks ANN8-1-1, ANN8-2-1 and ANN8-3-1 had generalized well. 
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Figure 7-9. Comparison of SSE for training and cross validation with increasing 
number of neurons for one hidden layer; ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
 
 
In Figure 7-10 the training and cross-validation SSE are plotted against increasing 
number of nodes for the neural network with two hidden layers for target, 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . The cross-validation SSE increases when the number of nodes in 
the second hidden layer (the first hidden layer has one node) is greater than one. Hence, 
the network ANN8-1-1-1 with 13 adjustable parameters is the network with the best 
generalizing ability.  
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Figure 7-10. Comparison of SSE for training and cross validation with increasing 
number of neurons for neural network with two hidden layers with one fixed node 
on the first hidden layer; ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
 
 
 Figure 7-11 shows that the cross validation SSE for the architecture with two nodes 
in the first hidden layer continues to decrease with increasing number of nodes in the 
second hidden layer indicating that the networks ANN8-2-2-1 and ANN8-2-3-1 were not 
overtrained for target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ .   Following the same method, for target, 
[ ]log 1σ +  the architectures chosen for two hidden layer network were ANN8-1-1-1, ANN8-
1-2-1 and ANN8-2-1-1.   
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Figure 7-11. Comparison of SSE for training and cross validation with increasing 
number of neurons for neural network with two hidden layers with two fixed nodes 
on the first hidden layer; ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
 
 
To further narrow down the choice of a network the p-value for each trained network 
was estimated to determine the significance of the neural network. For target, 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  the network ANN8-2-3-1 is not significant at a α-level of 0.05 and 
hence not selected.  Similarly for target [ ]log 1σ +  the network ANN8-3-1 is not selected 
since the p-value>0.1.  Table 7-7a and 7-7b summarizes the cross validation SSE and the 
p-values of the neural networks. Based on the lowest cross-validation SSE, for target 
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( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ the metamodel, ANN8-3-1 was chosen from the single hidden layer 
neural network and ANN8-2-2-1 from the network with two hidden layers. For target 
[ ]log 1σ + the metamodels chosen were ANN8-2-1 and ANN8-2-1-1.  
 
 
 
Table 7-7a. Cross validation SSE and the respective p-values for the corresponding 
neural network; ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
Architecture Cross validation SSE p-values 
ANN8-1-1 161.95 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-1 4.718 p<0.001 
ANN8-3-1 0.703 0.001<p<0.01 
ANN8-1-1-1 45.564 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-1-1 8.2407 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-2-1 2.7396 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-3-1 2.4414 p>0.1 
 
 
 
Table 7-7b. Cross validation SSE and the respective p-values for the corresponding 
neural network; [ ]log 1σ +  
Architecture Cross validation SSE p-values 
ANN8-1-1 34.88 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-1 2.183 p<0.001 
ANN8-3-1 0.402 p>0.1 
ANN8-1-1-1 25.463 p<0.001 
ANN8-1-2-1 18.903 p<0.001 
ANN8-2-1-1 2.4724 p<0.001 
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7.4 Linear and quadratic metamodels 
 
The linear and quadratic metamodels for the targets ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and 
[ ]log 1σ +  were generated from the same training data set as the neural networks. 
Equations (7.3) and (7.4) are the linear form of the metamodels: 
( ) 1 2 3 5 6 8log 1 1 3.77 1.07 6.8 0.0002 0.74 0.151 0.009oN N x x x x x x+ + = + − + − − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (7.3) 
[ ] 1 2 3 4 5 6 8log 1 8.61 0.19 0.77 0.005 0.52 0.001 0.01 0.01x x x x x x xσ + = − − − − − − −  (7.4) 
Equations (7.5) and (7.6) are the quadratic form of the metamodels: 
( ) ( ) 1 2 3 4 5
6 2 2 4 2
6 7 8 1 2 3
2 7 2 2 2
4 5 6 8
log 1 1 600 4.76 11.9 0.05 1.15 0.0001
9.13 1.5 10 1.58 0.89 19.9 2.02 10
0.4 5.9 10 2.17 0.001
oN N x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x
− −
−
+ + = − + − + + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
− − × + − − − ×
− + × + −
 (7.5) 
[ ] 1 2 3 4 5 6
6 2 2 5 2
7 8 1 2 3
2 6 2 2 2
4 5 6 8
log 1 248 0.38 3.3 0.02 1.03 0.004 3.94
1.01 10 0.67 0.15 7.5 9.8 10
0.078 1.3 10 0.89 0.0044
x x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x
σ
− −
−
+ = − − − − − − −
− × − − − − ×
+ + × + −
 (7.6) 
The SSE for the linear models were 277.5 and 58.6 for targets, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
and [ ]log 1σ +  respectively. For the quadratic models the SSE for targets, 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and [ ]log 1σ +  were 100 and 17.5. To determine whether the 
models were significant the p-value was also estimated. The p-values for the linear and 
quadratic model for target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  were 0.05 and 0.006.  For the target, 
[ ]log 1σ +  the p-value for the linear model was 0.1 and for the quadratic model it was 
0.004. Hence, the linear model for [ ]log 1σ +  was not significant (α= 0.05) and was not 
considered any further. 
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7.5 Validation of the selected metamodels against independent datasets 
 
The predictive ability of the selected four neural network based metamodels, 
ANN8-3-1, ANN8-2-2-1 for target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and ANN8-2-1, ANN8-2-1-1 for target 
[ ]log 1σ + was tested against independent datasets. For target ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ the 
linear and the quadratic metamodels were both tested while for target, [ ]log 1σ +  the 
quadratic form was tested. They were all applied to predict independent data sets, HSS6 
with six data points and FD32 with thirty-two data points (Hoque, et al., 2010). The 
mathematical model which performed could predict both accurately was selected as the 
metamodel.  Table 7-8 summarizes the cross validation SSE for all the selected 
metamodel forms and the SSE obtained when they were applied for predicting the two 
targets, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and [ ]log 1σ +  for the respective data sets, HSS6 and 
FD32. For all cases the SSE when applied to HSS6 was less than for FD32. This indicates 
that as expected the metamodels performed better when the data was not at the extreme 
ends of the design space. The cross validation SSE was much higher for the linear and 
quadratic models than any of the neural networks for both targets. 
 In case of target, ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ , the linear model performed better when 
predicting the dataset HSS6 but did not fare as well as the neural networks when applied 
against the dataset FD32.  For target, [ ]log 1σ + , the quadratic models failed to predict 
either of the datasets as signified by very high SSE.  The neural network based 
metamodels, ANN8-2-2-1 for target ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and ANN8-2-1-1 for target 
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[ ]log 1σ +  performed better when applied to predict the dataset FD32 which placed the 
models’ predictive ability through a more rigorous test than HSS6.   
 
 
 
Table 7-8. Comparison of the cross validation and prediction SSE among ANN, 
linear and quadratic metamodels 
Model Cross validation  HSS6 FD32 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
Linear 280 62.2 1430 
Quadratic 7936 3826 11013 
ANN8-3-1 0.703 311.3 1304 
ANN8-2-2-1 2.739 133.8 1134 
[ ]log 1σ +  
Quadratic 3.46 × 107 3.769 × 1026 3.769 × 1028
ANN8-2-1 2.183 127.2 1058 
ANN8-2-1-1 2.472 58.19 231.2 
 
 
 
7.6 Sensitivity analysis of the input groups applying the neural network based 
metamodels 
 
Figure 7-12 shows the sensitivity of ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  when the magnitude of 
each of the dimensionless groups was varied independently applying the ANN8-2-2-1. 
Figure 7-12a plots the ratio of the change of ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ to the change of the 
input ( )L W  against increasing ( )L W . The magnitude of ( )L W  is varied within its 
specified range (Table 7-2). Figures 7-12b – 7-12h plots are for the other seven 
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dimensionless groups.  Similarly, Figures 7-13a –7-13h are the eight plots showing the 
sensitivity of the response, [ ]log 1σ +  with change of the magnitude of each of the eight 
dimensionless groups applying the neural network ANN8-2-1-1. 
 It can be seen from Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13 that the dimensionless groups 
( )rI H  and ( )τ θ  showed the greatest sensitivity for both targets. ( )L W also had 
significant influence on spatial heterogeneity (Figure 7-13a). Among all the 
dimensionless groups ( )pL d (Figures 7-12g and 7-13g) has the least affect on particle 
behavior. ( )fQ Lρ μ  has lesser influence than the other groups on both temporal 
variation and spatial heterogeneity of the particles (Figures7-12e and 7-13e). The effect 
of ( )p fρ ρ has some degree of influence on the change of [ ]log 1σ +  relative to 
( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (Figures 7-12h and 7-13h).  Among the groups ( )L W , ( )rWH A  
and ( )rL H , the group ( )L W  has negligible effect on temporal variation but had a 
greater impact on the spatial heterogeneity. Comparing Figures 7-13a and 7-13c it can be 
seen that ( )rWH A  had a lesser effect than ( )L W on the spatial heterogeneity. Although 
for ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ , ( )rWH A had more impact than ( )L W .  The ratio of the 
cross section of the room to the area of the inlet and outlet appears to have more 
influence on the number of particles remaining or leaving the room whereas the 
magnitude of the room dimensions appears to influence the way the aerosols would 
disperse.  Similarly it was observed that while ( )rL H , decreased monotonically for both 
targets the impact was more on [ ]log 1σ +  than on the temporal variation. 
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Figure 7-12. Plots of sensitivity of the response of the output ( ) ( )log 1 1oN N+ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
applying ANN8-2-2-1 
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Figure 7-13. Plots of the sensitivity of the output [ ]log 1σ + applying ANN8-2-1-1 
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7.7 Conclusions 
 
 Neural network based metamodels and linear and quadratic metamodels were 
developed to predict the temporal variation and spatial heterogenity of particle dispersion 
in a room from CFD simulations. Two types of neural network architectures were 
investigated for the neural network based metamodel, an architecture with one hidden 
layer and another architecture with two hidden layers. The F test approach showed when 
to stop increasing the number of nodes by testing whether the decrease of SSE was 
significant relative to the increasing number of parameters. The cross-validation method 
was applied to ensure the networks were not overtrained.  The network performances 
were compared to linear and quadratic metamodels. The training and the cross-validation 
SSE was lower for the neural networks compared to the other forms of the metamodels. 
 To assess the predictive ability the different forms of metamodels were tested against 
two independent datasets, HSS6 and FD32.  Based on their performance on predicting 
both data sets the metamodels chosen were, ANN8-2-2-1 for temporal variation of particles 
and ANN8-2-1-1 for spatial heterogeneity. Sensitivity analysis showed that the influence of 
( )pL d was negligible on the particle behavior in the room while the groups ( )τ θ  and 
( )rI H  had significant influence on both the temporal variation of the particles and their 
spatial heterogeneity.  Overall the magnitude change of the dimensionless groups 
influenced the spatial heterogeneity of the particles more than their temporal variation.   
 The study outlines a systematic method for developing metamodels for predicting 
particle behavior from CFD simulations. The work showed a way of bounding a very 
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complex and highly non linear problem and obtaining meaningful insight into the way the 
multiple factors influence the particle behavior.   
 The accuracy of the developed networks can be improved by generating more data for 
training and cross validation. The results show that this method can be applied to develop 
user-friendly models for application during emergencies for reasonably accurate answers. 
The work can be expanded by considering more variables or incorporating more 
complexities or phenomena into the model.   
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8 DEVELOPMENT OF CFD AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK BASED METAMODELS 
FOR THE INACTIVATION OF ANTHRAX SPORES IN VENTILATED SPACES  
 
8.1 Introduction 
The deliberate release of anthrax spores, which occurred shortly after the events of 
September 11, 2001, increased national concern for other biological agent releases in 
interior building spaces. Biological agents have a high potential for causing massive 
civilian casualties (Reshetin and Regens, 2003).  Most biological warfare agents, whether 
replicating (infectious) agents or derived toxins, have been weaponized for an aerosol 
assault (Burrows and Renner, 1999).  This mode is most likely to inflict widespread 
disease (Burrows and Renner, 1999).   
Numerous studies have been done regarding indoor air flow and particulate transport 
in ventilated buildings.  Lu and Howarth (1996) developed a CFD (computational fluid 
dynamics) model to predict air movement and aerosol particle deposition and migration 
in a two-zone room.  Lu et al. (1996) conducted experiments measuring particle 
concentrations in the two-zone room and validated the CFD model.  Bouilly et al. (2005) 
designed an experimental chamber to study the effect of ventilation strategies on the 
behavior of particles and did a comparison between numerical and experimental data for 
5μm and 10μm particles.  Chung (1999) conducted a full scale numerical and 
experimental study of the distribution of contaminant particles and air movement in a 
building with three divided rooms. Zhao et al. (2004) looked at the effect of displacement 
and mixing ventilation on particle concentration and deposition rate.  Others have 
developed CFD models for larger buildings with multiple rooms (Chang, et al., 2006) and 
have done experimental studies looking at the effect of room furnishings on particle 
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deposition (Thatcher and Lai, 2002).  Historically, modeling efforts have focused 
primarily on the simulation of air movement and dispersion of particles in apartment and 
buildings, not on biological agent distribution and decay.  Reshtin and Regens (2003) 
conducted simulation modeling of anthrax spore dispersion in a 50-story, high-rise 
building.  Stuart and Wilkening(2005)  investigated different mathematical models used 
to predict environmental viability degradation of biological weapons agents like anthrax.  
Chlorine dioxide gas was used as the disinfectant during the decontamination of the 
Capitol Hill, Washington, DC (Solazzo, et al., 2004).  After the 2001 anthrax attacks, the 
decontamination efforts cost 100 million dollars (Stuart and Wilkening, 2005).  
Decontamination of large indoor spaces and buildings following release of biological 
agents is challenging, as the response to the fall 2001 anthrax-release events indicate. The 
ability to efficiently and rapidly decontaminate rooms/buildings is limited by the lack of 
quantitative understanding of the behavior of biological agents and decontaminants in 
relation to building geometry, airflow pattern and surface properties.  In response to any 
potential new releases it would be necessary to rapidly determine the optimal way to 
decontaminate the enclosed spaces.  
In this chapter, linear, quadratic and artificial neural network based metamodels have 
been developed and compared for predicting the number of viable bioaerosols remaining 
in an arbitrary enclosed space after sometime when a specific disinfectant is being 
applied. CFD was applied to numerically simulate the transport of the bioaerosol (e.g., 
spores of Bacillus anthracis) and inactivation by a decontaminant (chlorine dioxide). A 
comprehensive CFD model was first developed to generate accurate data for developing a 
metamodel. Large eddy simulation (LES) technique was applied to compute the airflow. 
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Anthrax spores were modeled using the Lagrangian treatment. Disinfectant mass fraction 
was calculated by solving a convective/diffusive mass transport equation. Kinetic decay 
constants were included for spontaneous decay of the disinfectant and for the reaction of 
the disinfectant with room surfaces. An inactivation rate equation accounted for the 
reaction between the spores and the disinfectant. The significant dimensionless groups 
influencing bioaerosol inactivation was identified and multiple scenarios were simulated.   
 
8.2 Methodology 
The development of the metamodel involved the following steps:  
1. Identifying the input parameters and the objective(s) (problem description),  
2. choosing an experimental design technique to generate scenarios for sampling the 
design space efficiently (design space of the input variables),  
3. conducting numerical experiments using CFD (development of the CFD model),  
4. testing and choosing the form of the meta model (mathematical model building) 
 
8.2.1 Problem description 
 
 Table 8-1 lists all the variables describing the problem.  The scenario is similar to the 
scenarios described in chapters 5 and 7. 
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Table 8-1. List of variables 
1 Initial number of the organisms released No (spores/m3) 
2 Number of viable organisms in the room after time cτ  N (spores/m3) 
3 Length of the room L (m) 
4 Width of the room W (m) 
5 Height of the room Hr (m) 
6 Distance between inlet and outlet I (m) 
7 Cross-sectional area of the inlet and outlet A (m2) 
8 Velocity of mixture at the inlet Umix (m/s) 
9 Mass fraction of chlorine dioxide XClO2 (ppm) 
10 Time given for the spores to initially disperse τ  (s) 
11 Contact time of spores with chlorine dioxide cτ  (s) 
12 Inactivation rate of B. anthracis spores kin ((l/mg)0.5s-1) 
13 Surface decay rate of chlorine dioxide ks (s-1) 
14 Bulk decay rate of chlorine dioxide kb (s-1) 
15 Density of air ρf (kg/m3) 
16 Dynamic viscosity of air μ (kg/m.s) 
17 Density of spore ρp (kg/m3) 
18 Diameter of spore dp (kg/m3) 
 
 
 
 In a functional form the relationship between the variables can be written as follows 
where oN N is the normalized number of viable particles remaining in the room, 
 
2
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 0r mix ClO c in s b f p p
o
Nf L W H I A U X k k k d
N
τ τ ρ μ ρ⎛ ⎞ =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (8.1) 
Applying Buckingham Π theorem 14 dimensionless groups are obtained: 
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o r mix mix mix p f
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N W H L A U U U L L d
ρρ ρ τ τβ μ ρ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
(8.2) 
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 The thirteen dimensionless groups on the right hand side of the equation (8.2) were 
rearranged to obtain equation (8.3) where Qmix (m3/s) is the volumetric flow rate and θ (s) 
is the residence time of the room calculated from mixV Q , V (m
3) is the volume of the 
room.  The dimensionless groups 1 2, ,s b ink k kθ θ ρ θ  account for the relationship between 
the decay rates of the disinfectant and the inactivation of the spores and the residence 
time of the room. cτ θ  is similar to τ θ . In this case it is the ratio of the time the spores 
are in contact with the disinfectant to the residence time of the room. 
 
2
1 2, , , , , , , , , , , , pmix cr ClO s b in
o r r p
QWHN L L I LX k k k
N W H H A L d
ρρ ττβ θ θ ρ θ μ θ θ ρ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (8.3) 
 
8.2.2 Design space of the input variables 
 
To determine the boundaries of the design, a maximum and minimum value was 
assigned to the individual variables. Except for the five variables listed in Table 8-2 the 
maximum and minimum values of the other variables remain unchanged from the 
previous chapters.  In this study, the range for the particle tracking time, τ  without any 
contact with disinfectant was equal to the range maintained for θ.  
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Table 8-2. Maximum and minimum levels for each of the parameters 
 Variables Unit Max Min 
1 XClO2 ppm 2000 500 
2 τc h 15 3 
3 kin (l/mg)0.5s-1 0.271 
4 ks s-1 1×10-3 3×10-6 
5 kb s-1 1× 10-4 4× 10-5 
 
 
 
The minimum mass fraction assigned to chlorine dioxide was 500ppm and the 
maximum was 2000ppm while contact time of the spores with the disinfectant was 
ranged between 3hrs to 15hrs. These estimates were based on the concentrations applied 
and the required length of time when disinfecting the Hart Senate Office Building, mail 
packages and office building in Boca Raton, Florida. The range for ks was determined 
from the estimated deposition velocities of chlorine dioxide on different surfaces 
(Hubbard, et al., 2009).  The reaction between decontaminants or pollutants and the 
indoor surfaces is characterized by mass transfer coefficients which are referred to as 
deposition velocities (Cano-Ruiz, et al., 1993, Morrison and Wiseman, 2006).  The range 
kb was estimated based on decay constants calculated from the regression analysis of the 
data obtained from experimental studies (Jeng and Woodworth, 1990, Han, et al., 2003). 
The value for kin was kept constant (Jeng and Woodworth, 1990, Han, et al., 2003). 
Based on these values the corresponding dimensionless groups in equation (8.3)  were 
evaluated and the highest and lowest values chosen.   
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Table 8-3. High and low values for each of the dimensionless groups 
  Groups High Low 
1.  L/W 1.67 
2.  L/Hr 2.08 
3.   I/Hr 0.6 
4.  WHr/A 15 
5. x1 XClO2 2000 500 
6 x2 ksθ  3.64 0.00 
7. x3 kbθ 0.43 0.01 
8. x4 kinρ1/2θ 1051 105 
9. x5 Qmixρ/Lμ 7550 50 
10.  τ/θ 1 
11. x6 τc/θ 150 3 
12.  L/dp 5.00×106 
13.  ρp/ρf 861 
 
 
 
The focus of the current study was to determine the effects of the new variables 
introduced. To ensure this was done efficiently other dimensionless groups which did not 
involve the variables, XClO2, kin, ks, kb, θ and Qmix were maintained at a constant value, i.e. 
the geometry of the room remained unchanged unlike the previous studies.  Table 8-3 
shows the minimum and maximum values of the new dimensionless groups, labeled x1 to 
x6 thus defining the boundaries of the six-dimensional design space.   
25 data points were generated for each dimensionless group through Hammersley 
sequence sampling (HSS) (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997, Simpson, et al., 2001). This 
was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, 2009b).  To obtain a more even distribution 
of the sampling points two other conditions were imposed when sampling, one the 
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correlation of the generated points for each input parameter was less than 0.3 and the 
median of the generated points for each parameter was within ten percent of the midpoint 
of the range of each of the dimensionless groups.  Numerical experiments were then 
conducted to obtain information at those locations.  
 
8.2.3 Development of the CFD model 
 
 The geometry of the CFD model is the 3D room of chapters 5 and 7.The dimensions 
assigned to the room were ( ) ( ) ( )5m 2.4m 3mrL H W× × along the x-axis, y-axis and z-
axis respectively. Air enters the room through the supply section having dimensions, 
( ) ( )0.5m 1.0my z×  located at a height higher than the exit section ( ) ( )( )0.5m 1.0my z×  
which is located at the opposite wall of the room.  The governing equations for the 
airflow model and the particle model are the same as the equations in Chapter 4.  The 
details for modeling the disinfectant transport and decay and the kinetic inactivation of 
the spores have been given below. 
 
8.2.3.1 Disinfectant transport and decay 
 
 Disinfection is a process designed for the deliberate reduction of the number of 
pathogenic microorganisms. In this study the transport and decay of ClO2 disinfectant has 
been simulated when it is released into the inlet air stream of a room.  
 Disinfectant mass fraction was calculated from the convective/diffusive mass 
transport equation: 
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2
2 0
t
i b s
i i
u D k k
t x x
μφ φ φ φ φρσ
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂+ − + − − =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠  (8.4) 
where φ  is concentration of the species (chlorine dioxide in this case), μt is turbulent 
viscosity, iu  is the time averaged velocity vector, ix is the Cartesian coordinate vector 
with index i =1, 2, or 3, D is the molecular diffusivity of the species.  Chlorine dioxide 
decay in the room space, [ ] *2 2ClO ClO⎡ ⎤→ ⎣ ⎦  was modeled as a pseudo-first order reaction, 
equation (8.5) where kb (s-1) is the decay rate constant 
 [ ] [ ]
*
2 2
2
ClO ClO
ClOdecay b
d d
r k
dt dt
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= = − =  (8.5) 
Chlorine dioxide reaction with surfaces was modeled as a first order reaction, as shown in 
equation (8.6). 
 [ ] [ ] *2 2ClO ClOsurface ⎡ ⎤+ = ⎣ ⎦  (8.6) 
The rate of reaction based on unit surface area available for the current case was written 
as: 
 [ ] [ ]2 2ClO ClOdecay d Ar kdt V′ = = −  (8.7) 
where, V = volume of the indoor space (m3), A = surface area (m2) , s
A k k
V
= = over all 
gas transfer coefficient (s-1)  and k= mass transfer coefficient or deposition velocity (m/s). 
 
8.2.3.2 Kinetics of inactivation 
 
 The disinfection process involves contacting a biological agent (B. anthracis spores) 
with a dose of disinfectant (ClO2) for a sufficient time period to achieve a desired level of 
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inactivation. Throughout the disinfection contact period, both the disinfectant and spore 
concentrations would decrease. An inactivation rate equation for the reaction between 
anthrax particles and the disinfectant were derived based on the study of kinetic reactions 
involving chlorine dioxide at a fixed temperature and relative humidity (Jeng and 
Woodworth, 1990). This study reported kinetics consistent with a simple Chick-Watson 
relationship (Gyurek and Finch, 1998): 
 ( , ,...) nin inr k T RH C f= −  (8.8) 
where rin is the reaction rate defined above, T is the temperature and RH is the relative 
humidity.   The concentration C (decontamination agent) is a function of position within 
the contaminated zone and f is the viability of the anthrax spores. Thus the inactivation 
rate equation for the reaction between anthrax particles and the disinfectant has been 
generalized in this study as:  
 nin inr k C f=  (8.9) 
where kin is reaction constant,  n is 0.5, C is the concentration of the disinfectant at the 
location of the spore and f is the viability of the anthrax spores.  Equation (8.9) was 
discretized into equations (8.10) and (8.11) where itf  is the viability of a spore at a 
specific time, t and tΔ , is the time step.  Equation (8.11) was included into the simulation 
to track the viability of the spores through a user subroutine. 
 n iin
df k C f
dt
= −  (8.10) 
 i i nt t t inf f k C fdt+Δ = −  (8.11) 
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8.2.3.3 Momentum source 
 
 To ensure a more uniform gradient of the disinfectant concentration in the room a 
momentum source was introduced for increasing turbulence and enhances mixing. The 
momentum source was modeled as a fan. The fan was assumed to have flat blades which 
extended radially from a central hub.  Figure 8-1 shows the details of the fan geometry 
(ESI, 2004).  
 
 
 
Figure 8-1. Details of the fan geometry 
 
 
 
 In the Figure, θb is the blade angle, Fx, Fθ, Fn are the fan forces in the axial, 
circumferential and blade – normal directions. These force terms were added as source 
terms to the momentum equations of the airflow model.  The normal force exerted on the 
blade was calculated from equation (8.12) where m& is the mass displaced by the blade in 
the blade – normal direction, Vbn and Vfn are the blade and fluid velocities respectively.  
 ( )n bn fnF m V V= −&  (8.12) 
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The blade velocity, Vbn was calculated from sinbnV r θ= Ω  where Ω  is the angular 
rotational velocity and m& was calculated as b bnm A Vρ=& where Ab is the local blade area.  
 In the current study the fan was specified to have a radius of 0.3 m with a hub radius 
of 0.1m. The width or thickness had to be more than the minimum grid size at the fan 
location. The speed was specified to be 150 revolutions per minute, which is typically the 
medium range for an indoor fan (Schmidt and Patterson, 2001). 
 
8.2.3.4 Boundary conditions and numerical methods 
 
 The control-volume method was employed to discretize the governing equations. A 
second order upwind scheme was applied for the convective-diffusive terms and the 
Euler first order implicit scheme was used for the temporal terms in the governing 
equations.   Dirichlet boundary conditions were specified at the inlet for the velocity 
components.  The outlets were designated as pressure boundaries, with Dirichlet 
conditions specified for pressure and Neumann conditions (i.e., zero normal gradients) 
specified for all other dependent variables. The boundary conditions at the walls of the 
room represented no-slip conditions.  ClO2 enters the room mixed with the inlet air. Inlet 
mass fraction of ClO2 was specified based on the specific case.  The particles are 
initialized over a flat surface, slightly above the floor with a small upward velocity of 
0.001m/s.  When the particles reached the outlets the calculation of the trajectories were 
terminated.  The same assumptions as before were applied. 
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8.2.4 Simulation steps 
 
 The 25 cases generated by HSS were simulated by the developed and validated CFD 
model.   Details of the validation studies of the CFD model have been given in Chapter 4. 
For each case the inlet velocity, chlorine dioxide mass fraction and kinetic rate 
parameters was first determined always maintaining the air changes per hour within a 
range of 1 to 10. This range encompasses the permitted air changes per hour for offices, 
residences and hospitals. At the end of each simulation the change of the viability of the 
spores was determined from the moment spores were released to the moment the 
simulation was terminated. The following steps were then followed: 
1. The flow field in the room was first established for one residence time 
2. 100,000 spores were released and tracked for one residence time. 
3. Chlorine dioxide was then mixed with the inlet air and released into the room and the 
fan was turned on. 
4. The simulation was continued until at least a 5 – log reduction of the viability of the 
B. anthracis spores was achieved. 
 
 For all cases, non-uniform grids were used with denser grids near the walls. The 
smallest mesh size was 0.01m. The time step was 0.05s. The 25 cases needed three 
months of computational time to complete requiring on an average, 80 hours for each 
case on a personal desktop with a 3 GB RAM and 3 GHz processor.   
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8.2.5 Determination of the form of metamodel 
 
 Three types of mathematical model forms were tested before determining the final 
form of the metamodel. They were the linear model, quadratic model and neural 
networks.  The sum of square of errors, SSE = 2e∑  was calculated for each model form 
where e is the difference between the mathematical model output and the CFD simulation 
output.  Model validity was assessed based on the residual plots and the plot of the 
predictions from the developed metamodel versus the CFD simulated data. The cross – 
validation method was applied to avoid overtraining and to select the final model form 
for the neural networks. A detailed description of these model forms and of cross – 
validation have been given in the previous chapters and will not be repeated here. 
 
8.3 Results and analysis 
8.3.1 CFD results 
 
 For all the cases the fan was located at the inlet of the room. This location was chosen 
based on a preliminary study of determining at what location the impact of the fan would 
be the most.  For the preliminary study the inlet velocity was maintained at 0.11 m/s and 
the mass fraction of ClO2 pumped into the room was 530ppm. Figure 8-2a and b shows 
the vector plots when the fan is located at two different locations, as a ceiling fan and at 
the inlet.  
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Figure 8-2a. Velocity vectors after 200s on XY plane, Y=2.15m, ceiling fan located at 
X = 2.5m, Y = 2.15m, and Z = 1.5m 
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Figure 8-2b. Velocity vectors after 200s on YZ plane, X=0.1m, vertical fan located at 
X = 0.1m, Y = 1.95m and Z = 1.5m 
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Figure 8-3. ClO2 concentration contour plot after 200s, mass fraction of ClO2 
released is 530ppm, no fan in the room 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8-4. ClO2 concentration contour plot after 200s, mass fraction of ClO2 
released is 530ppm, fan located vertically at the inlet of the room 
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Figure 8-5. ClO2 concentration contour plot after 200s, mass fraction of ClO2 
released is 530ppm, fan located horizontally at the ceiling of the room 
 
 
 
 In Figure 8-2a the fan is located at the ceiling at location, X = 2.5m, Y = 2.15m, and 
Z = 1.5m. Hence a top view of the room on the XY plane reveals vectors which are in a 
circular motion. In Figure 8.2b the fan is located at the inlet of the room at X = 0.1m, Y = 
1.95m and Z = 1.5m. As the air enters the room it encounters the circular motion of the 
fan resulting in the vector plots shown in Figure 8-2b. For both cases the vectors were 
plotted after airflow had been generated for 200s.  Figures 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5 show the 
contour plot of chlorine dioxide concentration for three different locations of the fan after 
200s.  Figure 8-3 represents the case where there is no fan in the room. The air and the 
disinfectant, ClO2 mixture flow into the room in a straight stream until the stream hits the 
wall and then exits the room through the outlet. The concentration of ClO2 in the middle 
region of the room is very low with most of the disinfectant remaining in the main 
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stream.  Due to the presence of the fan, mixing of the disinfectant and the air visibly 
improves with a more even distribution of the ClO2 as seen in Figures 8-4 and 8-5.  The 
standard deviation of the distribution of the concentration of the ClO2 in the room was 
calculated (Table 8-4).  The lowest standard deviation was obtained for the case where 
the fan was located at the inlet. 
 
 
 
Table 8-4. Standard deviation of the ClO2 concentration distribution in the room 
Fan location Standard deviation 
No fan 120ppm 
Horizontal 42.5ppm 
Vertical 25.6ppm 
 
 
 
 Table 8-3 lists all the six dimensionless groups for the 25 cases.  For each case the 
decrease of viability of the spores was tracked over time. Instead of recording the end 
data point of the simulation i.e. the final time and viability at the end of the simulation, in 
this study the viability of the spores was recorded for every time step.  In all 25 cases the 
simulations were terminated well before the anticipated time determined from cτ θ as 
more than 5 log reduction was achieved before that time.  For example, the residence 
time for case 14 was 728s and for case 22 it was 1269s. Particles were tracked for one 
residence time and then the disinfectant released.  In Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7 the plot of 
the normalized number of viable particles remaining in the room over time for cases 14 
and 22 has been shown.  In the plots, zero seconds indicate when chlorine dioxide was 
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released into the room. The plots have two lines, one showing the behavior of the spores 
when no inactivation is happening i.e. spore loss is only due to the airflow and the second 
line showing loss of spores due to both inactivation and convective flow. In both cases 
the combined effect of inactivation and convective flow has the dominant effect with a 
sharp decrease of the number of viable spores once disinfection has started. For case 14 
nearly 5 log reduction was obtained within 60s of ClO2 release while for case 22 a 5 log 
reduction was obtained after 130s. cτ was calculated to be 4 hours and 11 hours for cases 
14 and 22 respectively.  Hence instead of cτ θ , for every case aτ θ  was recorded for 
every time step where aτ is the actual contact time between the disinfectant and the 
spores.   
 By recording aτ θ  960 data points were obtained from these 25 cases. To map out 
the relationship and to develop predictive metamodels, the statistical and neural network 
toolbox of MATLAB (MathWorks, 2009b) was applied. 
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Figure 8-6. Plot of normalized number of viable particles remaining in the room 
over time, ClO2 was injected at 0s (case 14) 
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Figure 8-7. Plot of normalized number of viable particles remaining in the room 
over time, ClO2 injected at 0s (case 22) 
 
 
 
8.3.2 Linear and quadratic metamodel 
 Equation (8.13) is the linear metamodel. The input dimensionless groups were log 
transformed as well as the output, the normalized number of viable particles in the room 
[ ]oN N . ‘x6’ represents [ ]aτ θ . The SSE for the linear model was 76222 with an R2 of 
0.55.  Figure 8-8a compares the predicted results from the linear model to the CFD 
simulated results. Most of the data is not around the diagonal indicating a lack of 
predictive ability by the linear model.  Figure 8-8b is the plot of the standardized 
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residuals against the predicted results from the model. The plot shows a trend and the 
data points are not evenly distributed about the horizontal axis at zero.  
 
[ ] 1 2 3 4
5 6
log 53.0 4.87 log 1.72log 0.124log 6.71log
0.89log 7.85log
oN N x x x x
x x
= − + − −
− −                (8.13) 
[ ] 1 2 3 4
2 2 2
5 6 1 2 3
2 2 2
4 5 6
log 201 23.38log 2.61log 3.69log 35.38log
4.69log 25.09log 1.30log 0.56log 0.85log
2.31log 0.39log 3.109log
oN N x x x x
x x x x x
x x x
= − + + −
− − + + +
+ + −
 (8.14) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8-8a. Training results for linear model 
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Figure 8-8b. Standardized residual plot for linear model predictions 
 
 
 
 Equation (8.14) is the quadratic metamodel including all the squared terms of the 
input dimensionless groups. The R2 for the quadratic model was 0.7, an improvement 
over the linear model. Figures 8-9a and b shows the residual plot and the plot of the 
predicted results from the quadratic model to the CFD results. The plots are similar to the 
plots obtained for the linear model. 
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Figure 8-9a. Training results for quadratic model 
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Figure 8-9b. Standardized residual plot for quadratic model predictions 
 
 
 
8.3.3 Neural network 
 
The neural networks developed have six nodes in the input layer corresponding to the 
six input dimensionless groups. One node is present in the output layer corresponding to 
the log normalized number of viable spores remaining in the room, [ ]log oN N . The 
chosen activation function was tangent-hyperbolic in the hidden layer(s).  The purpose of 
training and testing the neural network is to identify the architecture that would be 
appropriate for use and to provide an assessment of the neural network performance.  In 
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this study two architectures were studied; one with single hidden layer and the second 
with two hidden layers. Theoretically the multiple hidden layer networks are not more 
powerful than single hidden layers but empirically networks with multiple hidden layers 
sometimes generalize better, with fewer parameters (Aran, et al., 2009, Huang, 2003). 
The Levenberg – Marquardt algorithm was applied for training the network.  For all cases 
the neural network was trained until the sum of square of errors reached an assigned 
minimum value or remained constant at an accepted low level for a number of iterations.  
Increasing nodes leads to increasing number of adjustable parameters (weights and biases 
in the network). The maximum number of nodes included was such that the number of 
adjustable parameters did not exceed the number of data points in the training set.   
 
8.3.3.1 Architecture with one hidden layer 
 
 The SSE for the neural network with one node in the hidden layer, ANN6-1-1 was 
11,107 with an R2 of 0.91. The number of adjustable parameters was nine.  Figure 8-10a 
and b shows the plot of the neural network predictions for [ ]log oN N  with two nodes 
(R2 = 0.99) and three nodes (R2 = 0.995) in the hidden layer respectively. Figure 8-11a 
and b show the corresponding residual plots. The performance of the neural network is 
significantly better than either the linear or the quadratic model for all the cases.   
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Figure 8-10a. Training results for ANN6-2-1 
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Figure 8-10b. Training results for ANN6-3-1 
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Figure 8-11a. Standardized residual plot for ANN6-2-1 predictions 
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Figure 8-11b. Standardized residual plot for ANN6-3-1 predictions 
 
 
 
 To avoid overtraining the network and to determine when to stop increasing the 
number of nodes the cross – validation method was applied. The cross-validation 
approach consists of a cyclic allocation of the data for training and testing  which 
ultimately allows the use of all the data set for testing (Schenker and Agarwal, 1996, 
Anders and Korn, 1999, Setiono, 2001).  The steps applied to do the cross-validation 
were as follows: out of the 25 cases in the set, data belonging to 24 cases were cases were 
used to train the networks and were then validated against the remaining data of one case. 
The SSE was recorded. This was repeated for all 25 cases and the total sum of squares 
calculated by adding the individual sum of squares.  Table 8-5 shows the results of the 
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training and the cross – validation.  In Figure 8-12 the sum of squares for both training 
and cross – validation as the number of nodes was increased from one to five in the 
hidden layer has been plotted. When the number of hidden nodes increased from three to 
four the cross – validation sum of squares increased and continued to increase when the 
number of hidden nodes was five. Hence the optimum network for the architecture with 
one hidden layer was ANN6-3-1 with 25 adjustable parameters.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8-12. Change of sum of square of errors with increasing number of neurons, 
architecture with one hidden layer 
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Table 8-5. Change of sum of square with increasing number of neurons for 
architecture with one hidden layer 
Neurons No. of adjustable 
parameters 
Training sum of 
squares 
Cross validation sum of 
squares 
1 9 11107 27209 
2 17 1583.5 25740 
3 25 677.6 22989 
4 33 275.2 121780 
5 41 209.2 282390 
 
 
 
8.3.3.2 Architecture with two hidden layers 
 
 For the architecture with two hidden layers the number of nodes in the hidden layers 
was adjusted such that the number of nodes in the second hidden layer was always less 
than or equal to the number of nodes in the first hidden layer.  It has been shown that 
neural networks perform better when the second hidden layer does not have more nodes 
than the first hidden layer (Huang, 2003).  When developing the neural network based 
metamodels as described in the previous chapter this was also observed.  
 The neural network, with one node in both hidden layers, ANN6-1-1-1, has eleven 
adjustable parameters. The SSE obtained was 10,989 (R2 = 0.91).  Figure 8-13a and b 
show the plots of the network predictions for ANN6-2-2-1 and ANN6-3-2-1. Figure 8-14a  
and b show the corresponding residual plots. The SSE reduced to 649 (R2 = 0.995) when 
the number of nodes in both hidden layers was increased to two. The adjustable 
parameters for this network, ANN6-2-2-1 were 23 less than the number of parameters in the 
single hidden layer architecture, ANN6-3-1 which has 25 but a higher sum of squares, 
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677.6.  The architecture with two hidden layers appeared to be performing better than the 
architecture with one hidden layer. The number of nodes in the hidden layers was 
increased until there were four nodes in each hidden layer. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8-13a. Training results for ANN6-2-2-1 
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Figure 8-13b. Training results for ANN6-3-2-1 
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Figure 8-14a. Standardized residual plot for ANN6-2-2-1 predictions 
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Figure 8-14b. Standardized residual plot for ANN6-3-2-1 predictions 
 
 
 
 Cross – validation was then applied to determine the optimum network.  Table 8-6 
lists the sum of squares for both training and cross – validation for all the two hidden 
layered architectures tried.   
Figure 8-15 plots these values against increasing number of nodes in the second hidden 
layer. The plot shows that increasing the number of nodes in the first hidden layer 
resulted in an overall decrease in the sum of squares irrespective of the number of 
adjustable parameters.  The cross – validation results show that for networks with three 
and four nodes in the first hidden layer overtraining occurred when the nodes in the 
second hidden layer were increased after a certain point. The cross – validation decreased 
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from network ANN6-2-1-1 to ANN6-2-2-1. Based on the cross – validation results the two 
networks which had comparatively lower sum of squares were ANN6-4-2-1 and ANN6-4-3-1. 
An F test showed that increasing the number of adjustable parameters from 41 to 47 
when going from ANN6-4-2-1 to ANN6-4-3-1 resulted in a significant decrease to the sum of 
squares.  Hence the optimum network chosen was ANN6-4-3-1. 
 
 
 
Table 8-6. Change of SSE with number of neurons (Architecture: two hidden layers) 
Neurons 
First hidden 
layer 
Second hidden 
layer 
No. of 
parameters
Training sum 
of squares  
Cross validation 
sum of squares  
1 1 11 10989 65533 
2 1 19 1578 58883 
2 2 23 649 39165 
3 1 27 445 23940 
3 2 32 379 16299 
3 3 37 308 3.82 x 1010 
4 1 35 287 61222 
4 2 41 207 14059 
4 3 47 189 15863 
4 4 53 161 4.72 x 106 
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Figure 8-15. Change of sum of square of errors with increasing number of neurons 
in the second hidden layer, architecture with two hidden layers (number of neurons 
in the second hidden layer the number of neurons in the first hidden layer) 
 
 
 
Among the final two architectures ANN6-3-1 and ANN6-4-3-1 the architecture with two 
hidden layers had a lower sum of squares for both training and cross – validation. Based 
on this and the very improved performance of the networks over the linear and quadratic 
metamodels, the final form of the metamodel chosen was the neural network ANN6-4-3-1.  
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8.3.4 Sensitivity analysis of the input dimensionless groups  
 
Figure 8-16 shows the sensitivity of the response, [ ]log oN N  when the magnitudes 
of each of the dimensionless groups were varied independently applying the neural 
network ANN6-4-3-1.  The magnitudes of the dimensionless groups were varied within the 
logarithm of the specified range (Table 8-3). The change of [ ]log oN N with increasing 
[ ]log X  has been plotted in Figure 8-16a. As the concentration of the disinfectant was 
increased the number of viable spores decreased. Figures 8-16b – 8-16f plots are for the 
other five dimensionless groups.  For the dimensionless groups with the decay rate 
constants ksθ and kbθ the number of spores increases with increasing decay. This occurs 
because more of the disinfectant is removed due to self decay or due to surface 
interaction resulting in lower availability of disinfectant for the inactivation of spores. 
Incase of [ ]log ink ρθ the number of viable spores decreased with increasing inactivation 
rate as would be expected.  As expected, increasing contact time resulted in decreasing 
number of spores as seen in Figure 8-16f.  With increasing flow rate [ ]log oN N  
decreases and then the plot levels off for the dimensionless group [ ]log Q Lρ μ  at the 
point where the number of viable spores in the room is approximately twenty indicating 
at some point the spores are not in the flow stream and are not being removed by 
increasing air flow.   
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Figure 8-16. Plots of sensitivity of the response of the output [ ]log oN N  applying 
ANN6-4-3-1 
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8.4 Conclusions 
 
A comprehensive CFD model was developed to simulate the inactivation of B. 
anthracis spores released in a room by a disinfectant, chlorine dioxide. Surface decay and 
bulk decay of chlorine dioxide was simulated in the model. A momentum source, a fan 
was used in the room to enhance mixing of the disinfectant in the room. The best location 
identified for placing a fan was in front of the inlet. The CFD model was applied to 
simulate 25 cases generated applying HSS method. The results of the cases were used to 
develop a metamodel capable of predicting the number of viable spores remaining in a 
room after starting disinfection using chlorine dioxide.  
The linear, quadratic and neural network based metamodels were explored. The 
performance of the neural networks was significantly better than either linear or quadratic 
metamodel.  Two types of architectures were explored for the neural networks; one with 
a single hidden layer, and the other with two hidden layers. Cross – validation was 
applied to determine when to stop increasing the number of nodes in the neural network 
and to avoid overtraining. The ANN6-3-1 was the best neural network for the single hidden 
layer architecture. For the two hidden layer architecture the best neural network was 
ANN 6-4-3-1 based on the cross – validation sum of squares. The SSE obtained from the 
architecture with two hidden layers was lower than the SSE obtained from the 
architecture with one hidden layer.  Hence the final form of the metamodel chosen was 
ANN6-4-3-1.  Sensitivity analysis studies were then conducted using this network. The 
analysis showed that the bulk and surface decay rate had similar sensitivity towards the 
log reduction of the viability of the particles. Mass fraction of chlorine dioxide, 
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inactivation rate constant and contact time had the most influence on the inactivation of 
the spores. Flow rate appeared to have the least impact. 
 The study outlines a systematic method for developing metamodels for predicting 
inactivation of spores from CFD simulations. The results show that this method can be 
applied to gain a better understanding into the disinfection kinetics in the indoor spaces 
and with bioaerosols. The metamodel developed can be used for providing information 
during emergencies. More information regarding the surface chemistry of chlorine 
dioxide would help in increasing model accuracy. By generating an independent dataset 
the metamodel could be further tested. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
9.1 Conclusions 
 
 The significant contribution of this work was the development of metamodels for use 
for providing quick and relatively accurate information regarding bioaerosol dispersion 
and inactivation in ventilated spaces. The metamodels were based on data obtained 
through detailed CFD simulations.   
 
 Specific conclusions regarding temporal variation and spatial heterogeneity of 
particles released in a ventilated space have been summarized below: 
 
• Dimensional analysis helped to identify nine dimensionless groups for characterizing 
the system and provided a convenient way of reducing a multi dimensional problem 
into controllable proportions.   
• The factorial design approach showed: 
o that the ratio of the length of the room to the particle diameter and the ratio of 
particle tracking time to residence time did not significantly influence the 
temporal change of the particle number in the room,  
o that all dimensionless groups influenced the spatial distribution of the 
particles, 
o that the interaction of the dimensionless groups cannot be treated 
independently since all interactions were significant.   
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• The results showed that the linear model predicted the data used in the fractional 
factorial design very well but was not as accurate at predicting an independent data 
set but performed better than CONTAM. 
• Comparison between the performance of neural network based metamodels, linear 
and quadratic metamodels showed that the neural networks consistently performed 
better at all regions of the design space in predicting temporal variation and spatial 
heterogeneity of particle dispersion in a ventilated space.  
• The neural network based metamodels, ANN8-2-2-1 for temporal variation of particles 
and ANN8-2-1-1 for spatial heterogeneity were the best performing.  
• Sensitivity analysis showed that the influence of ( )pL d was negligible on the particle 
behavior in the room while the groups ( )τ θ  and ( )I H  had significant influence on 
both the temporal variation of the particles and their spatial heterogeneity.   
• The magnitude change of the dimensionless groups influenced the spatial 
heterogeneity of the particles more than their temporal variation.   
  
 Specific conclusions regarding the effect of electrostatic forces on charged 
bioaerosols released in a ventilated space have been summarized below: 
 
• Screen voltage was identified as the dominant variable influencing the behavior of 
charged aerosols in an office room with an electric field.   
• More information could be extracted by generating cases based on the developed 
dimensionless groups.  The range of the dimensionless groups would encompass 
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more situations and expand the opportunity to reach for wider conclusions regarding 
aerosol number and location in the presence of electric fields. 
• A total of eleven dimensionless groups were identified to characterize an office room 
with a computer workstation. 
  
 Specific conclusions regarding inactivation of spores released in a ventilated space 
with a momentum source have been summarized below:   
 
• The presence of a momentum source, such as a fan improved the distribution of the 
disinfectant in the room. The location of the source in the room had a significant 
impact on how well mixed the disinfectant would be with the indoor air. The best 
location identified for placing a fan was in front of the inlet.  
• Thirteen dimensionless groups were identified to characterize the problem. 
• The performance of the neural networks was significantly better than either linear or 
quadratic metamodel in predicting the number of viable spores remaining in the room 
over time. 
• The ANN 6-4-3-1 was chosen as the best form of the metamodel. 
• Sensitivity analysis showed that the bulk and surface decay rate had similar 
sensitivity towards the log reduction of the viability of the particles. Mass fraction of 
chlorine dioxide, inactivation rate constant and contact time had the most influence 
on the inactivation of the spores. Flow rate appeared to have the least impact. 
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9.2 Future recommendations 
 
 The metamodeling principles and techniques applied in the current study can be 
extended to study bioaerosol dispersion in other areas requiring information and 
understanding of the process for example in airline cabins or in operating rooms.  
 To further improve the accuracy of the metamodels and to generate more accurate 
data from CFD simulations, the following research tasks are recommended. 
 
9.2.1 CFD simulation tasks 
 
• The assumption of uniform flow at the inlet could be expanded by implementing 
boundary conditions which would mimic the air flow pattern exiting a diffuser.  
• Infiltration and exfiltration should be incorporated in the geometry. 
• Simulations could incorporate temperature variation and relative humidity of the 
room.  The developed dimensionless groups should incorporate these variables and 
studies could identify their significance. 
• The influence of surface roughness on aerosol interaction with the surfaces could be 
incorporated into the CFD model in more detail. 
• The simulations could be run in cluster machines which would reduce computation 
time significantly. 
• In the current study LES was applied with the Smagorinsky model, with furniture in 
the room, future simulations should use the dynamic model instead. 
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9.2.2 Additional variables for characterizing the problem 
 
• The variables identified to characterize the ventilated space could be expanded to 
account for the presence of bluff bodies such as partitions, tables, chairs etc in the 
room. Their presence would have a significant influence on the air flow pattern. 
• Variables characterizing infiltration and exfiltration should be included and 
corresponding dimensionless groups developed. 
• The work can be expanded by considering more phenomena such as thermophoresis, 
resuspension influencing aerosol behavior in conjunction with the other variables to 
identify if the more complexities or phenomena influencing aerosols are significant 
compared to the fluid flow pattern of the room.   
• The accuracy of the developed metamodels can be improved by generating more data 
for training and cross validation.  
 
9.2.3 Regarding designing simulations  
 
• Unlike classical design of experiments technique, in space – filling designs the 
number of simulations for sampling a design space is first decided upon and then the 
scenarios generated. Instead it needs to be determined how many sampling points are 
required to efficiently and adequately sample a specific design space. 
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9.2.4 Regarding the inactivation study 
 
• The work could be extended by conducting a detailed study for characterizing mixing 
in ventilated spaces and determining optimum conditions for achieving an efficient 
and even distribution of the disinfectant in a room. 
• More information regarding the surface chemistry of chlorine dioxide with different 
types of materials could be incorporated into the CFD model which would help 
increase model accuracy.  The metamodeling approach would then allow an 
exploration of the influence of the different types of surface properties on disinfectant 
decay and as a result the effect on inactivation. 
• By generating an independent dataset the metamodel could be further tested.  
 
9.2.5 Regarding the study of the effect of electrostatic forces 
 
• No specific distribution has been identified in the literature to describe charge 
distribution in bioaerosols. Such a distribution would help in generating more 
accurate scenarios of the dispersion of charged bioaerosols.  
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APPENDIX A –1: FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGN DETAILS 
 
• Resolution IV design: 28-4=16 runs 
• Duplicate runs= 32 runs in total 
• Main effects are confounded with higher than two factor interactions  
• Two-factor interactions are confounded with other two-factor interactions 
• Design generators: E=BCD, F=ACD, G=ABC, H=ABD 
 
Table A-1. Details of the fractional factorial design 
Main effects and aliases 
A=CDF=BEF=BCG=DEG=BDH=CEH=FGH 
B=CDE=AEF=ACG=DFG=ADH=CFH=EGH 
C=BDE=ADF=ABG=EFG=AEH=BFH=DGH 
D=BCE=ACF=AEG=BFG=ABH=EFH=CGH 
E=BCD=ABF=ADG=CFG=ACH=DFH=BGH 
F=ACD=ABE=BDG=CEG=BCH=DEH=AGH 
G=ABC=ADE=BDF=CEF=CDH=BEH=AFH 
H=ABD=ACE=BCF=DEF=CDG=BEG=AFG 
Two factor interactions and aliases 
AB=EF=CG=DH 
AC=DF=BG=EH 
AD=CF=EG=BH 
AE=BF=DG=CH 
AF=CD=BE=GH 
AG=BC=DE=FH 
AH=BD=CE=FG 
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APPENDIX A–2: SIMULATION DETAILS AND RESULTS OF FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL 
DESIGN CASES 
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Table A-4. Comparison of results between multiple linear models predictions, 
CONTAM predictions and CFD results for log[(N+1)/No+1)] 
 
Cases Linear model CFD CONTAM
1 -3.2965 0.0000 -7.1637
2 -1.5209 -1.2092 -0.9806
3 -4.1873 -11.5129 -8.6156
4 -4.2107 -0.7067 -1.6889
5 -5.3823 -11.5129 -3.1035
6 -2.9793 -0.5163 -0.8489
10 -4.8221 -3.2381 -10.7279
28 -3.7577 -2.5113 -0.3394
32 -3.0527 -11.5129 -1.2242  
 
 
 
-12.0
-10.0
-8.0
-6.0
-4.0
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-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0
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Figure A-1. Plot of CFD results against predictions from the CONTAM predictions from 
selected cases 
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APPENDIX B: PARTICLE TRANSPORT (HAMMERSLEY SEQUENCE CASES) 
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APPENDIX C –1: DISINFECTION STUDIES 
 
 
 
 
Details of the disinfection studies have been given in this appendix. The time in seconds 
and the corresponding viability have been presented for selected cases. 
 
 
 
Table C-1. Dimensionless groups 
Cases X ClO2 k s θ k b θ k inρ 1/2 θ Q mix ρ/Lµ τ c /θ
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
1 530 1.210 0.048 240 693 17.6
2 590 2.430 0.178 277 410 24.3
3 650 2.730 0.057 511 806 23.3
4 710 2.080 0.063 862 630 30.4
5 770 0.146 0.337 535 936 50.8
6 830 0.809 0.111 621 551 68.9
7 890 1.600 0.378 124 756 51.6
8 950 2.650 0.383 164 852 14.7
9 1010 2.050 0.026 900 473 65.8
10 1070 1.140 0.044 456 1160 37
11 1130 0.030 0.128 874 797 56.9
12 1190 2.670 0.212 245 238 16.6
13 1250 3.190 0.212 749 342 55.6
14 1310 0.149 0.352 938 622 23.9
15 1370 0.437 0.087 457 420 75.1
16 1430 1.190 0.259 408 651 4.44
17 1490 3.370 0.243 608 716 38.6
18 1550 2.230 0.041 371 857 58.2
19 1610 1.480 0.396 801 1010 60.9
20 1670 0.582 0.357 955 966 14.2
21 1730 0.223 0.161 726 1170 16.4
22 1790 1.890 0.017 635 357 33.7
23 1850 1.260 0.391 207 988 68.4
24 1910 1.080 0.093 569 232 76.9
25 1970 0.029 0.274 667 454 51.3  
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Table C-3. Results of the disinfection case 1 
Time f Time f Time f Time f
-653.7 1 -285 1 30 0.67828 155 0.00345
-645 1 -270 0.99991 35 0.59328 160 0.00266
-630 1 -255 0.99942 40 0.50336 165 0.00204
-615 1 -240 0.99744 45 0.41088 170 0.00157
-600 1 -225 0.99081 50 0.339 175 0.0012
-585 1 -210 0.98946 55 0.29037 180 0.00091
-570 1 -195 0.98872 60 0.23526 185 0.00069
-555 1 -180 0.98841 65 0.18623 190 0.00052
-540 1 -165 0.98823 70 0.14946
-525 1 -150 0.98538 75 0.12754
-510 1 -135 0.98398 80 0.11057
-495 1 -120 0.98124 85 0.09384
-480 1 -105 0.97569 90 0.07955
-465 1 -90 0.96906 95 0.06505
-450 1 -75 0.96403 100 0.05099
-435 1 -60 0.95433 105 0.04019
-420 1 -45 0.93281 110 0.03148
-405 1 -30 0.90426 115 0.02469
-390 1 -15 0.89752 120 0.01943
-375 1 0 0.89551 125 0.01538
-360 1 5 0.89058 130 0.01205
-345 1 10 0.88035 135 0.00947
-330 1 15 0.85093 140 0.00743
-315 1 20 0.81039 145 0.00576
-300 1 25 0.75615 150 0.00446  
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Table C-4. Results of the disinfection case 2 
Time f Time f Time f Time f
-513.6 1 -270 1 -20 4.67E-01 115 7.40E-06
-510 1 -260 1 -10 4.63E-01 120 3.82E-06
-500 1 -250 1 0 4.52E-01 125 1.96E-06
-490 1 -240 1 5 4.12E-01 130 9.92E-07
-480 1 -230 1 10 3.28E-01 135 5.04E-07
-470 1 -220 1 15 2.56E-01 140 2.50E-07
-460 1 -210 1 20 1.90E-01 145 1.23E-07
-450 1 -200 1 25 1.28E-01 150 5.98E-08
-440 1 -190 1 30 8.96E-02 155 2.86E-08
-430 1 -180 1 35 6.17E-02 160 1.37E-08
-420 1 -170 1 40 3.71E-02 165 6.57E-09
-410 1 -160 1 45 2.24E-02 170 3.09E-09
-400 1 -150 1 50 1.50E-02 175 1.44E-09
-390 1 -140 1 55 8.91E-03 180 6.59E-10
-380 1 -130 1 60 5.42E-03 185 2.85E-10
-370 1 -120 1 65 3.25E-03 190 1.21E-10
-360 1 -110 0.870 70 1.87E-03 195 4.92E-11
-350 1 -100 0.686 75 1.06E-03 200 1.87E-11
-340 1 -90 0.608 80 6.07E-04 205 8.02E-12
-330 1 -80 0.559 85 3.43E-04 210 9.08E-12
-320 1 -70 0.543 90 1.81E-04 215 1.95E-13
-310 1 -60 0.516 95 9.80E-05
-300 1 -50 0.501 100 5.30E-05
-290 1 -40 0.489 105 2.81E-05
-280 1 -30 0.477 110 1.46E-05  
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Table C-5. Results of the disinfection case 3 
Time f Time f Time f Time f
-256.8 1 -660 1 -270 1 60 0.0431
-1040 1 -650 1 -260 1 65 0.0272
-1030 1 -640 1 -250 1 70 0.0162
-1020 1 -630 1 -240 1 75 0.0095
-1010 1 -620 1 -230 1 80 0.0056
-1000 1 -610 1 -220 1 85 0.0033
-990 1 -600 1 -210 1 90 0.0022
-980 1 -590 1 -200 1 95 0.0014
-970 1 -580 1 -190 1 100 0.0009
-960 1 -570 1 -180 1 105 0.0005
-950 1 -560 1 -170 1 110 0.0003
-940 1 -550 1 -160 1 115 0.0002
-930 1 -540 1 -150 1 120 8.39E-05
-920 1 -530 1 -140 1 125 4.54E-05
-910 1 -520 1 -130 1 130 2.46E-05
-900 1 -510 1 -120 1 135 1.27E-05
-890 1 -500 1 -110 1 140 6.77E-06
-880 1 -490 1 -100 1 145 3.66E-06
-870 1 -480 1 -90 1 150 1.97E-06
-860 1 -470 1 -80 0.9999 155 1.03E-06
-850 1 -460 1 -70 0.9999 160 5.31E-07
-840 1 -450 1 -60 0.9999 165 2.67E-07
-830 1 -440 1 -50 0.9999 170 1.35E-07
-820 1 -430 1 -40 0.9999 175 6.66E-08
-810 1 -420 1 -30 0.9999 180 3.28E-08
-800 1 -410 1 -20 0.9999 185 1.62E-08
-790 1 -400 1 -10 0.9999
-780 1 -390 1 0 0.9984
-770 1 -380 1 5 0.9780
-760 1 -370 1 10 0.8625
-750 1 -360 1 15 0.6335
-740 1 -350 1 20 0.4570
-730 1 -340 1 25 0.3113
-720 1 -330 1 30 0.2013
-710 1 -320 1 35 0.1772
-700 1 -310 1 40 0.1447
-690 1 -300 1 45 0.1186
-680 1 -290 1 50 0.1064
-670 1 -280 1 55 0.0747  
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Table C-6. Results of the disinfection case 4 
Table f Table f Table f Table f Table f Table f
-842 1 -650 1 -455 1 -260 1 -65 0.99916 130 0.00025
-840 1 -645 1 -450 1 -255 1 -60 0.99914 135 0.00016
-835 1 -640 1 -445 1 -250 1 -55 0.99907 140 0.0001
-830 1 -635 1 -440 1 -245 1 -50 0.99901 145 6.4E-05
-825 1 -630 1 -435 1 -240 1 -45 0.99875 150 4E-05
-820 1 -625 1 -430 1 -235 1 -40 0.99719 155 2.5E-05
-815 1 -620 1 -425 1 -230 1 -35 0.99612 160 1.6E-05
-810 1 -615 1 -420 1 -225 1 -30 0.99547 165 9.7E-06
-805 1 -610 1 -415 1 -220 1 -25 0.99501 170 6E-06
-800 1 -605 1 -410 1 -215 1 -20 0.99459 175 3.7E-06
-795 1 -600 1 -405 1 -210 1 -15 0.99426 180 2.3E-06
-790 1 -595 1 -400 1 -205 1 -10 0.99359 185 1.4E-06
-785 1 -590 1 -395 1 -200 1 -5 0.99326
-780 1 -585 1 -390 1 -195 1 0 0.98594
-775 1 -580 1 -385 1 -190 1 5 0.93347
-770 1 -575 1 -380 1 -185 1 10 0.68434
-765 1 -570 1 -375 1 -180 1 15 0.44178
-760 1 -565 1 -370 1 -175 1 20 0.38616
-755 1 -560 1 -365 1 -170 1 25 0.34254
-750 1 -555 1 -360 1 -165 1 30 0.28332
-745 1 -550 1 -355 1 -160 1 35 0.25841
-740 1 -545 1 -350 1 -155 1 40 0.21665
-735 1 -540 1 -345 1 -150 1 45 0.17239
-730 1 -535 1 -340 1 -145 1 50 0.13685
-725 1 -530 1 -335 1 -140 1 55 0.10069
-720 1 -525 1 -330 1 -135 1 60 0.06728
-715 1 -520 1 -325 1 -130 1 65 0.0456
-710 1 -515 1 -320 1 -125 1 70 0.03291
-705 1 -510 1 -315 1 -120 1 75 0.0232
-700 1 -505 1 -310 1 -115 1 80 0.01598
-695 1 -500 1 -305 1 -110 1 85 0.0111
-690 1 -495 1 -300 1 -105 1 90 0.0075
-685 1 -490 1 -295 1 -100 1 95 0.0051
-680 1 -485 1 -290 1 -95 0.9998 100 0.00337
-675 1 -480 1 -285 1 -90 0.99974 105 0.00224
-670 1 -475 1 -280 1 -85 0.99974 110 0.00145
-665 1 -470 1 -275 1 -80 0.99974 115 0.00092
-660 1 -465 1 -270 1 -75 0.99965 120 0.0006
-655 1 -460 1 -265 1 -70 0.99934 125 0.00039  
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Table C-7. Results of the disinfection case 5 
Time f Time f Time f Time f
-1078.6 1 -690 1 -300 1 45 0.0740
-1070 1 -680 1 -290 1 50 0.0640
-1060 1 -670 1 -280 1 55 0.0448
-1050 1 -660 1 -270 1 60 0.0274
-1040 1 -650 1 -260 1 65 0.0144
-1030 1 -640 1 -250 1 70 0.0066
-1020 1 -630 1 -240 1 75 0.0034
-1010 1 -620 1 -230 1 80 0.0016
-1000 1 -610 1 -220 1 85 0.0008
-990 1 -600 1 -210 1 90 0.0004
-980 1 -590 1 -200 1 95 0.0002
-970 1 -580 1 -190 1 100 7.48E-05
-960 1 -570 1 -180 1 105 3.34E-05
-950 1 -560 1 -170 1 110 1.42E-05
-940 1 -550 1 -160 1 115 5.98E-06
-930 1 -540 1 -150 1 120 2.53E-06
-920 1 -530 1 -140 1 125 1.02E-06
-910 1 -520 1 -130 1 130 3.97E-07
-900 1 -510 1 -120 1 135 1.56E-07
-890 1 -500 1 -110 1 140 6.12E-08
-880 1 -490 1 -100 1 145 2.30E-08
-870 1 -480 1 -90 1 150 8.67E-09
-860 1 -470 1 -80 1 155 3.23E-09
-850 1 -460 1 -70 1 160 1.19E-09
-840 1 -450 1 -60 1 165 4.28E-10
-830 1 -440 1 -50 1 170 1.55E-10
-820 1 -430 1 -40 1 175 5.43E-11
-810 1 -420 1 -30 1 180 1.87E-11
-800 1 -410 1 -20 1 185 6.45E-12
-790 1 -400 1 -10 1 190 2.18E-12
-780 1 -390 1 0 0.9999
-770 1 -380 1 5 0.9994
-760 1 -370 1 10 0.9907
-750 1 -360 1 15 0.8657
-740 1 -350 1 20 0.5441
-730 1 -340 1 25 0.3019
-720 1 -330 1 30 0.1870
-710 1 -320 1 35 0.1192
-700 1 -310 1 40 0.0963  
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APPENDIX D: WEIGHTS AND BIASES OF THE METAMODELS (NEURAL NETWORKS) 
 
 
 
 
1. ANN8-2-2-1 for target log [(N+1)/(No+1)], 27 parameters 
 
Values of the weights and biases from the input layer to the first hidden layer: 
[L/W] -0.425 [L/W] 0.442 
[I/Hr] 0.052 [I/Hr] 1.429 
[WHr/A] 6.737 [WHr/A] -0.526 
[τ/θ] 2.742 [τ/θ] 0.515 
[Qρ/Lμ] -0.582 [Qρ/Lμ] -0.327 
[L/H] -1.124 [L/H] 0.252 
[L/dp] 1.966 [L/dp] -0.914 
[ρp/ρ] -2.906 [ρp/ρ] 0.493 
bias11 -1.624 bias12 0.183 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the first hidden layer to the second hidden layer: 
w{1,1} -8.519 w{2,1} 7.816 
w{1,2} -3.248 w{2,2} 2.758 
bias21 2.411 bias12 0.885 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the second hidden layer to the output layer: 
w{1,1} -3.786 
w{1,2} 4.408 
bias3 0.334 
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2. ANN8-2-1-1 for target log [(σ+1)], 23 parameters 
 
Values of the weights and biases from the input layer to the first hidden layer: 
[L/W] -3.375 [L/W] -3.919 
[I/Hr] 9.656 [I/Hr] -0.892 
[WHr/A] 2.332 [WHr/A] 0.164 
[τ/θ] -10.689 [τ/θ] -1.778 
[Qρ/Lμ] 0.819 [Qρ/Lμ] 1.110 
[L/H] -5.867 [L/H] -2.281 
[L/dp] -3.596 [L/dp] 1.1617
[ρp/ρ] 3.598 [ρp/ρ] -3.739 
bias11 -4.346 bias12 4.563 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the first hidden layer to the second hidden layer: 
w{1,1} -4.772 
w{1,2} -5.689 
bias21 9.075 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the second hidden layer to the output layer: 
w{1,1} -3.006 
bias3 2.013 
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3. Disinfection studies: ANN6-4-3-1 for target log [N/No], 47 parameters 
 
Values of the weights and biases from the input layer to the first hidden layer: 
Weights 
XClO2 ksθ kbθ kinρ1/2θ Qmixρ/Lμ Biases 
-0.0644 0.0283 0.0214 0.0283 0.0149 0.4827 
0.1386 -0.0607 -0.046 -0.0628 -0.0321 -0.1469 
3.7108 -12.0532 -3.5897 -3.8568 11.2335 9.6629 
-2.3108 1.3110 -0.7028 8.4244 2.6903 -8.9890 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the first hidden layer to the second hidden layer: 
Weights Biases 
-856.9 -267.4 -2.189 2.123 338.274 
1096.4 416.61 25.96 -0.974 -403.987 
914.8 346.21 -0.081 0.517 355.303 
 
 
 
Values of weights and biases from the second hidden layer to the output layer: 
14.967 
0.251 Weights 
20.015 
Bias -4.304 
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